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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: ITS VALUE
TO THE MASSACHUSETTS TRIAL COURT

PART ONE: INTRODUCTION/EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1

This report answers the legislature's request for information about the value of alternative
dispute resolution

(ADR) 2

to the Massachusetts Trial Court.

current and pending policies of the

ADR,

describe the

trial

Supreme

courts' current

report will summarize the

Court and the Trial Court with respect to

Judicial

ADR programs and their impact,

findings of studies evaluating court-connected

The use of an expanded

The

and report the key

ADR in Massachusetts and elsewhere.

array of dispute resolution methods

is

a national and international

phenomenon.

ADR is being taught in elementary and secondary schools, universities and law

schools in this

state.

3

The Dorchester Urban Court program, founded

for the creation by 1995 of nearly

1975, served as a model

300 community mediation programs across the United

to handle a variety of minor criminal and civil cases.

dispute resolution options.

in

Twenty-two

states

4

Nearly every state court system

have statewide

offices

is

States,

using

of dispute resolution,

including Massachusetts, or offices of alternative dispute resolution in the state court
administrator's office, and a

number of states

offer a variety

of publicly funded

alternative dispute

resolution services. Administrative agencies in both the state and federal governments are adding

ADR to their stock of dispute resolution
mechanisms.

5

The

federal courts

embraced the use of ADR

have

fully

While
6

Businesses

is

not possible to assign a specific

ADR]

dollar savings to [the courts'
initiatives,

ranging from Fortune 500 companies to small
businesses are using

it

it is

clear that these

allow judges to

ADR to resolve

utilize their

programs

time more

effectively and result in a reduction

backlog and

employment, insurance, construction and other

trial

delay.

It is

of case

generally

recognized by our judges and by lawyers
contractual disputes. These companies find
cases,

ADR provides a more

satisfactory process

and more satisfactory

that, in

many

who

practice in the field of domestic

relations that parties are

by agreements they

outcomes than

more

create, as

likely to abide

opposed to

those ordered by a judge, as the parties feel
they have had

traditional litigation, helps

more

input and control over

the process.
parties preserve business relationships, avoids

Chief Justice Sean M. Dunphy
Probate and Family Court

animosities and uncertainties, and often saves

2

time and money.

expanding

what

its

7

In general, society as a

whole

is

approaching conflict

in a

new way and

understanding and sophistication about what methods of resolution are best for

disputes.

The development of ADR
the court system.

in the private sector

sounds an important note of caution for

ADR instead of the public services of the courts threatens to

The use of private

lead to a two-tier justice system, in which the rich abandon the courts for
justice,

more responsive

private

and the courts no longer serve their public role of developing and enforcing universal

standards for the society.

As

this reports

shows, however, the

Some amount of conflict
Massachusetts courts are making use of ADR,

and

is

inevitable in

every society. The key question
conflict gets resolved.

ADR makes an increasingly important

is

how that

America's community

mediation programs provide an important
contribution to court operations.

8

ADR is

piece of the answer in this country.

Janet Reno, Attorney General of the
United States, Community Mediation

broadly used, and increasingly supported by
lawyers, the business

of the

public.

9

community and members

ADR is not,

Programs: Developments and
Challenges. National Institute of

however,

Justice, 1997, p.

universally available: courts in

not able to offer
financial

ADR, and

many

litigants

means are unable to

without

afford private sector, fee-for-service

of this report contains a comprehensive review of numerous
a variety of

ADR services to the Massachusetts Trial Court.

cases involving

civil

vii.

areas are

ADR.

10

The following

section

ADR programs which today provide
As

this

review reveals, thousands of

actions for tort and contract, divorce, child custody and support, and landlord

and tenant disputes, as well as minor criminal cases, are resolved or simplified every year by the
use of court-connected
levels

ADR. Not

only do lawyers and consumers of those services report high

of satisfaction, but judges and other court personnel have come to depend on

3

ADR services

as a necessary ingredient in a healthy and

am writing this letter to let you know how
very grateful I am to have the mediation
program. It gave me a second chance in life.
It taught me to never be dishonest and to pay
for my mistakes and to face what I have
done. It gave me the chance to pay all the
I

efficient public justice system.

The most important reason
courts to offer

ADR is that

often a

it is

means than pure

appropriate

for the

more

litigation for

money back

month
Thank you for the
mediation program. I would vote for the
mediation program. It would really help a

resolving certain types of disputes, and the
public recognizes this fact.

example,
battle

The

increasingly uneasy

is

with

public, for

when

parents

lot

this

of people

sorry and

through an acrimonious divorce,

all this

understanding that mediation would permit

them

to end their marriage

-

shows

11

want him

processes and outcomes, and would

particular, a

1997 report evaluating

now

who

A

-

can put

stole

to get

The

a record.

In
six

Massachusetts mediation programs found that mediators'

performances received extremely high ratings and that both lawyers and parties were
with the mediation process

I

behind me.

employer felt he was a good kid,
having a tough time and had made a
bad choice. The employer didn 't

ADR

participate in such a process again.

humiliated but

really

whatever his employer wanted.

that litigants and

attorneys are very satisfied with

I'm

situation.

some money
from his employer. At the time, he
was facing difficult family problems
and was in counseling. He had no
prior record and was willing to do

ADR - including several done in

Massachusetts

was

my

defendant

Every study evaluating the impact of courtconnected

I

in

plan.

Letter receivedfrom young

on terms which

support their continuing roles as parents.

within a year, $100 a

payment

including

its

fairness

-

regardless of the

satisfied

outcome of the mediation. 12

1991 survey showed that substantial majorities of Massachusetts adults believe that the courts

should offer mediation,

13

and that

it

is

important to spend tax dollars for the courts to provide a

variety of options for resolving disputes.

The

courts, as the institution constitutionally charged with dispute resolution, need to

adjust and respond to the
available.

14

Many believe

new demand by making
that the expansion

alternative dispute resolution

of court-connected

ADR is important because

enhance the public justice system. 15 The addition of ADR promises to
adversarial behavior

mechanisms

offset the

extremes of

by offering a more cooperative, problem-solving method of resolving

4

it

will

disputes.

Offering

ADR adds to the public's perception that the courts are delivering full-service

justice.

Alternative dispute resolution should

have

Plaintiffs

on property

lived

since 1938.

be seen not as a competitor with the traditional

Defendants purchased adjoining property

adjudicatory process, but instead as a

1978, tore

down the house and

Traditional

litigation.

litigation is absolutely

encroached onto
square

necessary and

feet.

feuded.

appropriate in
students of

many

cases.

For example, many

.

.

his

Over the next 15

Defendant wishes to

the

years, parties
sell his

a need for

damages.

Plaintiff seeks

title.

alleged harassment
is

property by 2,000

property but cannot because of the cloud on

ADR believe that ADR processes

should not be used when there

defendant

Plaintiffs claim that

larger house.

complement to pure

...

.

.

.

[for]

[T]he parties proceeded

The case

to mediation.

settled with a multi-

point agreement, including joint appointment

public sanctioning of conduct, a public

of a surveyor to redraw the property
declaration of rights, or the establishment of

precedent;

when

repetitive violations

lines;

the escrow of money damages; and the joint
petition for registration in the

need to

Land Court.

Middlesex Multidoor Courthouse:
be dealt with collectively and uniformly; or

when a

Week's Recap. July

A

12, 1996.

party or parties are not able to

negotiate effectively because of a

power imbalance or

of mediation or conciliation

cases, the use

but an adjunct to
clarifies issues

it,

because the

at

one stage of the case

or resolves some of them, thus
at

a

trial

on

trial.

On the

trial

other hand,

Moreover,

in

many

not a substitute for litigation

is

as judges have prided ourselves

on the eve of trial,

forcing settlements

shows

justice

that,

while

we may have

controlled our dockets, Americans feel better

on those remaining
time

is

16

developing empirical research on procedural

treated
issues and, as a result,

we

Although

ADR process thus enables attorneys and

the court to focus the

for any other reason.

ADR process

narrowing the issues to be decided

The

in

rebuilt a

reduced.

gives

ADR is often more

-

even

if they lose -

some kind

of fair

grievance, rather than

by a system that

hearing to their

one

in

which

their

lawyers, after closeting themselves with the

appropriate than litigation in cases involving a
conflict in an

judge,

tell

that they

ongoing relationship (such as

them (by telephone or

have to

settle for

in the hall)

a specific

because the judge has recommended

sum
it.

cases involving families, landlords and tenants,

Hon. Brock D. Hornby, "Federal

neighbors and business associates).

Court- Annexed

Moreover, parties often choose

Hoopla,"

ADR because

1

After the

FJC Directions

(Dec. 1994)

5

ADR:

26, 28

it

gives them greater control over the outcome of the dispute and find that outcomes of

ADR are

uniquely satisfactory because they are tailored to the complex interests underlying the dispute. In
addition, parties often find that agreements reached through consensual

mediation, conciliation and case evaluation) are

more durable and

than agreements imposed by a judge. Other reasons for choosing
is

more

private

and

less confrontational

than

ADR processes (such as

result in greater

ADR are that the process itself

litigation.

In sum, most of the compelling reasons for providing court-connected
In addition to these reasons, however, there

qualitative.

integrated case

management system,

can help the courts to operate more

is

some evidence

time and

money

efficiently.

ADR, 82

17

contributed to making

more

of an

In a recent survey developed by the Standing

it

clerks and probation

when they should have been

effective use

ADR saved

saved time for the court, and 61 percent that

Several judges reported that the use of

cases were no longer being tried

that, as part

percent of those responding reported that

for litigants, 72 percent that

saved money for the court.

ADR are

ADR can and does save time and money for the public and

Committee on Dispute Resolution and targeted to Massachusetts judges,
officers with experience using

compliance

settled.

of the scarcest resource

it

ADR helped to ensure that
In effect, the use of

in the court

system

ADR

- trial

time

before a judge.

The

benefits identifed by

Studies of the public's perception of fairness

Massachusetts observers are largely confirmed

in the judiciary indicate that

four factors are

most important: respectful treatment,

by a review of studies evaluating court-

equitable treatment, a chance to

connected
United

ADR programs throughout the

States.

In general, these studies

ADR is high user satisfaction, but that there is

ADR improves the

pace of litigation, produces high settlement

Negotiation at Harvard
rates,

and produces more durable agreements.

Some

studies also

show

that

(October 1987)

ADR reduces

court workload, court costs and litigant costs.

one's

on explaining the nature of the process,
which is quite simple, and obtaining the
parties' commitment to proceed.
T.R. Tyler, "The Psychology of
Disputant Concerns in Mediation,
Negotiation Journal, Program on

conclude that the greatest benefit of using

also strong evidence that

tell

and understanding of the process.
Mediation training places special emphasis
story,

1

6

Law

"

School.

Possible efficiencies through the use of

meaning

that

ADR should not,

however, be interpreted as

fewer resources should be devoted to the adjudicatory system. The idea

replace the adjudicatory system, because the fair

trial will

is

not to

always remain the centerpiece of the

courts and a cornerstone of democratic government. Rather, the courts should provide a

continuum of dispute resolution methods, ranging from mediation to adjudication, and use case

management techniques

to

match each dispute with the appropriate method. In order

for the

courts to serve the public properly, there must be adequate funding for every point on the

continuum and for the case management function.

The

fact that savings are possible

programs are already being provided
funding does not
vital

mean that

through the use of ADR and that many excellent

in the

ADR

Massachusetts courts without significant public

public funds are not needed. This report describes the significant and

ADR work which is being done in many departments and divisions of the Trial Court.

report also points out major gaps in services and the fragility of some court-connected

programs, due to funding needs and reliance on

even the

level

of ADR services described

administrative and financial support.

ad hoc

arrangements.

in this report will

Many

It

services,

ADR

cannot be assumed that

continue in the future without added

of the services described

in this report are

volunteers, at no cost to the public, and others are supported in part by fees paid

Even these

The

provided by

by the

parties.

however, involve administrative costs which properly belong to the court

system. Moreover, the courts cannot continue to refer cases to the programs described in this
report without taking responsibility for evaluation and quality control.

submission for

FY1999

education about

includes a request for $855,000 to fund expanded

ADR for Trial Court personnel,
ability to pay.

Trial

Court budget

ADR services,

and administrative support for ADR. These

funds are needed to ensure access to high quality

without regard to

The

ADR services throughout the Trial Court

19

7

PART TWO: ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Court

Policies

Regarding

that

MASSACHUSETTS

ADR

The Massachusetts courts have expressed

move beyond

IN

their intention, at the highest policy levels, to

the growing patchwork of excellent court-connected

ADR is available throughout the Trial Court.

an experimental stage of court-connected

ADR.

stage of institutionalizing

Court (SJC) and the

The courts

ADR, which

ADR programs and ensure

are in the process of moving from

has lasted for more than 20 years, to the

A policy statement adopted in

1993 by the Supreme Judicial

Court Chief Justice for Administration and Management (CJAM)

Trial

that the judicial branch should

"make

states

available dispute resolution alternatives to the traditional

process of litigation" throughout the Trial Court and that additional resources are required to

implement

The

this objective.

policy statement also provides that

consistent, systemwide standards."

The

ADR services "must conform to

policy statement led to the creation in 1993 of the

Standing Committee on Dispute Resolution to advise the SJC and the

CJAM about the standards

and the implementation of ADR throughout the Trial Court.

The Standing Committee developed
the form of Uniform Rules

Supreme

Judicial Court.

20

a proposal containing such systemwide standards, in

on Dispute Resolution, which
In addition to ethical and

currently are pending before the

program standards, the Rules would

a regular, systemwide process for planning and implementing
referral

ADR,

institute

as well as an organized, fair

system and evaluation and reporting requirements. The Rules contemplate a gradual

expansion of ADR services throughout the Trial Court, building on the strengths of existing

programs described

in this report, filling in the

gaps

in services,

and adding quality control

measures such as training requirements for neutrals, regular program evaluation, and a complaint
mechanism. The goal

is

to

move toward

a statewide system of ADR, in which high quality

services are uniformly available, so that access will not

to pay for

ability

ADR services.

The Model Rules of Professional Conduct
assume

depend on geographical location or

that such a system will exist.

circumstances

in

for lawyers, recently adopted

by the SJC,

These rules contain the comment that "there

which a lawyer should advise a

client

will

concerning the advantages and

disadvantages of available dispute resolution options in order to permit the client to

8

be

make

informed decisions concerning representation."

between attorney and

A plausible premise for such a discussion

21

client is that the courts will

options, at least for those

who

have available a variety of dispute resolution

cannot afford to pay for the services

Massachusetts Court-connected

in

the private

ADR market.

ADR Programs

The following summaries provide information about

current

ADR programs in each of the

seven Trial Court Departments. Each summary discusses the history of program(s) in the
department, types of services provided by the program(s), context
delivering services), benefits

of the program(s),

contribution to the courts, and

District

(i.e.

staff and neutrals

who

are

financial situation, the potential for a larger

comments on remaining unmet

needs.

22

Court Department

Summary.
There are two primary forms of alternative dispute resolution available

community mediation and

community mediation:

conciliation.

Fifty district courts

in the

69

district

courts-

have access to some form of

services for small claims, family, juvenile, or housing disputes, or

some

combination of these services. Mediation services are provided by approximately 1,000
volunteers from

all

backgrounds

who

are recruited, trained and supervised by 35 community-

based nonprofit organizations. These programs, which range in experience from one founded

1975 to the most recent started

in late 1997, handle

over 10,000 referrals per year and conduct

close to 7,000 mediations. Eighty-five percent of mediations result in agreements.

the parties and compliance with agreements
Conciliation of civil cases, which

is

is

Satisfaction of

reported to be very high.

a more recent development,

is

available in

Courts. Conciliation services are provided by 775 volunteers, primarily experienced
attorneys, but also

some

retired attorneys

associations, nonprofit dispute resolution

conciliation services

in

22

District

trial

and judges, as well as a few court employees. Nine bar

programs or court-operated programs oversee

which handle over 4,000 cases a

reported to be high.

9

year.

Court, bar and client satisfaction

is

History.

Early in the 1970's, the Dorchester District Court and the surrounding community joined
together to test the concept of ordinary citizens helping their neighbors resolve conflicts

Under

peacefully.

this

arrangement, the courts agreed to identify conflicts entering the criminal

process for referral to informal conflict resolution. Originally the types of conflicts referred
included neighborhood altercations, family feuds and racial episodes, to

were sent to the Urban Court Program, a
to

sit

down

them

in

tell

their stories,

encourage them to

it

News of the

worked.

one

The

success of this newly forged

few

partnership spread quickly throughout the state, and nationally. Within a

a similar design were being formed throughout Massachusetts.
still is,

listen to

reaching a mutually agreeable resolution of their differences.

concept was called mediation, and

was, and

a few. Referrals

which trained volunteers

private, nonprofit organization,

with disputing parties, invite them to

another, and assist

name

The

years,

programs of

catalyst for this rapid

growth

the enthusiasm of staff and volunteers, and their eagerness to share what they

learn with others

who

hold

common

interests.

In 1978, a special committee established by District Court Chief Justice Samuel E. Zoll,

found the concept to have significant merit.
experimentation. Mediation:
directory of state and local

and republished

in 1984.

23

An Alternative

It

saw great

potential and

recommended continued

that Works, an early primer

on mediation and a

programs and resources, was published by the
Within a decade of the

start

District

Court

in 1983,

of the Urban Court Program, the District

Court had established a permanent mediation project. January 1986 saw the publication and
widespread distribution of a comprehensive report on the phenomenon,
mediation

2*

At

that time there

were 28 programs serving 36

volunteers from diverse backgrounds.

district

now

called

community

courts and supervising 684

The types of conflicts being mediated had expanded from

those actually or potentially labeled criminal, to differences between landlords and tenants,

consumers and merchants, parents and children, couples, family members, and students, teachers
and administrators

in

the school setting.

In the late 1980's, community mediation received official recognition by the Legislature

with the passage of G.L.

c.

218,

§43E which

established a District Court

Community Mediation

Advisory Committee to advise the Chief Justice of the District Court on standards and

10

appropriations, and created the position of director of mediation. Funding
fiscal

was

included in the

1988 budget for mediation programs. Unfortunately, recognition of community mediation

through

and a budget appropriation, coincided with the

legislation,

fiscal crisis

of the

late eighties,

and the operational and planning funds appropriated for community mediation were deleted from
the Trial Court's budget.

Numerous attempts

to restore funding to

community mediation were

unsuccessful until the fiscal 1997 and fiscal 1998 budgets which included $35,000 for mediation
services in the

Framingham

District Court.

In the early 1990's, a

new form of community involvement took

as various courts began to call
"conciliators," that

upon members of local bar

associations to serve as pro

trial.

bono

civil

While the original impetus for such programs

often "backlog," soon both court personnel and attorneys

regular

bono

to help attorneys discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their clients'

is,

cases with an eye toward settlement prior to

was

root in the District Court

saw

the utility of conciliation as a

component of good case management. Furthermore, both volunteer mediators and pro

conciliators report great personal satisfaction in providing a service to their communities.

Again, the

word

One

courts.

into the fabric

state.

25

Most

of some of the

Middlesex) District Court Civil
in 1996.

start

comparable

efforts in additional

notable program in the Lawrence District Court has served as a model for similar

programs throughout the

woven

programs helped others

spread, and existing

One

1

recently, various

forms of civil conciliation have been

7 courts participating in the

Trial Pilot

two county (Norfolk and

Program which was mandated by the Legislature

26

Program Development 27
Because the
Winchendon, which

District
is

Court system encompasses such a wide variety of local courts, from

housed over a

local business establishment

and meets once a week, to large

courts such as Springfield, Worcester and Dorchester, which are in busy urban settings, a "onesize-fits-all"

approach has been avoided. Instead, the District Court provides technical assistance

specifically tailored to the conditions, needs,

and resources of individual communities. Technical

assistance encompasses such activities as: conceptualizing the initial design of a program,
identifying

key participants, locating funding sources, recruiting and training volunteer mediators,

training trainers, developing procedures, establishing essential relationships

11

and evaluating

progress.

Over the

approach. While

years, a variety

it is

of program models have evolved from

not possible to categorize them with sharp

lines,

this

"bottom up"

the following general

contours emerge:
1

resilient

.

Externally operated programs with relationships to local courts.

model

for

time, the

most

community mediation programs has proven to be a partnership between a

court and a nonprofit organization or government agency.
staff,

Over

The energy and commitment of the

board and volunteers of independent programs have allowed these programs to grow

directions and to weather hard times which, in
relationships to the court system.

some

local

instances, eliminated

in

new

programs with close

The types of organizations operating community mediation

programs include:
•

Social service agencies. Examples include community action programs, such as
the Worcester

Community Action Council; housing

service agencies, such as

Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority; mental health centers, such as

Brookline Mental Health, which sponsors the Metropolitan Mediation Service; and
family service centers, such as the Center for

which both sponsor family mediation
•

Human Development,

or ComCare,

services.

Dispute resolution centers. Examples of nonprofit corporations specifically
established to provide dispute resolution services include Dispute Resolution

Services in Springfield, the Cambridge Dispute Settlement Center,

Court Mediation Services,
•

Institutions
Clinic;

Inc.

Framingham

and the Cape Cod Dispute Resolution Center.

of higher learning. Examples include the UMass/Boston Mediation

Harvard Mediation Program

at

Harvard

Law

School and the Middlesex

Community College Face-to-Face Mediation Program.
•

Religious institutions. Currently, the only religiously-affiliated program
newest: South Boston

Community Mediation, which

is

is

also the

operated by the Fourth

Presbyterian Church in South Boston.
•

Bar-related groups. Examples include the Boston Branch of the Association of

Corporate Counsel of America, whose members volunteer

in

two

courts; the

Greater Essex/Lynn Bar Association, which provides small claims and
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civil

conciliation for the

provides
•

District Court;

civil conciliation

Mixed ownership.
hired

Lynn

by the

for the Barnstable District Court.

In Springfield, the director of Dispute Resolution Services

city; in

is

Jamaica Plain, the Hale and Dorr Legal Service Center serves

who

as a clinical site for law students
2.

and the Barnstable Bar Association, which

Court operated programs. In a few

provide family mediation services.

local courts, court

responsibility for operating, mediation programs.

employees operate, or share

Civil conciliation

programs appear to lend

themselves well either to total court operation, or to high operational involvement by the court.

Some of the models which show promise
•

include:

Active court involvement in operations. In several courts, court employees play

an active role in the operation of community mediation programs. In Edgartown,
the clerk-magistrate and a head procedures clerk conduct intake activities; in

Quincy, an assistant clerk-magistrate coordinates the

activities

of four community

mediation programs and a few "free-lance" volunteers; in Newton, assistant clerkmagistrates coordinate the activities of one

community mediation program and

several "free-lance" mediators; in Fitchburg,

mediation program's main office
•

the courthouse.

Court operation with active bar cooperation. The Lawrence Conciliation
Program, which

two

is

directed

by a court employee who works with volunteers from

local bar associations, offers an

Conciliation
•

is in

Framingham and Brockton the

Program

example of this approach, as does the

in Barnstable.

Court operation of civil conciliation on a regional
Conciliation Program, in

which

location for conciliation or

Ryan serves

as

trial,

civil

basis.

The Region One

Civil

cases from seven courts are drawn to one

offers an

example of this approach. Hon. Paul E.

managing justice of this program, and seven employees from the

involved clerk's offices act as conciliation coordinators.
•

Court employees as conciliators.

An

assistant clerk-magistrate

from Brockton,

trained as a mediator, conciliates civil cases in various courts in Norfolk
part of the Civil One-Trial Pilot Program; assistant clerk-magistrates in
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County as

Newburyport, Cambridge, Springfield and Plymouth take an active role

in

conciliating civil cases in their courthouses.

Retiredjudges or attorneys as volunteer conciliators. In Cambridge, a retired

•

attorney conciliates

civil

Lawrence and Attleboro,

cases under the supervision of the First Justice; in
individual retired judges conciliate civil cases

under the

supervision of the First Justices; in Barnstable, a retired judge conciliates

summary

process cases each Thursday.
Quality Through Collaboration.

The
services has

sharing a

District

Court approach toward the expansion of high quality dispute resolution

been distinguished by ready collaboration with other groups and organizations

common interest

in

mediation or conciliation.

In the early stages of the formation of community mediation as a field, the District Court,
in

cooperation with the University of Massachusetts

at

Amherst, helped to found the

Massachusetts Association of Mediation Programs and Practitioners

(MAMPP). For many years,

the director of mediation for the District Court assumed responsibility for coordinating the annual

conference of this group.
institutes to train

Frequently,

about

On

several occasions,

MAMPP and the District Court co-sponsored

mediation trainers or prepare mediation program directors for their roles.

community mediation programs have taken an

active role in educating court personnel

ADR.
The

District

local relationships

to support the

between

OAG-

District

ways of expanding

facilitate

sponsored consumer mediation programs and local courts, and

OAG's award- winning SCORE program which

For many years, the
discuss

Court has worked closely with the Office of the Attorney General to

Court called together those

who

operates school mediation centers.

funded mediation programs to

resources, sharing information, and

make record-keeping requirements

uniform and reasonable. Additionally, the District Court has played a role
quality continuing education, in cooperation with

MAMPP,

in

promoting high

the American Arbitration Association,

the Society for Professionals in Dispute Resolution, the Program on Negotiation at Harvard, the

Massachusetts Council of Family Mediators, and the Academy of Family Mediators.
beginning, the District Court Mediation

Program has served
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From

as a major clearinghouse for

its

information about

forms of alternative dispute resolution.

all

Types of ADR Services

.

Mediation and conciliation are the two primary forms of alternative dispute resolution

Two

offered within the District Court.
arbitration

definition

is

programs also provide

both report that

arbitration, but

seldom used. The District Court's experience with mediation

is

longer, and a firmer

of the process has evolved.

Mediation. In the 1986 District Court report on community mediation,
"the language of dispute resolution

new words and develop new
The

report

reconcile
skills."
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The

in conflict.

that "to

To

District Court's long

words to accurately describe the emerging

field."

it

connotes a precise process and a

fruitful

set

of learning

experience with community mediation has

influenced the use of the term mediation within the District Court setting.
1

.

Community mediation. While

the field of mediation has

on the

publication of the District Court's 1986 report

community mediation

utilized then is

Community mediation
which

is

still

grown and evolved

topic, the operational definition

since

of

valid:

a voluntary, confidential, dispute resolution process in

trained, supervised, volunteer

community members, not

parties to the

dispute in question and acting in an impartial manner, are invited or accepted by
the disputing parties to assist

them

and discussing issues of mutual

in identifying

concern, exploring various solutions, and developing a settlement mutually
acceptable to the disputing parties.
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Other distinguishing elements worthy of mention include:
•

A strong emphasis on self-determination by the parties.

•

Avoidance of suggestion-making by the mediators.

•

Non-judgmental attitude and behavior by the mediators.

•

Providing the service

•

Setting aside sufficient time for parties to

•

Making the

•

Typically 85 percent of the disputes that

at

that

some, mediation means any effort by a third party to

others

and

was noted

as practitioners and the public search for appropriate

definitions for old

went on to point out

two people

is fluid

it

times and places convenient to the parties.

service available at

make informed

no cost or low
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decisions.

cost.

go to mediation end

in

a mutually

2

'

agreeable settlement.

As mentioned above,

make

the simplicity and proven effectiveness of community mediation

especially suitable to the

it

provided by volunteer mediators,

69

district courts.

who come from

Public satisfaction with the dispute resolution

all

backgrounds,

is

extremely high. This

is

confirmed by local program evaluations, informal reports from court personnel, occasional
unsolicited testimonials
indicates that
satisfied

from

users, national studies

and the recent Maiman report

96 percent of the people using mediation by volunteers are
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which

"highly" or "mostly"

with their experience.

The basic components of mediation training—apprenticeship,

practice, continuing

education and supervision—include:
a.

Training.

A minimum of 30 hours of "hands on" training in mediation theory and skills:

setting people at ease, describing the process, earning trust, listening attentively,
initial stories,

identifying

asking productive questions, dealing with strong emotions, building empathy,

and sorting issues and

and

interests, restating issues
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and

confidentiality

ethics, to

name

a few.

that

promote

New mediators conduct their first

mediations with experienced mediators to confirm that the

used during actual mediations. Co-mediation (mediating
skills

ways
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Co-mediation and supervised apprenticeships.

enhancing one's

interests in

and shaping agreements, as well as

settlement, helping the parties invent and consider options,

b.

drawing out the

skills

in

they displayed during training are

teams of two)

is

a powerful

during and after mediation. The synergy of mediating in a team

is

means of
a

critical

aspect of community mediation in Massachusetts.
c.

Continuing education. Continuing education

local programs,

Practitioners,

is

carried out in a variety of ways— by

by regional groups, by the Massachusetts Association of Mediation Programs and

by

institutions

of higher learning, and by professional associations such as the

Society for Professionals in Dispute Resolution, the

Academy of Family

Mediators, and statewide

and local bar associations.
2.

been

in

Other forms of mediation. The District Court

is

aware

that the term

mediation has

use for a long time within the judiciary. Prior to assuming responsibility to hear small

claims, clerk-magistrates

were given

legislative permission to "mediate" these matters.
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Probation officers have long used "mediation

of trial. While the

to agreement" to settle matters short

dispute resolution strategies,

believes

it

Many judges

skills."

it

District

use the

Court values these informal

important to carve out a definition for mediation which

includes 30 hours of formal training for mediators, such as that prescribed by

Massachusetts confidentiality statute,
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of "bringing people

art

MAMPP and the

as well as the concepts of voluntariness, self-

determination, confidentiality and impartiality.

Conciliation,
resolution processes

and involve

trial

characteristics

Conciliation

is

which focus on

the
civil

name given by the

District

matters and which tend to use attorneys as providers

attorneys as primary participants. At present,

of conciliation

in

Court to those dispute

some of the

distinguishing

the District Court are:

•

Conciliators serve as volunteers.

•

Conciliators are chosen

•

Orientations for conciliators are from one to six hours in length.

•

Conciliators are often asked or expected to give an evaluation of each side's

on the

basis

of their experience as

trial

attorneys or judges.

"case."

The

•

conciliation process typically lasts

The settlement
as 90 percent.

rates for conciliation

from 30 minutes to an hour.

programs range from as low as 20 percent to as high

This wide range deserves closer examination.

Some of the

variables might include:

the timing of conciliation, the time set aside to conduct the process, the court's
conciliation as

an

integral part

commitment to

of the case management process, oversight of the program, and

preparation of the conciliators. In programs that receive strong support from the presiding justice

and clerk-magistrate, that are integrated into the
conciliators

who

receive an

initial

orientation

rest

of the caseflow system, and that have

and ongoing

feedback, the settlement rates appear

to be highest.

However,
significant

it

is

important to note that even in cases where settlement

outcomes can occur.

spoken to one another prior to

Two

deserve special mention.

conciliation.

Many times

First,

is

not reached,

many

attorneys often have not

they settle soon after conciliation as a

consequence of focusing upon the case. Second, as Annette Hailer, conciliation coordinator
the Barnstable District Court, noted,

"When

in

a case that has not been settled during conciliation
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goes to

trial,

the length of the

trial is

often shortened from

two days

and the judge only has to iron out the

issues have been settled

two hours because most

to

last bit."
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ADR Services
The scope of ADR services within the District Court is captured on the two tables

Current

included in this report.
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One

summarizes the individual programs serving the courts, and

table

includes information about the startup date,

other table summarizes
its

number of volunteers and types of services. The

ADR activities within each district court by providing information about

county and region, the names of the mediation programs which are available to

mediation offered and the source of conciliation services. The data contained
is

drawn from 43

individual profiles

The

local district courts.

and because

it

the types of

these

of alternative dispute resolution programs, and 69

division profiles include information about court personnel

contacts or coordinators for
entity,

in

it,

ADR services.

Because the

District

Court

is

two

tables

profiles

who

of

serve as

a large administrative

consciously encourages local initiatives in the area of alternative dispute

resolution, the information

on both the program and

division profiles

must be updated on a

continuous basis.

The data from these
characteristics for the

profiles, in

two primary

combination with previous reports, reveals the following

ADR processes—community mediation and conciliation:

Community Mediation. As

the older of the

two processes, community mediation

is

the

most widespread.
Availability.

•

Fifty

of the 69

district courts

community mediation. Nineteen have no

have access to some form of

access.

Nine of the

19,

without access to

mediation, used to offer services, but they were eliminated because of funding cuts.
•

Volunteers. Nine hundred and sixty-five people from

volunteer mediators.

up

slightly

The number

from the low of 897

is

down from

all

backgrounds, serve as

a high in fiscal 1988 of 1,121, but

in fiscal 1991, shortly after the

funding

crisis

of the

late 1980's.
•

Programs. Thirty-five community mediation programs

recruit, train

and supervise

these 965 volunteer mediators and conduct intake with disputing parties to arrange

mediation sessions. The pool of mediators for any one program
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may range from

a

low of six to a high of 75, with a
•

Agreement

typical pool having

rates. Eight-five percent

of those

reach voluntary agreements. This rate
small claims mediation

is

who

slightly

30 mediators.

participate in mediation sessions

lower for those

on the day of trial, and somewhat higher

mediation and family mediation sessions scheduled

in

who

for

participate in

community

the evenings in non-court

settings.
•

Types of services. The types of mediation services available include small claims,
housing, juvenile, family, divorce, school-referrals, community (which includes
disputes which have or might

former roommates, couples

become

criminal such as conflicts

who have broken up, and gang

among

neighbors,

or racial conflicts) and

public policy (which includes municipal or governmental disputes).
•

Community outreach. At

least half of the

community mediation programs

actively

reach out to the schools in their communities by helping to form, or operate,
school mediation programs, providing conflict resolution training or participating
in the Crisis Intervention

Attorney General,
Conciliation.
conciliation
•

•

is less

Team developed

collaboratively

MAMPP and the Department of Education.

As the newer developing dispute

resolution process in the District Court,

widespread.

Availability.

Twenty-two of the 69

conciliation.

Forty-seven have no services

Volunteers.
trial

Some 775

attorneys and a

district

courts have access to

at

people volunteer as conciliators. Most are experienced

few are

retired

conciliate civil cases, either in their

employees may play

of this

some form of

present

judges or attorneys. In addition to the large

pool of volunteer conciliators, five court employees are

•

by the Office of the

this role,

own

court, or

on a

known

to actively

circuit basis.

(More

and future surveys should determine the

full

extent

service.)

Programs. At

least six local bar associations

conciliation services to local courts.

have formal relationships to provide

In addition, an association of corporate

counsel provides such services to two courts. Lastly, one community mediation
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program has begun to
•

offer conciliation services.

Settlement rates. The settlement rate for conciliation programs,
varies greatly. If settlement

is

when

recorded,

defined as an agreement that occurs during the

course of the conciliation, some programs report figures in the 20 to 50 percent
range. Others report settlement rates during conciliation that are as high as 90
percent.

Settlements that are provoked by the process of talking things out during

conciliation are not usually tracked formally, but reports of this

phenomenon

are

widespread.
•

Types of services. Conciliation

is

generally offered in civil cases and brings

together the opposing attorneys, most often without their

programs,

it

is

required that the clients be present.

parties with settlement

In a few

Some programs require

powers be reachable by phone,

One program

physically.

clients.

if they

that all

are not present

uses attorneys to conciliate small claims, and another

uses a retired judge to conciliate summary process cases.
•

Outreach. In a series of focus groups with conciliators
volunteer, a

Some

felt

common

a duty

to help courts clear up backlogs.

overwhelming majority expressed personal

own

they

An

from both sides increased

their

clients.

Unmet Needs

Community mediation, and more
efficient, effective

District

why

satisfaction in performing the

conciliation process, and reported that seeing cases

Potential and

asked

response was the desire to "give back to the community."

and self-interest

ability to serve their

who were

recently conciliation, have proven themselves as viable,

and popular dispute resolution mechanisms within the

Court would

like to see

them

available in every jurisdiction.

District Court.

Reaching

The

this goal will

have

to occur in several phases.

Phase One.

State funding through the Trial Court

is

needed to provide community

mediation programs with operational support.

There are several reasons for recommending

this

approach. The price paid for under-

funding community mediation was identified by the District Court
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in its

1986 report, and the

situation has

grown worse. Under-funded programs

experienced and valued programs have had to shut

eventually close their doors.

down because of funding

Several

cutbacks. (This

list

includes the internationally acclaimed Children's Hearings Project in Cambridge, the pioneering

Crime and

Justice Foundation program,

and the Salem Mediation Program. Urban Community

Mediators, with roots to the original Urban Court Program in Dorchester, the most multi-cultural

of all Massachusetts programs,

is

on the verge of closing.) For those remaining, too many

resources must be devoted to "staying alive," which leaves fewer resources for direct services.

There are other costs as
the

Experienced administrators become "burnt out" and leave

well.

Additionally, private sector flinders look to the Trial Court for signals as to the

field.

importance of these programs to the court system. Funding

During

this first phase, the District

one measure of significance.

Court should bring together court and program personnel to

further define and explore conciliation. Various
identified.

is

models should be examined and "best practices"

Networks of conciliation programs should be formed

to encourage ongoing sharing of

information.

Phase Two. Once community mediation programs are

new programs. Many community

can begin with additional funding for

more

well-positioned to provide
additional courts.

What

is

expansion

mediation programs are

service to the courts they currently serve, and

needed

is

stabilized, systematic

new

services to

a small amount of new funding to pay for case coordinators

some communities, new programs might be

to screen cases and supervise volunteers.

In

The information about

starting

best practices,

and

started.

and maintaining conciliation programs,

gathered and analyzed during phase one, can be disseminated during phase two, along with
technical assistance.

Phase Three. As
expertise

expand

grows

additional resources

at all levels.

until all courts

become

available, information is shared

Community mediation and

and

conciliation services should continue to

and communities have access to a

full

range of services.

In summary, the District Court has experienced considerable success in stimulating the

growth of community mediation and
initiatives at the local level,

civil conciliation

within

its

69 divisions by encouraging

providing technical assistance, and working in collaboration with

other agencies and professional associations interested in dispute resolution.
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Now that these

programs have proven
system-wide court

their effectiveness, they should

become

part of a properly financed,

ADR system.

Superior Court Department

Overview

ADR programs providing services to the Superior Court

There are currently 17 different
in

nine counties. Five counties have

Essex

(2),

Middlesex

(4),

Norfolk

more than one program

(2),

in the

Suffolk (3) and Worcester

Superior Court

ADR programs.

(See Appendix

A for a list of Superior Court ADR programs.)

Of the

These

are: Berkshire,

Superior Court. These are:

(2).

Five counties have no

Dukes, Franklin, Nantucket and Plymouth.

17 programs in the Superior Court, seven are conciliation programs. In the other

ADR programs, mediation is the primary dispute resolution service provided to the Superior
Court. However, these programs also provide case evaluation, arbitration,

master hearings and complex case management. All Superior Court
primarily civil disputes,

summary jury

trials,

ADR programs handle

which include commercial, contract, construction, discrimination,

environmental, family, insurance, labor/employment, public policy, real estate, torts, and zoning
cases.

Neutrals in the Superior Court

ADR
I

programs range from
experienced

trial

retired

judges and

lawyers to trained

ADR

have said for years the Suffolk Case

Evaluation Program

is

settlement programs

I

The program's
practitioners.

In

some programs,

neutrals are

among

the best

have participated

service

is

outstanding, the

neutrals are respected and willing to take

time to help resolve a case. The majority of

paid by the parties. In other programs, such

my cases that go through the program
as in

most of the Superior Court

in.

conciliation

are

resolved, saving thousands of dollars in

expenses.

programs, the conciliators are volunteer

Attorney Joseph Borsellino
attorneys providing services
basis.

Program

staff range

on a pro bono

from volunteers to

and from part-time administrative coordinators to full-time paid

paid

staff,

who

are trained mediators and lawyers providing direct
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ADR professionals,

ADR assistance to parties.

With regard to operating
categories:
state

a) those operated

entities,

ADR programs in the Superior Court fall into four

by the Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution (MODR), a

agency; b) those operated by Middlesex Multi-Door Courthouse, a non-profit organization;

c) those

operated by bar associations; and d) those operated directly by the court. The

distribution

of programs among types of providers

as follows:

is

MODR:

3

Programs

~

Suffolk (2), Norfolk

Multi-Door:

2 Programs

~

Middlesex

Bar Associations:

9 Programs

~ Barnstable,
Middlesex

Court:

3

Programs

& Worcester
Essex
(3),

(2),

Hampden, Hampshire,

Worcester

~ Bristol, Norfolk &

Suffolk

The Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution

The

first

court-connected

ADR program in the Superior Court was established in

the Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution

programs

in

in Suffolk

County.

(MODR)

1987 by

which today operates mediation

both Norfolk and Suffolk Counties, and a motor vehicle

tort case evaluation

program

MODR is a state agency within the Executive Office for Administration and

Finance established by statute to
resolution of disputes.

Under

assist the three

branches of government to improve the

MODR's enabling

statute,
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the agency

was

created to provide

dispute resolution services, establish standards for neutrals acting on behalf of MODR, conduct

educational programs, design dispute resolution programs and provide technical support to the
judicial,

executive and legislative branches of government.

MODR receives an annual appropriation in the state budget, which includes language
requiring MODR to generate fees equal to its appropriation. Thus, MODR charges program
administration fees to participating parties. These fees are

encourage parties to participate

MODR has designed

its

in

below cost ($125 per party) to

ADR.

ADR programs to meet the differing needs of the Suffolk and

Norfolk Superior Courts. These mechanisms include group mediation screening sessions
Suffolk which also serve a case
full-time

program coordinator

addition to operating the

management function

at

for the court and attorneys, and an on-site

Norfolk which provides easy access to

motor vehicle

tort

program
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in

in Suffolk

County,

ADR services.
MODR,

In

at the court's

request, has instituted a pilot case evaluation project for slip and

fall

cases

MODR provides ADR services to the
The mediation program
Norfolk and Suffolk Superior Courts through

litigation.
fair

a panel of over 60 private sector neutrals.

an essential tool

is

in

This particular mediation caused a

would not have occurred

settlement that

without a skilled mediator.

Members of MODR' s

panel were appointed

Attorney Christopher Milne

regarding Suffolk Superior Court

by the Chief Justice of the Superior Court

Mediation Program.
after

having been chosen through a rigorous

performance-based selection process, and then

MODR to handle Superior Court cases through mentoring with an experience
mediator. MODR court program staff are experienced ADR professionals and include trained
mediators, lawyers and trainers. To assure quality in its programs, MODR regularly evaluates its
trained

by

services and neutrals, meets with judges, clerks and other court personnel to

make

sure that the

programs are meeting the needs of the court, provides comprehensive case load reports to the
court and actively seeks the input of program participants.

MODR also provides ADR

orientations and demonstration sessions forjudges and clerks.

Middlesex Multi-Door Courthouse

The Middlesex Multi-Door Courthouse

(MMDC) is a project

Citizen Participation in the Administration of Justice.

of the National Center for

MMDC began operations in the Middlesex

Superior Court in 1989 and currently also provides services to the Worcester Superior Court. In
addition,

MMDC operates mediation programs in the Middlesex County Probate and Family

Court.

MMDC receives a portion of

its

annual budget from the Trial Court to help offset

administrative costs, and also generates revenues through

program administrative

fees.

its

The

MMDC occupies space in the East Cambridge Courthouse, and has access to conference rooms
for

ADR sessions.
The unique

management

features

of

services that the

MMDC are the individual diagnostic case screening and case

program provides to

litigants free

of charge and the wide-range of

ADR options available through the program on a fee-for-service basis, which include case
evaluation, mediation,

summary jury

trials

and complex case management.
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MMDC staff work

with parties to determine which of these dispute resolution options best meet the needs of the
case.

MMDC provides ADR services to the Middlesex and Worcester Superior Courts through
panels of primarily attorney-neutrals appointed by an MMDC committee and approved by the
Chief Justice of the Superior Court. Neutrals are regularly observed and monitored by the
program.

MMDC staff are experienced ADR professionals and include trained mediators and

lawyers.

Bar Associations
In the Superior Courts of several counties,
associations.

and

Most of these programs

offer services free

of charge to

Lowell], and Worcester).

ADR programs are run by county bar

are conciliation programs which use volunteer attorneys

litigants (Barnstable,

Most of these programs

Essex, Middlesex [Cambridge and

are designed to provide conciliation services at

the pretrial stage and to assist the court with settling cases that can
trial that

cannot

settle.

Sometimes the

files

or preparing cases for

parties are ordered to attend a conciliation event as part

may

a pretrial conference order and in other situations the parties
In most cases, the conciliator

settle,

elect conciliation

on

their

programs which provide mediation, case evaluation and
and members of the bar association

(e.g.,

arbitration services

Essex). In these counties, the programs

work together with

methods

to the bar association

ADR programs in the Superior Court are administered entirely by

volunteers or persons employed by the bar association, others utilize one or

from the

with program coordination.

Trial Court.

None of these programs

more court

receives any direct funds

Often the Superior Courts provide session space and/or office space and

access to court equipment and

The

Middlesex/Lowell,

ADR services.

association

assist

through retired judges

the conciliation program, referring

parties interested in participating in formal dispute resolution

employees to

ADR

Hampden, Hampshire). Some of these bar sponsored

ADR programs trace their origin to the bar-run conciliation programs (e.g.,

Some bar

own.

a written report with the court following the conciliation event.

In several counties, bar associations have established fee-for-service, multi-option

program providing other

of

selection, training

files.

Some programs may

and evaluation of neutrals
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receive bar foundation funds.

in

bar association programs in most

instances

is

based on informal standards. In some programs, selection

knowledge and good standing

in the bar, in other

is

based on personal

programs there are screening committees. Most

programs offer an orientation to the program, others also offer a brief training, and
offer

no

training relying instead

on the

neutrals' legal experience.

still

others

Program reporting requirements

and standards of accountability vary among programs depending on the requirements

set

by the

court being served.

Court Programs
In

some

locations, such as in Bristol Superior Court (and until recently in

Plymouth

Superior Court) arrangements exist for the referral of cases directly by the court to a retired judge
for a fee for conciliation-like dispute resolution sessions.

In one county (Norfolk), the court holds approximately sixty pre-trial conferences each

week. About eight of these conferences are held by one of three volunteer conciliators

been approved by the Norfolk County Superior Court Clerk's
held by

two

assistant clerk-magistrates.

readiness are discussed and a

some

trial

cases, parties are referred

Mediation Program operated by

date

from

At the
is set.

pre-trial

office.

who

have

The other conferences

are

pre-trial conference, the issues relating to trial

The

clerk or conciliator explores settlement.

In

conferences to the Norfolk Superior Court

MODR (see above).

In another county, (Suffolk), a court employee administers a fee-for-service Construction

Masters Program.
Criteria vary for selection to provide services as a neutral in these court operated

programs.

Impact of ADR

in

Superior Court: Potential/Unmet

The seventeen

Need

ADR Programs serving
This

the Superior Court collectively provide
dispute resolution services to approximately

7000 cases

annually.

These programs aid

is

the second time

I

have used

program [Norfolk Superior
Court Mediation Program]. I have in
both cases found the program to be
an excellent forum for resolution of

this

in

disputes.

the early disposition of at least sixty percent of

Attorney David DiCicco
the cases that they handle.

MODR and Multi-

Door Programs handle the

bulk of the
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Superior Court Case load (3,600 cases per year). The combined settlement rate for the

and Multi-Door Mediation Programs

is

MODR

approximately 70 to 75 percent.

In addition to helping to offer litigants "multi-option" justice, these programs save the

court thousands of dollars each year injudicial time and resources.
effective in clearing the Superior

reached.

The programs have been

Court docket so that the cases that need to be

A recent, detailed analysis conducted by Judge John C.

County documented these
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savings, demonstrating that the use

tried can

be

Cratsley of 24 cases in Suffolk

of mediation can help to improve

the pace of litigation by saving judge time for the cases which need to be tried and can save time
for lawyers.
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Given the track record of these programs

Superior Court,

in the

it is

clear that the court

receiving an important benefit. Unfortunately, the distribution of this benefit

courts have several

by professional

is

is

Some

uneven.

ADR programs while others have none. Some courts have services provided

ADR providers,

willing to donate a limited

who

while others have access to informally trained volunteers

amount of time

are

as an add-on to their law practices.

Probate and Family Court Department

Commencing
the

in 1972,

twelve of the fourteen divisions of the Probate and Family Court

Commonwealth of Massachusetts have had

a Probation Department which

is

also

known

in

as

the Family Service Office. Probation officers are professionals hired by the First Justice in each

county and are responsible for maintaining a high

Commissioner of Probation. In most counties,
high, the Court refers

many

The purpose of dispute

level

of standards promulgated by the

particularly those

where the number of cases

is

types of cases to the Probation Department for dispute intervention.

intervention

differences with the assistance

is

to provide disputing parties an opportunity to resolve their

of an impartial probation

mediation as the Probation Officer

is

officer.

The process

differs

from

often required to report to the Court on background

information gathered during the session and on the parameters of the remaining contested issues,
as well as

make recommendations when requested

to

do so by the Judge. The probation

a mandated reporter with the Department of Social Services, required by statute (G.L.

§51 A) to report child abuse and neglect, and appropriate disclaimers are made
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at the

c.

officer

is

119,

beginning of

each session.

The dispute

intervention process

Probate and Family Court as

it

is

extremely useful as a case management tool for the

addresses the overwhelming numbers of serious cases with

complicated issues on a daily basis. Cases referred for dispute intervention pertain to complaints

and abuse prevention

for divorce, separate support, paternity, guardianship,

petitions.

These

cases usually involve contested issues such as custody, visitation, support, and division of marital
assets, in addition to

The

size

any other matters which

of the staff and the

may be

referred by a judge.

statistics for dispute intervention

vary from county to county,

but the overall number of dispute interventions conducted annually by Probate and Family Court

probation officers throughout the
settlement rate of 65 percent.

It

Commonwealth

would be

excess of 34,500, with an average

is in

virtually impossible for the court to function

without

this critical resource.

In addition to the dispute interventions conducted

by Probate and Family Court Probation

Departments, a small number of court-connected programs offer limited assistance to the judges
as they face the ever increasing and increasingly

programs are currently available
counties.

in

Four of these programs

complex volume of cases

Essex, Franklin,

offer mediation,

filed

each year. These

Hampden, Hampshire, Middlesex and Norfolk

two

offer conciliation, and

one provides a case

settlement meeting with experienced volunteer domestic relations lawyers prior to the pre-trial

conference. These programs collectively handle approximately 1,100 cases each year, a mere

handful in comparison to the tremendous volume of cases pending in the Probate and Family

Court Department. The funding of these court-connected programs comes from various sources

and

is

would

considered precarious
benefit

connected

at best.

The Probate and Family Court and

the public

it

serves

from increased access to mediation and conciliation provided through court-

ADR programs.

Boston Municipal Court Department
History and Overview
Civil Cases.

Court Department

During the

latter half of

(BMC) judges and

1996, a Task Force

staff along with
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composed of Boston Municipal

members of the

Alternative Dispute

Resolution committee of the Litigation Section of the Boston Bar Association

(BBA) worked

together to design and implement a mandatory pre-trial conference program for

BMC. The program began in January
Lawyers were recruited
legal publications

The

1997.

for this volunteer opportunity through

and with various bar associations and law schools

BBA then screened and

cases in the

civil

selected approximately

announcements placed

in the greater

Boston

in

area.

200 attorneys to serve as pro bono case

conferencers. Requirements to serve include admittance to the bar for at least six years and at
least six years

experience in specified areas.

Between the program's inception
assigned to a pre-trial conference.

Criminal Cases.

Fiscal

in

February 1997 and January

Of these, 668 were

assigned a

9,

1998, 2112 cases were

trial date.

Year 1997 marked the seventeenth year of the operation of a

mediation program in the Office of the Clerk-Magistrate for Criminal Business of the
original formation

of the program

in

1980 was a joint undertaking of the

BMC. The

BMC with the Task

Force on Alternative Methods of Dispute Resolution of the Massachusetts Bar Association to
address criminal cases arising out of personal problems, tempers, insults, misconceptions, revenge,
etc.

Since 1980, over 3,500 cases have been referred for mediation and over $450,000 in

restitution has

been

paid.

Approximately, 86 percent of the cases of those individuals

voluntarily participated in the mediation

FY 1997,

who have

program have reached successful conclusion. For

294 minor criminal cases were referred to mediation. Of these, 77 percent (221 cases)

entered mediation, and 202 cases (94 percent of those entering mediation) were resolved. In that
year, over

$67,000 was returned to victims through the mediation process.

ADR Procedures
As
is

stated above,

two

dispute resolution programs operate in the

BMC. The

civil

program

mandatory. All cases in which discovery has been completed and the cases are ready for

are scheduled for a pre-trial conference before

conferencers.

The

memorandum and
default,

of the

rules

one of the neutral attorneys serving as

of court were amended to require

to attend the pre-trial conference.

memorandum

attorneys to

failure to

case

a joint pre-trial
or

cooperate in the preparation

or to appear at the pre-trial conference.
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file

Stiff sanctions, including dismissal

have been incorporated into the rules of court for

pre-trial

all

civil

trial

Counsel are required to
the twelfth

month

file

after a case has

a request for a pre-trial conference no later than the

been

Each month,

filed.

of all cases which have been pending for a period
appears on this status

list is

in

last

day of

the Civil Clerk's office prepares a

Any

excess of twelve months.

list

case which

then scheduled by the Clerk's office for a pretrial conference. In this

way, no case escapes meeting the standards

set

by the Supreme

Judicial

Court for timely

disposition.

The

pre-trial

case conferences are assigned and called by an assistant clerk-magistrate of

The

the Civil Clerk's office.

pre-trial

attorneys recruited and trained by

BMC for three to

six

conferences are then conducted by the experienced

BBA members, who agreed to volunteer their services to the

days a year. Staff of the

attorney case conferences. Information

is

BMC schedule the roster of almost 200 volunteer

maintained on each conferencer which

lists availability

and special requirements. For example, some conferencers are only able to serve on specific days
of the week; others have

significant distance to travel to the court site;

certain subject matter expertise. Efforts are
civil

made

to

accommodate

and

still

others possess

volunteer attorneys.

all

The

conferences are held in converted court space which has been specially furnished to

accommodate up

to six conferences at a time.

On the criminal

side, participation in the

sessions are confidential.

The program

mediation program

voluntary and mediation

receives referrals from judges, clerk-magistrates, assistant

A staff member of the court, the

and defense counsel.

district attorneys, police officers

is

Administrator of Mediation Services (AMS), conducts the mediation sessions within the office of
the

BMC. More than half of the

cases involve people

who know

each other,

i.e.,

wives, unmarried couples, relatives, neighbors, landlords and tenants, and friends.

husbands and

The most

prevalent offenses in cases referred for mediation are assault and battery and destruction of
property. In conformance with the provisions

of G.L.

c.

209 A, cases involving domestic abuse

are not referred for mediation.

Benefits of

ADR Programs in the Boston Municipal Court Department

In Fiscal

and

Year 1997, the

BMC recorded almost

tort actions, as well as 1,478 cases

13,000 general

civil entries, i.e.,

contract

remanded by the Superior Court Department. The

constancy of this high caseload over the years dictated the establishment of alternative means of
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means of meeting the court's

disposing of cases for administrative purposes and as a

to provide options for dispute resolution. Additionally, the court

the business of civil jury trials if legislation
civil

is

now more

fully

prepared for

enacted to expand the current pilot programs for

jury trials from Norfolk and Middlesex Counties to the

The

is

responsibility

BMC.

BMC/BBA Alternative Dispute Resolution program has proven to be an extremely

valuable tool in case

management and case flow has improved.

conferences must appear at the conference with
resolve the case.

The attorneys

Parties participating in pre-trial

authorization, including authorization to

full

are strongly encouraged to have the litigants present at the

conference. In those cases which do not reach settlement, the pre-trial conference narrows the
issues and

firm

trial

makes the case

fully

ready for

trial

so that judge time

is

saved.

Additionally, with a

date in hand, attorneys spend less time waiting in the corridors of the courthouse.

Mediation services for criminal cases are offered with the assistance of the trained
mediator

at the

convenience of the parties and allow the disputants as

to resolve their differences.

The agreements reached

the parties and their attorneys.

The agreements

long-lasting settlements to sometimes

much

time as they require

are designed with the active participation of

reflect

very personal requirements and provide

complex criminal

disputes.

Costs of ADR in the Boston Municipal Court Department
All services are currently provided

offered at

no cost to the

Potential Benefits and

will include

staff or volunteers.

Both programs

are

parties.

Unmet Needs

Efforts are presently

which

by court

underway to implement Phase

making mediation available to

litigants

II

of the

civil

on a voluntary

ADR plan for the court
basis.

Housing Court Department
Overview

The Housing Court has
Worcester.

five divisions:

Boston, Hampden, Northeast, Southeast and

Court personnel called Housing Specialists provide

ADR services in the Housing

Court. Each division has a Chief Housing Specialist.

Boston: This division has jurisdiction over cases
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in Suffolk

County. The Boston Division

is

staffed

by

five housing specialists.

for mediation.

Of these

cases,

It is

estimated that over 10,000 cases per year are referred

80 percent of cases involving summary process and 50 percent

involving small claims were settled.

Hampden:
Division

is

staffed

Hampden County. The Hampden

This division has jurisdiction over cases in

by two housing

specialists.

show over 2,500

Actual caseload numbers

cases

per year are referred for mediation and that an estimated 2,400 cases were settled in a recent year.

Northeast: This division has jurisdiction over cases in Essex County and in the Merrimack
Valley area of Middlesex County.
In Fiscal

The Northeast Division

Year 1997, 3,551 cases were

is

staffed

were

is

staffed

specialists.

referred to mediation with 2,192 reported settled.

Southeast: This division has jurisdiction over disputes

The Southeast Division

by three housing

by four housing

specialists.

referred to mediation, with 5,215 cases being mediated

in Bristol

In Fiscal

and Plymouth Counties.

Year 1997, 5,489 cases

and with settlement being reached

in

an estimated 4,172 cases.
Worcester: This division has jurisdiction over Worcester County and the

Ashby, Bellingham, and Townsend.
specialists. In Fiscal

staffed

by three housing

settled.

ADR in the Housing Court Department

The case load of the

five divisions

categories, including residential

summary

is

Year 1996, 4,368 cases were referred to mediation were with 2,500 cases

being mediated and 2,060 cases
Benefits of

The Worcester Division

Towns of

of the Housing Court Department

summary process

falls into several

cases, landlord/tenant disputes other than

process, criminal code enforcement, and small claims. In addition, because the Housing

Courts have concurrent jurisdiction with both the District and Superior Court Departments, the

Housing Courts handle a steady case load of Superior Court-type jury and jury-waived

litigation

(cases which in fact are handled in the Superior Court in areas of the state not served by Housing

consumer protection,

Courts). These include residential tort and contract cases, discrimination,

and

civil rights cases,

complaints for judicial

review of administrative decisions, zoning

The function of a

trial

court

is

not only to

adjudicate cases, but also to solve problems.

matters, and certain environmental cases.

John M. Greaney
Supreme Judicial Court
Justice

ADR approaches are indispensable to
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the handling of the heavy case load of the

Housing Courts

large majority of landlord/tenant disputes, both

of the above categories. The

in all

summary process and other

brought by tenants claiming code violations) are handled through
litigants

ADR.

using the Housing Courts often have a strong preference for an

disputes.

It is

also a practical necessity, as the case load

is

far

(e.g. affirmative

cases

This happens because

ADR approach to their

too heavy to be handled by judges.

(Except for Boston, which has two judges, each Housing Court has only one judge.) For
example, a typical summary process day in

Boston the number

is

Hampden will

often 50 percent greater.

It is

see a

of 1 50-200 cases, and

list

in

physically impossible for a judge to handle

all

but a small fraction of these cases.

The

basic

ADR program of the Housing Courts is mediation by the housing specialists.

Scores of such mediations take place each week

in
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each of the Housing Courts. These

mediations produce agreements in the very large majority of cases

in

which mediation

is

attempted.
In addition,

many

disputes are resolved by the Clerks' Offices,

record of quick, inexpensive solutions to pressing disputes
cases, this is achieved

(e.g.,

which have a successful

no heat complaints). In many

by telephone communication with one of the

parties.

In taking this

approach, the Housing Courts are guided by the principle stated by Justice John

quoted above. While informal, the handling of disputes

Housing Court's

ADR services to the public:

It is

in this

manner

is

M. Greaney and

a valuable part of the

quick, efficient, inexpensive, and in the large

majority of cases, satisfactory to the parties.

An

ADR approach is also often used in criminal Housing Code enforcement cases.

these cases,

it

must be emphasized,

ADR is not appropriate until a guilty plea or finding has been

made. But most such cases are quickly resolved by plea agreements, and then the

on the

issue

of how and when the

cited violations are to be addressed.

on-site inspections, formulating schedules

of repairs and

rental

real

work begins

In addressing these issues,

the Housing Specialists use a variety of techniques: working with local and state

making

In

Code

inspectors,

payments, directing

property owners to sources of financial assistance, and mediating relocation plans for residents,

among

others.

The Housing

Specialists

the requirements of each case.

Many

have a great deal of latitude to shape

their techniques to

cases will involve a combination of Magistrate's orders,
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judicial review,

Many

ADR by the housing specialists.

and

small claims cases are also handled through mediation by the housing specialists.

Because only money claims are involved

in small claims cases (as

possession and the physical condition of the premises involved in

opposed to the issues of

summary process and code

enforcement cases), these cases are more adapted to "pure" mediation than are summary process

and code enforcement cases. Hundreds of small claims cases are mediated each month by
housing specialists in the Housing Courts. In a very large percentage of these cases, mediated
settlements are achieved.
In handling

its civil

case load, the Housing Courts use a variety of

ADR approaches,

housing specialists are assigned to a number of these cases (with the assent of the

may

act as mediators and/or case evaluators.

specialists will often

evaluation.

They

If the dispute involves the current physical condition

or use of real property (for example, a dispute between a property
special permit case in

parties).

owner and a

which the use or characteristics of the property

is in

contractor, a

question), the housing

combine a view (inspection) of the subject property with mediation/case

Because the housing

specialists

have expertise

they are often able to advise a contractor and property
appropriate standard in the industry and,

in construction

and applicable codes,

owner whether a disputed job

what must be done to correct

if not,

the housing specialists resolve, or participate in the resolution,

of many cases

it.

is

up to an

In this manner,

that

would

otherwise proceed through the litigation process.

The Housing Courts

also

make

referrals

of civil cases to outside mediators. As

in

the

other Trial Court Departments, in the absence of the organized referral system that the proposed

Uniform Dispute Resolution

rules contemplate,
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referrals are

made to mediators with known

reputations in the community, and/or through referral panels established by local bar associations.

Each

year,

many complex

civil

cases that would otherwise take

are addressed through these various kinds

As can be
resolution in

seen from the above,

Housing Court

cases.

It

of ADR

in the

much time and money

Housing Courts.

ADR is an integral,

indispensable part of dispute

produces the prompt and satisfactory resolution of

thousands of disputes annually, and saves large sums of money for the

Commonwealth.

It

to resolve

litigants

and the

appears likely that the more comprehensive, organized system of court-
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connected

ADR contemplated by the proposed Rules will lead to expanded resources for ADR,

the continued evolution of innovative
litigants,

ADR approaches,

and even greater use of ADR by lawyers,

and the court.

Juvenile Court Department

At the present

time, the Juvenile Court

dispute resolution programs operating in the

Department has no court-connected

Commonwealth.

For appropriate

alternative

cases, children

and families are referred to existing alternative dispute resolution programs operating

for Juvenile

Court probation

assessment of the need for

programs,

if

The

Juvenile Court

ADR in the Juvenile Court.

is in

is

currently under

way

the process of conducting an

The assessment

of judges, clerks and chief probation

in Juvenile

will identify

what

ADR

officers about potential uses for

Court cases. Mediation has been used

cases as part of a pilot program. Mediation

no longer

mediation techniques

any, are being used by Juvenile Court judges, clerks and probation officers, and

collect the opinions

mediation

officers.

in

other

Many community mediation

court departments, particularly the District Court Department.

programs provide parent-child mediation. Training

in

was widely used

in the past to deal

for

CHINS

with delinquency

cases until funding

was

available.

Land Court Department
At the present time, the Land Court Department has no court-connected
dispute resolution programs operating in the
the

Commonwealth. The Chief Justice and

Land Court Department recommend mediation or other

particular cases

where they

alternative

feel this is appropriate.

types of disputes in the court department.
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Justices

of

dispute resolution programs in

Mediation

is

considered beneficial for certain

PART THREE: THE IMPACT OF ADR SERVICES ON THE MASSACHUSETTS

COURT
Evaluation Studies
Several studies have been conducted over the last several years which evaluate the
effectiveness of Massachusetts

ADR programs.

participant satisfaction and generally

These studies have found very high

levels

of
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good case outcomes.

Evaluation of Six Mediation Programs

The most
1997 by Richard
research project

recent study of
J.

Maiman, Ph.D.

was designed

programs studied (three

District

for the Standing

Committee on Dispute Resolution. The

among

to examine whether procedural differences

in the District

Department) produce variations

The

ADR programs in Massachusetts was completed in the spring of

Court Department and three

in levels

in the

the six mediation

Superior Court

of participant satisfaction and case outcome.

Court programs deal mostly with small claims cases. In

all

three programs

high levels of participant satisfaction were found with both the process and mediation outcomes.

There was no

significant variation

among programs on these measures. Process

higher than outcome satisfaction. In
evaluations.

all

With the exception of one

mediated cases reported

fully

accomplished

in

The

was

programs, participants gave mediators extremely positive
court, there

was

little

variation in the percentages of

or partially settled.

The Superior Court programs
screening techniques.

satisfaction

deal with a

results indicate

some

wide variety of civil cases and use

variation in participants' reports

different case

of what

is

the screening conferences and the outcomes of screening. High levels of

satisfaction with mediation

outcome were reported by attorneys

in

all

three programs. Possibly

because parties compare settlements to a hoped-for judicial victory, parties report lower outcome
satisfaction than that reported

by attorneys, but even

parties' satisfaction

was

quite high. For

all

programs, process satisfaction was higher than outcome satisfaction for both attorneys and
parties. All

programs had extremely positive evaluations of mediators' performance. The high

process satisfaction seems to reflect this positive evaluation of mediators.

The conclusion
outcome and outcome

that process satisfaction appears unrelated statistically to reported
satisfaction reinforces the position presented in the
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review of national

studies (discussed later in this report) that people are comfortable with the process and find

and appropriate. All

six

programs included

in the

it

fair

study were very consistent on these satisfaction

Copies of the study are available upon request from the courts' Public Information Office

issues.

(617-557-1114).

Evaluation of Middlesex Multi-Door Courthouse

A second study completed in

1992

is

an evaluation of the Middlesex Multi-Door

Courthouse conducted by the National Center for State Courts. (See page 24 for a description of
the Multi-Door Courthouse.)

available include case evaluation, mediation, standard

complex case management, summary jury

arbitration,

selected

The "doors"

from a

list

of cases with answers

group or control group.

filed

Of particular interest

trial

and

mini-trial.

Cases were randomly

and cases were assigned to either an experimental

in the study

were case processing

time, litigant

and

court costs and resource requirements and participant satisfaction.

The

results reflect higher satisfaction rates for

MMDC participants compared with control

group cases, although satisfaction rates for both groups are high. For

all

measures of satisfaction,

MMDC group findings are more favorable than control group findings.
Regarding cost measures, the comparison between the MMDC and the control group was
once again favorable to

group cases than

MMDC.

MMDC cases.

Over 25 percent more attorney hours were spent on control
One-third more motions were filed in control group cases, and

more documents per case were processed

for control

group cases.

Regarding case-processing time, there was no apparent difference between the
group and the control group. The median time for one was 360 days, for the other
days.

The researcher

until at least 6.5

points out in reporting these findings that a case

months

after filing.

is

it

MMDC

was 361

not opened at the

MMDC
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Evaluation of Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Tort Litigation Case Evaluation Program

A third study involving a Massachusetts ADR program is a study completed in
the National Center for State Courts of the Massachusetts

Evaluation Program. (See page
during the
areas:

initial pilot

Motor Vehicle Tort

1992 by

Litigation

Case

Q for a description of the program.) The study was conducted

phase of the court operated program. The evaluation focused on three

degree of user satisfaction; amount of attorney time spent on case; and time to process the

37

The program was

case.

established to provide a procedure to facilitate the processing

As

vehicle tort litigation cases.
significant portion

of all

civil

most

states in the U.S.,

motor vehicle

tort cases represent a

cases filed in general jurisdiction courts in Massachusetts. For this

study, an experimental design
list

in

of motor

was employed,

selecting cases for the control

group from the same

as those assigned to the program.

The

findings reflect

more

group cases for two of the three
Regarding

favorable results for experimental group cases than control

At the same time, neither group had negative or

areas.

mean

scores for experimental group cases are

unfavorable

results.

consistently

more favorable compared with the control group.

satisfaction, the

to disposition, experimental cases had

median times more than

control group cases (3 14 vs. 346). Since a

number of the

thirty (30)

had been collected for a longer period.

necessary, the

two groups have

virtually the

Finally,

As

interviewed the Regional Administrative Justice
satisfied

that a

with the

program

part

who

pilot test experience including the

that is

more

worthy of support and continuation."

45

still

open

at

would have been even higher

total

hours (25.9

v.

24.9 for

of the evaluation, the researcher

oversees the program. She

was "very

case evaluation program [and]... concludes

satisfying to participants

resources while settling and disposing of cases

were

with regard to the amount of attorney time

same average

experimental and control groups respectively).

filing

days shorter than

control group cases

the end of the study, the median time to disposition for those cases
if data

from

In terms of median time

and that minimizes the use of judicial

more quickly than

traditional court is a

program

Following the completion of this study, the Chief Justice

of the Superior Court Department requested that the Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution

(MODR)

assume

responsibility for operating the

program and convert

it

to a fee for service

program.

Evaluation of Haverhill Juvenile Mediation Program

Another study of a Massachusetts

program
is

in Haverhill District

ADR program is the study of the juvenile mediation

Court conducted

in

1993 by the Crime and Justice Foundation. This

a carefully designed study with a control group used for comparative purposes.

filed

Of 84

cases

during the study period, 16 cases were selected as potential mediation cases and were

compared with the 18 cases

actually mediated.

The

38

results indicate the experimental

group had

fewer court appearances (two
vs.

vs. four

and four-tenths), took

117 days), and would provide substantial cost savings

less

time to complete process (18.6

if mediation

were widespread. The

Foundation determined that $3,227,798 would be the savings realized by the Commonwealth
juvenile mediation services

were

established.

if

46

Evaluation of Suffolk County Mediation Project
In 1989 the

Crime and

Justice Foundation conducted an evaluation of the Suffolk Superior

Court Pilot Mediation Project for the Trial Court. The study commended the Massachusetts
Mediation Service (now the Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution), The Mediation Group,

and the Trial Court for "successful implementation of the
found that "the program

Court ."

48

is

pilot

mediation program."

operation, the study noted that "[T]he high success rate
49

The study

providing quality mediation services to those parties referred by the

Recognizing the 68 percent success rate of the program during

future value to the court"

47

is

its first

year of

a good indicator of the program's

and went on to recommend that "program procedures be refined to

serve as a model for expansion into other courts."

50

In their findings and recommendations the evaluators concluded that the program
"useful option for both the disputants and the Court,"
substantial savings

51

diverting cases

from the court

a

at a

of time for the court and expense to disputants. To estimate savings

litigation costs for disputants, the

is

in

study used a conservative formula based on data provided by

attorneys and found that disputants saved an average of $10,035 per case mediated or $5,017 per
disputant.

52

Results of Survey of Massachusetts Judges and Court Employees
In order to gain

more

insight into the value

of current

ADR programs to the

Massachusetts courts, the Standing Committee on Dispute Resolution surveyed a small group of
judges, clerks and probation officers

who

use

ADR in the Boston Municipal,

District,

Housing,

Probate and Family, and Superior Courts. Respondents were asked what impact they believed

ADR had on the operation of their courts.

Summaries of their responses are shown on Tables

andB.
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Benefits to Parties

The

principal value

experience using

ADR,

is

of ADR, according to those

The most

to litigants.

Massachusetts courts with

in the

was

highly rated benefit

Time savings

savings to parties, found by 76 percent of the 41 respondents.

the second highest rating, at 73 percent. Respondents'

that

comments

ADR provides cost

to parties received

amplified this conclusion:

Parties realize time and cost savings in that due to the availability of ADR, the Court

is

able to schedule a greater quantity of cases, thereby eliminating scheduling delay and with

mediators available the court

is

usually able to reach

all

matters during each court day.

Kathleen McKeon, Clerk-Magistrate

Woburn District Court
someone they perceive to be a court

Parties appreciate that

them to attempt to resolve

Philip

felt that

took time to

sit

with

their claim.

J.

McCue,

Northampton

One observer

official

First Assistant Clerk-Magistrate

District

Court

ADR improves service to the court particularly in the civil area:

ADR permits the court to offer the public assistance and service in the civil area during a
time

when

resources are being used in the criminal cases.

John Dalton, Assistant Clerk-Magistrate

Quincy
Parties' "greater satisfaction with process and/or

District

Court

outcome" was the

third

most highly rated benefit

of ADR, with 73 percent. Again, respondents' comments helped to explain

this conclusion.

Court users of ADR confirm the conclusions of the evaluation studies that parties are happy with
the process, particularly mediation, and particularly in cases involving ongoing relationships:

Allowing participants to ventilate and not be bound by rules of evidence or constraints of
time serves an invaluable purpose, especially

household or neighborhood or

who work

among

in the

litigants

same

who

live in the

same

place.

Judge Herbert Hershfang

Boston Municipal Court

Other benefits to parties also received high ratings by court

improved quality of outcome

-

officials

with experience using

69 percent; greater compliance with outcome

capacity to assist pro se litigants

-

62 percent.

-

ADR:

66 percent; greater

A number of respondents observed that parties
42

who

fashion their

own

resolution are

more

likely to

comply with

its

terms.

Benefits to Court Operations

The Standing Committee's survey
beneficial effect

on court operations.

of respondents observing them

-

Two benefits received

reduced

percentage of respondents found that

trial

can help to ensure that

trials

are provided

for trials are used only

when

a

case management system.

By combining

same high

rating,

ADR has a

with 71 percent

docket and time savings for the court.

A smaller

As with

the

by the comments of respondents. The use of ADR

on a timely

needed.

basis and that the limited resources available

ADR is seen as a key component of an effective

A District Court respondent stated:

ADR efforts with a "smart calendar," which assesses likelihood of trial of

any case placed on the
the time

the

ADR provides cost savings to the court.

benefits to parties, these ratings are explained

trial is

found support for the conclusion that

also

on the

first

trial

calendar, courts can reach cases for

scheduled date. In this way,

the public sector resolution of disputes.

trial

nearly 100 percent of

ADR supplements rather than supplants

ADR and early case intervention create a "funnel"

rather than a "pipeline" to the trial session.

Judge Daniel B. Winslow

Wrentham

District

Court

A Superior Court judge made similar observations:
My experience working in a very busy Suffolk trial
extremely beneficial.

It is

rare over the past

believe should have settled before

session suggests that

few years

that

I

ADR has been

preside over a

trial

that

I

trial.

Judge Patrick King
Superior Court

Most dramatic was the comment by a Probate and Family Court judge:

Due

most contested matters are
resolved and brought into court with signed stipulations, all of which achieve a fair and
reasonable resolution of the pending disputes. Without the invaluable assistance of the
Family Service Office of the Norfolk Probate and Family Court, the judge in the motion
session would be hearing contested matters until 10 P.M. each night.
to the Family Service Office's early dispute intervention,

Judge David H. Kopelman,

First Justice

Norfolk Probate and Family Court
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PART FOUR: OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH ABOUT IMPACT OF ADR
Introduction to Research Overview

A sophisticated,
significant investment

methodologically controlled cost-benefit study would have required a

of time and resources. For example, a recently completed study by the

RAND Corporation of federal case management and ADR programs under the Civil Justice
Reform Act of 1990 cost four

million dollars and

not always reach firm conclusions.
relevant data

is

54

Because of these

already available, the Standing

to gather comparable information from the

ADR. The

impact of court-connected

took several

years.

difficulties

53

Moreover, such studies do

and because much of the

Committee on Dispute Resolution decided instead

numerous studies done

in

the past 20 years of the

Standing Committee conducted a comprehensive review

of prior studies and evaluations of various types of ADR programs. What follows

The summary

the major findings.

is

is

a

summary of

organized by the different impacts, both positive and

negative, that are indicated in these studies and evaluations. Although mediation and arbitration

have been evaluated most frequently

in

the past twenty years,

been evaluated by researchers and are included

The

findings

and federal courts.
of ADR programs

show

that

all

types of

ADR programs have

in this review.

ADR has many positive effects on the processing of cases in state

Many of the effects have been found

quite consistently

among

different types

in various localities.

The various

effects

of ADR discussed

in this

review

reflect the goals

and objectives

ADR programs. While no particular program may establish a full array of possible goals,
beneficial before beginning the literature review to consider the

ADR programs.

55

To

reduce backlog of older cases;

•

To

reduce case disposition time;

•

To

expedite particular categories of cases;

•

To

save judicial resources

•

To reduce litigant

•

To produce

high litigant satisfaction;

•

To produce

high attorney satisfaction;

•

To produce high judicial

(i.e.

time spent on motions, hearings, and

costs;

satisfaction;

44

may be

most commonly adopted goals of

The following are examples of the most commonly adopted

•

it

set for

goals:

trials);

•

To

increase "pre-event" dispositions

•

To

streamline litigation;

•

To

find the best

•

To empower citizens

skills that

forum

(i.e.,

prior to judicial intervention, etc.);

for resolving the presented

to resolve their

own

and underlying

issues;

disputes while developing conflict resolution

reduce future conflict;

•

To produce

•

To

better

outcomes

(i.e.,

tailor-made solutions that courts can not readily offer);

and,

involve the bar and public in effective problem-solving and the administration of

justice.

Key Findings
The

56

of

ADR Studies

effects that

emerge

in the findings

of ADR studies and evaluations

goals or some combination of these goals listed above.

supported most consistently by almost
satisfaction

-

satisfaction

will

improvements

improvements

studies that investigated

be considered

litigation or case processing time,

cases),

first effect

it.

most of the

to be discussed

This

is litigant

is

the effect

and attorney

with the process, satisfaction with the outcome, and satisfaction with the

Other impacts that

neutrals.

all

The

reflect

improvement

in the stability

in the nature

in the

review include improvements

in settlement rates

(compared with

of agreements over time (compared with

of agreements, reduction

in court

in the

pace of

litigated

litigated cases),

workload, and reduction in

litigant

costs.

ADR Produces High
The

User Satisfaction

studies and evaluations that have been conducted provide

the finding that participants in
litigation.

overwhelming support for

ADR are comfortable and satisfied with the process compared with

Evaluators have summarized this finding very clearly. "[LJitigants value dignified

proceedings

in

which they

feel

substantial benefits to litigants

Participants in

they have been heard and have participated."

by

satisfying their

need to

tell

57

"ADR provides

their story to a neutral."

58

ADR can "...tell their story in a substantially less constrained and intimidating

environment" and "explore considerations and evaluate materials that would not be admissible"
court.

59

Furthermore, the range of options for solutions

encourages a
parties.

less

is

much

greater and the process

combative, more positive, forward looking and creative dynamic between the

60

45

in

Among
satisfaction

mediation studies that have been conducted, the findings regarding participant

have been consistent and high.

court-annexed arbitration studies as well.

61

The

satisfaction findings are consistent regarding

62

This consistent pattern holds true for divorce mediation studies,
studies,

64

case evaluation studies,

door courthouse
programs.

studies,

68

65

appellate mediation,

summary jury

trial

66

programs,

69

63

small claims mediation

medical malpractice mediation,

67

multi-

and criminal-victim mediation

70

ADR Improves Pace of Litigation
ADR programs have been considered a useful tool in case management efforts for many
years.

The

studies and evaluations reviewed here support the

view

that

ADR can improve the

pace of litigation. While the findings are not as overwhelmingly consistent as are the findings
regarding satisfaction, they are nevertheless strongly supportive across

As

stated in a recently published

many types of programs.

ADR guidebook, ADR "can now be counted among these major

developments in the evolution of court management and the use of ADR has proliferated across
all

jurisdictions

and areas of law."

71

A carefully designed study by Kobbervig in Minnesota highlights the use of ADR in
improving the pace of litigation. The introduction of mediation
positive effect

on the processing of all

mediation or any other

Minnesota had a

cases in the particular jurisdiction. Kobbervig warns that

ADR technique should not be regarded as a panacea for problems

associated with increased litigation or other increased resource

"Mediation can be useful

be processed more

in the test site in

in

demands on the

enhancing the disposition of civil cases

efficiently,

if used

courts.

properly. Caseload can

judge time can be reserved for cases which truly require judicial

involvement, and the needs of individual cases and issues can be

72
more appropriately met."

Other mediation studies found mediated cases had shorter disposition times compared
with litigated cases.
disposition times.

73

On the other hand,

at least

one mediation study found no difference

74

Regarding studies of court-annexed

arbitration, a majority

of studies that measured

found the pace of litigation was improved. Eight arbitration studies supported
seven studies did not find the pace of litigation improved.
almost

all

in

found the pace of litigation was improved.

46

76

As

this finding

this

75
,

while

for divorce mediation studies,

Pace of litigation improvements were also

found
study.

in multi-door

courthouse studies,

77

case evaluation studies,

78

and an appellate mediation

79

ADR Produces High Settlement Rates
A third area of positive impact of ADR involves settlement rates.

If

management as

settlement rate of cases pending, this will greatly assist in the overall case

discussed by Kobbervig above. In fact, across
are consistently reported.

low settlement

rate

rates are quite high

The only exception

all

is

types of

ADR programs,

for medical malpractice,

compared to other mediation.

80

ADR can increase the

high settlement rates

which had a

relatively

For mediation program evaluations, settlement

and always higher than control group rates when there

is

a control group.

Evaluations of divorce mediation programs also indicate impressive settlement rates.
rates across studies are in the

50 to 75 percent range.

consistently found in small claims mediation,

mediation.

83

82

81

The

Similarly high settlement rates are

summary jury

trial studies,

84

and appellate

85
.

ADR Produces More Stable Agreements Over Time
Another desirable

effect

of ADR

be more stable over time compared with

is

the production of agreements and settlements that will

litigated settlements.

For studies of neighborhood justice

and criminal-victim mediation programs, the findings are consistently positive.

86

At

least

mediation program studies considered this issue and these findings are also positive.
divorce mediation studies, however, included follow-up
significant difference in

terms of conflicts coming to court.

ADR May Reduce Court
The

final

two

two and

87

two

Two

four years later and found no

88

Workload

effects

of ADR deal with workload and

court savings and litigant savings through the use of

of a guide forjudges and court managers discuss

costs.

The

difficulty in

determining

ADR continues to be substantial.

this issue in their recently released

The authors

monograph:

Obtaining information on cost savings that might accrue to the court through the

use of ADR

is

even more problematic than measuring

program costs may be the
complicated

if staff for

the

litigant costs.

least difficult task in this process, but

it

Calculating

also can

ADR

become

ADR program are not assigned exclusively to its

administration and overhead expenses, such as costs of facilities, automation, telephone,

and supplies, cannot be accounted for separately from the court's overall budget.

The harder and more useful task is measuring the relative demands of ADR and
on the time of judges and other court staff. As a basic matter,

traditional litigation

47

most courts cannot determine the average cost of processing each case in order to
make a comparison with the average cost of processing an ADR case. Furthermore,
it is

difficult

without

to

first

ADR,

disposition of

how much later an ADR case might have been resolved
quantify how much judicial time might be saved by earlier

determine

and then to

ADR cases ...For these reasons,

most evaluations use surrogate

measures of court costs. These measures most commonly include
events that require staff and judge time,
pretrial hearings scheduled,

the court must give to

and

litigation related

such as the number of motions filed in a case,
conferences held. The relative level of attention

pretrial

ADR and non-ADR cases can be ascertained using these workload

on

measures.

By using these

reductions in court costs and workloads.

90

The

findings are generally

court workload. Regarding studies of mediation programs, there

workload reported.
is

some

91

cases

reviewed that investigated
In the

reduction in

one

with

its

which

arbitration hearing.

recent release of the

filing

One

was

97

two

For divorce mediation

two

studies

studies also report court

investigated, not only
-

was there no

evidently in part because parties

Finally, in the

medical malpractice mediation

of meaningless claims.

and cost savings. The

efforts in various federal courts

ADR component.

98

RAND study's focus was on case

and included only three

sites

with very limited data

Only one of the four volumes was devoted to ADR. Many of the studies

ADR and have often included carefully designed

study cannot establish or

following publication of the

three other

There

RAND report99 has caused some concern among ADR advocates

finding of no appreciable time

control groups.

this issue

but the number of settlements decreased

reported here have focused exclusively on

fact,

92

ADR required the same or more hearings as

In the multi-door studies,

arbitration study in

trial rates,

management
for the

95

program appeared to deter the

The

93

in court

qualification.

studies, appreciable savings are reported in the

this issue.

were waiting for the scheduled
study, the

ADR actually increases filings.

of studies found that cases using

Regarding small claims

96

some reduction

ADR was not used. 94

where

savings.

is

overstated

mixed regarding reducing

Other mediation studies show no difference with some

indication in these studies that

studies, the majority

may have

surrogate measures of court costs, evaluations

RAND

litigation costs in their cases.

to establish the possible benefits of ADR. In

study, the Federal Judicial Center released its study

ADR programs in federal districts.

attorneys using court-connected

fail

The FJC study found

ADR believed that

100

48

it

that a high percentage

reduced the time to disposition and

of

of

ADR May Reduce Litigant Costs
The most commonly used method
litigants to assess

for measuring litigant costs

whether the costs incurred

in the

they would be in a similar case not referred to

respond to

this

them to reveal

type of question because

To

it

to ask attorneys and

ADR process are the same,

ADR.

more, or less then

Attorneys and litigants are more likely to

requires minimal time to answer and does not require

potentially sensitive information.

Measuring
but

it

is

is

litigant costs

with subjective comparisons

inherently less accurate

more accurate

and

reliable

may be

the least intrusive

method

than finding out actual or estimated costs.

of cost-savings to litigants, the court should try to
and insurance carriers to provide actual or
estimated cost information rather than subjective comparisons. This methodology has
rarely been used, however, because it is costly to conduct and it is fraught with problems
101
such as attorney-client privilege, confidentiality, and resistance from the bar.
paint a

persuade the bar,

Most of the
and

litigants if

savings to

ADR providers,

studies that indicate litigant cost savings have utilized surveys to ask attorneys

ADR saved money.

litigants.

reflect savings.

picture

litigants,

With the use of this measure, many studies

In mediation program studies that have addressed this issue, findings generally

102

Regarding arbitration studies, those that indicate
occur before

arbitration.

103

litigant

savings suggest settlement must

Other arbitration studies report no cost savings.

Regarding divorce mediation studies, the findings again generally
although one study of divorce mediation showed no cost savings.
there appear to be
Finally, for

The

no

findings.

trial

studies, attorneys feel this process saves

ADR programs.

Improved pace of litigation, high
all

104

In case evaluation studies,

reflect

money.

107

very strong and

ADR as satisfying - as a preferable process for participants.

types of

agreements over time

105

reflect savings,

106

of the studies and evaluations reviewed here

consistent support for
all

savings.

summary jury

findings

holds true for

indicate a cost

This finding

Other effects have varying degrees of support from the

ADR settlement rates,

and improved

stability

of

have been shown to have resulted from the implementation of ADR

programs. The support for these effects

and workload savings are

difficult to

is

not limited to one type of

ADR program.

measure and the findings tend to

reflect this difficulty.

Nevertheless, these effects also have support based on this literature review.
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Cost savings

The range of studies

and findings

reflects the variability

and administered

and richness of ADR and the

many

effectively in

fact that

ADR can be provided

different forms.

CONCLUSION
Given the extent and importance of ADR programs
any question that

ADR is here to stay.

ADR, and numerous
findings,

research studies

in the Trial

Court, there

is

no longer

Judges, court personnel and the bar support the use of

document

its

value. Despite this support and these research

ADR is not available everywhere in Massachusetts, and not everyone can afford ADR.

The challenge

for the future

is

to guarantee that Massachusetts courts are able to provide

universal access to appropriate

ADR services supported by sufficient resources.
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APPENDIX A

LISTS

OF ADR PROGRAMS IN

SUPERIOR AND DISTRICT COURTS

APPENDIX A
ADR PROGRAMS IN THE SUPERIOR COURT
List of

Current

ADR Programs in the Superior Court

Barnstable

Barnstable Superior Court Conciliation Program
(operated by Barnstable County Bar Association and the Barnstable

Superior Court)

Bristol

Bristol

County Conciliation Program
(operated by Fall River Superior Court)

Essex

Essex County Dispute Resolution Program
(operated by Essex County Bar Association)

Essex County Superior Court Conciliation Program
(operated by Essex County Bar Association)

Hampden

Hampden County Mediation Service
(operated by Hampden County Bar

Association)

Hampshire

Hampshire County Bar Association Mediation Service
(operated by Hampshire County Bar Association)
Middlesex

Middlesex Multi-door Courthouse
(operated by National Center for Citizen Participation in the

Administration of Justice)

Motor Vehicle

Conciliation

Program

(operated by the Massachusetts Bar Association and the Middlesex

Superior Court)

Greater Lowell Bar Association Conciliation Program
(operated by Greater Lowell Bar Association)
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Greater Lowell

ADR,

Inc.

(operated by non-profit corporation established by Greater Lowell Bar
Association)

Norfolk

Norfolk Superior Court Mediation Program
(operated by Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution)

Norfolk Superior Court Conciliation Program
(operated by Norfolk Superior Court Clerk's Office)

Suffolk

Suffolk Superior Court Mediation

Program

(operated by Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution)
Suffolk Superior Court Case Evaluation Program

(operated by Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution)

Suffolk Superior Court Construction Masters

Program

(operated by Suffolk Superior Court)

Worcester
Worcester Multi-door Courthouse
(operated by National Center for Citizen Participation in the
Administration of Justice)

Worcester Superior Court Conciliation Program
(operated by Worcester County Bar Association)

No ADR Programs

in:

Berkshire Superior Court

Dukes Superior Court
Franklin Superior Court

Nantucket Superior Court

Plymouth Superior Court
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ADR PROGRAMS IN THE DISTRICT COURT
Context of ADR Programs: The District Court Approach

The

size

of the

District Court, the

community base have shaped
Prevention

scope of its jurisdiction and

its

geographically diverse

approach toward alternative dispute resolution.

its

and problem

solving.

From

108

the beginning, the District Court has encouraged

the development of mediation services that citizens can use at the earliest possible stage of
conflict.

Every

conflict resolved at

an early stage represents a savings to the individuals involved

and to society as a whole. Important relationships may be mended, violence

may be

prevented,

and the time, cost and emotional pain of formal judicial involvement may be avoided. For
example, a conflict referred by a clerk to mediation during a complaint hearing saves the time of
clerk's office staff, probation, the district attorney or police prosecutor,

fashion,

when

resolution

a serious conflict between a parent and a child

may

allow the family to live together

year in foster placement costs.

The

District

is

and the judge. In

resolved through mediation, the

and the Commonwealth

saves up to $40,000 a

Court played a leadership role

school-based mediation, including co-sponsoring the

initial

in the early stages

conference on Cape

Cod which

the formation of the highly successful National Association of Mediation in Education

The focus on prevention and the solving of underlying
Court sees as essential to mediation

in a

community

like

interpersonal problems,

of

led to

(NAME).

which the

District

court, does not lend itself to measuring

caseload or "success" in the usual way. In this respect, the District Court's involvement with

mediation differs from that of most other Trial Court departments which concentrate on disputes

which have formally entered the system. While the dividends to society of a successful mediation

program are widely agreed to be remarkable, they are not
Simplicity.

mediation.

The

District

common

rests, in large part,

community mediation—voluntariness,
practical guides to the volunteers,

its simplicity.

Ordinary

at

problem-solving.

The

basic tenets of

self-determination, confidentiality and neutrality—serve as

who

extent that people's problems are given
is

on

sense are trained in the art of dispute resolution to help people

embroiled in conflict draw upon their natural talents

by the court system. The focus

measured.

Court has consciously avoided overly "legalizing" community

The success of community mediation

people of good will and

easily

receive supervision from mediation

program

names by mediation programs, they

upon the

differ

staff.

To

the

from those used

relationship (parent/child, neighbor/neighbor,

landlord/tenant, consumer/merchant, for example), rather than the offense (harassment, malicious

54

destruction of property, larceny-by-check, for example). This less legalistic approach

Public satisfaction with community mediation
evaluation of such programs by Richard

is

high, as is evidenced

Maiman which found

that

96%

to preserve the simplicity of the process while

it

services

more widely

is vital

109

making every

The

District

effort to

Court

make

available.

Accessibility.

The

dispute resolution that

is

District

Court has consistently encouraged the growth of alternative

readily accessible to the public as

The mediation and

Is the process affordable?

1.

by the recent

of those served by three

court programs were mostly or completely satisfied with the service.

believes

often the

of differences.

starting point for peaceful resolution

district

is

measured by three standards:

conciliation

programs which use

volunteers as providers and which seek operational support from a variety of sources have
traditionally offered their services at

Is the process offered in

2.

no cost to people referred by the court system.

a

timely

manner? When disputes

the courts, mediation sessions are usually scheduled within a

from one to three hours and are concluded

more

sessions. Family

is

one

session.

week or two. Most mediations run

Family mediations

and community cases are usually scheduled

the convenience of the parties.

agreement

in

Most

are referred to mediation by

in the

small claims mediations occur

may

run two or

evenings or weekends at

on the day of trial, and,

if

an

not reached, the parties have access to a court hearing on the same day. Local

courts are experimenting with the best timing for

Wrentham District Court

civil conciliation.

Early statistics from the

indicate that civil conciliation can be successful earlier in the

More

case than previously thought.

will

life

of a

be known about the question of proper timing of

conciliation as experience grows.
3

.

Is the process clear? Studies of the public's perception of fairness in the judiciary

indicate that four factors are

to

tell

most important:

respectful treatment, equitable treatment, a chance

one's story, and understanding of the process.

110

emphasis on explaining the nature of the process, which

commitment to proceed.
process.

At

Civil conciliators,

present, the preparation

who

Mediation training places special
is

quite simple, and obtaining the parties'

are experienced attorneys, also offer a simple

of civil conciliators

is

uneven and the

District

Court

will

bringing together the leaders of various programs to further discuss the basic ingredients of a

good

conciliator preparation program.
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be

CODES FOR ADR SERVICES

Code

Description

A

Arbitration

C

Community mediation

CC

Civil conciliation

CE

Court employee provides the service

D

Divorce mediation

F

Family mediation (parent and children, extended

H

Housing mediation

J

Juvenile mediation (delinquency matters,

None

No

None*

Services

0

Other mediation services

RA

Retired attorney provides the service

RJ

Retired judge provides the service

S

School-related mediation (mediation, conflict resolution training, etc.)

sc

Small claims mediation

sec

Small claims conciliation

Vs

Volunteers, unaffiliated, provide services under court supervision

(matters that might

become

(may vary from case evaluation

criminal, neighbors, racial)

to case

management)

families, etc.)

(evictions, landlord-tenant)

CHINS)

services available at the court at this time or in past

were once

available, but

no longer are

available

(facilitation, real estate, public policy, etc.)
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CODES FOR ADR PROGRAMS

Code

Program

ACCA

Association of Corporate Counsel of America

BBA

Barnstable Bar Association

BCRHA

Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority

BDCM

Brockton District Court Mediation Project

BMS

Berkshire Mediation Services

CCDRS

Cape Cod Dispute Resolution

CCFS

ComCare Family

CCHS

Cape Cod Human Services Family Mediation

CDSC

Cambridge Dispute Settlement Center

CHD

Family

CMC

Community Mediation Center

DRS

Dispute Resolution Services,

ECLBA

Essex County/Lynn Bar Assoc Small Claims Concil

FCMS

Framingham Court Mediation Services,

GLECC

Gr. Lynn/Essex Civil Conciliation

HBA

Haverhill Bar Association

HCAC

Hampshire Community Action Commission Mediation Services

HCBA

Hampden County Bar Association

HDLS

Family

HMP

Harvard Mediation Program

IDCCC

Ipswich District Court Civil Conciliation Prog

LCCP

Lawrence

LYRB

L.Y.R.B. Corp. Dispute Resolution Services

MBMS
MCC
MEND

Marblehead Mediation Services

Skills

Services, Inc.

Program

& Youth Mediation Program of CHD

Inc.

Program

Med Project, Hale & Dorr Legal

Civil Conciliation

Inc.

Ser

Cen

Program

Middlesex Community College Face to Face Mediation Program

M.E.N.D. Conflict

IVliVlo

ivieiropoinan jvieuiauon services

MTC

The Mediation & Training Collaborative

MVMP

Martha's Vineyard Mediation Program,

MWI

Mediation Works,

NCCS

North Central Court Services,

NEM

North Essex Mediators

Inc.

Inc. (TVTWI)

Inc.
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CODES FOR ADR PROGRAMS
Code

Program

NSCM

North Shore Community Mediation Program

PMP

Polaroid Mediation Program

PTMS

Provincetown/Truro Mediation Services,

QDC

Quincy

QM

Quabbin Mediation

ROCC

Region One Civil Conciliation Program

SBCM

South Boston Community Mediation Program

SMP

Somerville Mediation Program

UCM

Urban Community Mediators

UMass

UMass Mediation Clime

WDC

Wrentham District Court

District

Inc.

Court Small Claims Mediation Service

Conciliation

Program
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DISTRICT COURT

SUMMARY OF ADR PROGRAMS

Program

Home

Association of Corporate Counsel of America

Start

Volunt

Norwood

1991

70

SC, H,

Barnstable Bar Association

Barnstable

1995

30

CC

Berkshire County Regional Housing Authority

Pittsfield

1987

10

C,FJLSC,0

Berkshire Mediation Services

Pittsfield

1989

28

C,F,H,J,S

Brockton District Court Mediation Project

Brockton

1989

41

C,F,H,SC,J,0

Cambridge Dispute Settlement Center

Cambridge

1979

51

C ,F,H,

Cape Cod Dispute Resolution

Hyannis

1985

30

CFJLSC,

Cape Cod Human Services Family Mediation

Hyannis

1983

20

F,J

ComCare Family

Fall River

1988

25

F,J,S

Community Mediation Center

Worcester

1984

40

C,F,H,SC,J,S,0

Dispute Resolution Services, Inc.

Springfield

1983

70

C,F,H,SC,J,S,0

Essex County/Lynn Bar Assoc Small Claims Concil

Salem

1991

47

sec

Skills

Services, Inc.

Program

Office

Services

CC

SC,J,SX>,0
S,

O,

& Youth Mediation Program of CHD
Family Med Project, Hale & Dorr Legal Ser Cen

Springfield

1983

75

F,J,S

Jamaica Plain

1994

7

D,F

Framingham Court Mediation

Framingham

1979

30

CJJH,SCX),S,CC,

Salem

1995

6

CC

Springfield

1996

24

CC,A

Family

Services, Inc.

Gr. Lynn/Essex Civil Conciliation

Program

Hampden County Bar Association

1989

10

Harvard Mediation Program

Cambridge

1981

60

H,SC
QFLSC

Haverhill Bar Association

Georgetown

1996

38

CC

Ipswich District Court Civil Conciliation Prog

Ipswich

1995

0

CC

L.Y.R.B. Corp. Dispute Resolution Services

Medford

1976

20

C J, J,S

Lawrence

1992

40

CC

M.E.N.D. Conflict

Amherst

1988

8

c,sc,s

Marblehead Mediation Services

Marblehead

1995

12

C,F,H,SC

Edgartown

1983

15

C,F,H,J,SC,S,0

Kingston

1989

36

C,F,H,SC,0

Metropolitan Mediation Services

Brookline

1986

40

C,F,H,J,SC,S,D,0

Middlesex Community College Face to Face

Lowell

1985

30

C,SC,FLS

North Central Court Services,

Fitchburg

1988

30

C,F,H,J,SC,S

North Essex Mediators

Haverhill

1984

30

C,SC,H,0

North Shore Community Mediation Program

Salem

1994

40

C,H,F,SC,J,S,0

Polaroid Mediation Program

Cambridge

1996

12

SC

Hampshire Community Action Commission Mediation Northampton

Lawrence

Civil Conciliation

Program

Martha's Vineyard Mediation Program,

Mediation Works,

Inc.

Inc.

(MWT)

Inc.
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DISTRICT COURT

SUMMARY OF ADR PROGRAMS
Home Office

Start

Volunt

Provincetown

1990

18

C,F,H,J,SC,S,0

Quabbin Mediation

Athol

1995

15

C,F,H,J,SC,S,D,0

Quincy District Court Small Claims Mediation

Quincy

1981

20

SC,H,CC

Region One

Stoughton

1995

480

Somerville Mediation Program

Somerville

1984

19

C,SCJT,S

South Boston Community Mediation Program

South Boston

1997

15

C,

Greenfield

1987

35

C,F,H,J,SC,S,D,0

UMass Mediation Clinic

Dorchester

1983

45

SC

Urban Community Mediators

Boston

1975

40

C,F,J,S,0

Wrentham District Court Conciliation Program

Wrentham

1996

40

CC

Program
Provincetown/Truro Mediation Services,

Civil Conciliation

The Mediation

Inc.

Program

& Training Collaborative
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Services

CC

J,

F,

SC,S
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARIES OF RESEARCH ON IMPACT OF ADR

APPENDIX B
The

studies and evaluations that

Appendix B. In

are summarized in

Keilitz,

were reviewed

Susan, ed., National

for the literature review provided in this report

addition, the following sources

were used:

Symposium on Court-Connected Dispute Resolution Research: A

Report on Current Research Findings Implications for Court and Future Research Needs,
National Center for State Courts, SJI, 1994.

McEwen, Craig
Issues in State

Evaluating ADR Programs, in Frank E.A. Sander, ed., Emerging

A.,

and Federal Courts, American Bar

Association, Chicago, 1991.

Ostermeyer, Melinda and Keilitz, Susan, Monitoring

and Evaluating Court-Based Dispute

Resolution Programs, National Center for State Courts,
Sander, Frank E.A.,

Emerging ADR Issues

in State

ADR

SJI,

1997.

and Federal

Courts,

American Bar

Association, Chicago, 1991.

McGillis, Daniel,
Institute

Community Mediation Programs: Developments and Challenges,

of Justice,

National

July, 1997.

* AAA* A*

Adler, et

al,

Simple Justice:

How Litigants Fare in the Pittsburgh

Court Arbitration Program,

Institute for Civil Justice (1983).

This study was conducted in the Court of Common Pleas in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in 1983.

Findings:

High

satisfaction explained

relatively informal

-

90%

said they

by finding that most disputants found arbitration process

would not have wanted

it

more

formal.

Disputants found

it

Pro

found "any pronounced degree of formality intimidating and confusing."

se disputants

70%

appreciated increased privacy. (Adler, et

Alfini,

Summary Jury

Center, Florida

This

easier to express themselves.

is

Trials in Florida:

al at

64)

An Empirical Assessment, Florida Dispute Resolution

Bar Foundation, 1989.

a study of Florida's 19th Judicial Circuit (State Court) and the U.S. District Court for the

66

Middle District of Florida. The study involves an examination of 53 state cases volunteering for
summary jury trial (SJT; 43 SJTs held) and 104 federal court cases assigned to SJT (51 SJTs
held).

The study focused on settlement

Findings: Regarding settlement rates,

of the SJTs held

in

rates, influence

77%

on

settlement,

of the SJTs held

and participant

satisfaction.

the federal court settled. In the federal court,

24%

59%

while

in the state courts settled,

settled before the

SJT was

held.

Regarding

57%

litigant costs,

of the attorneys

hours on the case than they would

billable

attorneys in the state

attorneys in the state

satisfaction, a higher proportion

program were satisfied compared with attorneys
91% compared to 51% respectively.

was 4 hours

16% of the

case did not have an SJT, while

program reported spending more hours. On the other hand, 78% of the
program reported spending fewer billable hours on the SJT cases *

Regarding participant

* These differences

spending more

in the federal court cases reported

if the

may

relate to the

in the state court

of attorneys participating

in the state

participating in the federal SJTs.

The

rates

were

average time spend in the SJT in each court. The average

and 5 to 16 hours

in the federal court.

As

already noted, there

was

also a difference in settlement rates.

Barkai and Kassebaum, Hawaii's Court-Annexed Arbitration

Program Evaluation,

Judiciary of

the State of Hawaii, Hawaii's Program of Conflict Resolution, University of Hawaii at Manoa,
1991.

This

is

a study conducted in the First Circuit Court of Hawaii.

More

than 1,200 tort cases were

randomly assigned to either mandatory arbitration (experimental group) or the control group.
Issues addressed in the study

were the pace of litigation, appeal

rate, litigant costs,

and participant

satisfaction.

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluators indicate that cases sent to arbitration are

resolved
studies

more

quickly than the control group. Regarding appeal rate, the findings in this and other

of arbitration programs place the appeal rate

the proportion of appealed cases going to

of cases that participate
litigant costs, the

trial is

in a

low

40% to 60%

in all arbitration

range.

At the same

time,

programs. The vast majority

in arbitration but fail to settle at arbitration settle before

evaluators report that arbitration reduces the costs to litigants

trial.

if the

Regarding
case settles

before arbitration. Regarding participant satisfaction, evaluations of arbitration reveal consistently
that both attorneys and litigants
satisfactory.

the

trial

At the same

view the

time, attorneys

arbitration process

view the

adjudication process as satisfactory.

Corporate

litigants

and

its

outcomes as

fair

and

arbitration process as satisfactory but also

Among litigants,

winners are typically happier.

tend to view arbitration as fairer compared with individual
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litigants.

view

Wayne D. A Close Look at Three Court-Sponsored ADR Programs: Why They Exist,
How They Operate, What They Deliver, and Whether They Threaten Important Values,
University of Chicago Legal Forum 46, Chicago, Illinois, 1990.
Brazil,

The programs

include judicial settlement conferences, early neutral evaluation, and mandatory

non-binding arbitration.
Settlement program offers two advantages not attainable in litigation (jury
(a) Parties

can

tell their

trial):

story in a substantially less constricted and intimidating

environment than a public courtroom, where rules of evidence and other

rigidities

of trial

procedure can significantly compromise freedom to speak;
(b) Settlement conference offers opportunity for direct, forthright, dialectical feedback
their stories

-

a kind of feedback that has no equivalent in a jury

trial.

on

Settlement conference

permits decision-makers to explore considerations and evaluate materials that would not be
admissible at bench

trial.

The range of solution options

is

much

greater.

"products" can emerge from settlement conference. Process encourages
positive, forward-looking

and creative dynamic between

parties.

A wide range of
less

combative, more

Also exposes parties and counsel

to substantially less stress over a shorter period of time in a less public setting. Parties

may want

to protect their privacy, avoid disclosure of certain sensitive information.

Early Neutral Evaluation: Pleadings in federal court too often simultaneously overstate and under-

communicate, leaving parties without clear understanding of content or dimensions of dispute.
Pleadings too often disguise real center of dispute. Parties feel constrained to resort to expensive

and slow formal procedures of adjudicatory process, motion work, and discovery, to find out

what the center of their dispute

is.

Docket reduction: never

really a primary

purpose of ENE Program designed to deliver

service to litigants. Provide litigants of good faith with
rationality

means of reducing cost and improving the

of the process by which cases are resolved.

Promoting settlement: also not a primary

objective.

It

seems

unrealistic to expect

settlement at a conference that takes place early in the pre-trial period, yet 25 of 67

ENE sessions were held settled either in ENE or a result of
Arbitration:

Purpose

-

(37%) where

it.

provide faster, less expensive procedural means to resolve smaller, less

complex cases and reduce docket pressure.
Conclusion: Each of these programs offers significant benefits to litigants without causing serious

harm to competing interests. In vast majority of cases, parties are appreciably better off having
gone through these programs. Each program is a genuinely constructive force in the dispute
resolution process.

Bridenback, M., The Citizen Dispute Settlement Process in Florida:
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A Study of Five Programs^

Supreme Court, Office of the State Court Administrator, Tallahassee,
This study

was conducted

for the Florida

Supreme Court

Florida, 1979.

in five locations

with mediation projects.

A sample of 1320 cases was included in the study.
from case referral to disposition was
1 1 days; the median time was 8 days. For three of the neighborhood justice centers studied, the
time from a referral to a mediation hearing was 10 days. The time to disposition without a
Findings: Regarding case processing time, the average time

mediation hearing was

1 1

days.

For cases

that failed to achieve a resolution, the time

was 14

days. Case processing in traditional court took longer. Regarding case activity in these five

Florida programs, the researchers found

proceeded to hearing,

81%

93%

of the cases were scheduled for hearing,

of the cases which had hearings resulted

in

59%

agreements, and 43 .8% of

the total cases received resulted in agreement. At a follow-up 6 to 12 months later, the
researchers found that resolution of conflicts occurred in

52%

of the cases having hearings.

Seventy-five percent of the cases had total or partial resolution. Regarding the nature of

agreements reached, the researchers found the following:

Alteration of parties behavior

26%
24%

Payment or return of money or property

18%

Disengagement of contracts between parties

6%
5%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
8%

Control of Animals

Development of Cooperative relationship
Repair or Service of property
Domestic arrangement or child welfare
Maintenance of property
Attendance at designated program

No

obligation designated

Other

The researchers

note: "overall, although only limited data

is

available, the available research

suggests that disputers are quite satisfied with the terms of mediated agreements."
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(p. 57).

Burton and Mclver, University of Colorado Court-Annexed Arbitration Evaluation Project,
University of Colorado Conflict Resolution Consortium, 1987-1988.
This study

was conducted

in four

Colorado General Jurisdiction

trial

courts.

The evaluators used

a quasi-experimental design with which they compared a pre-arbitration sample of cases (800
cases) with a sample

of cases assigned to

arbitration

(800 cases). The issues addressed included

appeal rate, cost of litigation, and participant satisfaction.
Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluators found that arbitration cases are resolved

more

quickly than cases not involved with arbitration. Regarding appeal rate, the arbitration cases

ranged from 40% to 60%, a finding consistent with most other arbitration studies.
Once appealed, the proportion of cases going to trial is lower compared with the control group.
As is true in other jurisdictions, the vast majority of cases that are appealed from the arbitration
in this study

process settle before

trial.

satisfaction, this study

Both attorneys and

produces results similar to other arbitration programs.

litigants are satisfied

virtually equally satisfied
satisfied

This study did not reveal any cost reductions to participants. Regarding

with the

trial

with the process and the outcome, although attorneys are

adjudication process.

As

in other studies,

winners are more

than losers, although both groups have high satisfaction rates.

Clarke, Donnelly and Grove, Court
Its Effects, Institute

Ordered Arbitration in North Carolina: An Evaluation of

of Government, University of North Carolina

was conducted

at

Chapel

Hill,

1989.

North Carolina. The study design included
month period to an arbitration group
(experimental) and a control group. The evaluators also compared these groups to a pre-program
group. Particular issues raised included pace of litigation, appeal rate, type of disposition,
recovery and litigant satisfaction.
This study

randomly assigning

all

in three judicial districts in

arbitration eligible cases in a six

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluators report that arbitration cases are resolved

more quickly compared with

among

control group cases. Regarding appeal rate, this study reported the

program evaluations at 9%. Regarding litigant costs, this
study is consistent with other studies that do not show cost reductions. Regarding participant
satisfaction, the finding in this study is similar to other arbitration studies where both attorneys
and litigants view the arbitration process and outcome as fair and satisfactory. As is true in most

lowest appeal rate

arbitration

other studies of arbitration programs, attorneys are also satisfied with the
process.

Among litigants,

trial

adjudication

winners have higher ratings than losers, although both are

Clarke, Stevens, Laura Donnelly, and Sara Grove, Mediation

satisfied.

of Interpersonal Disputes:

Evaluation of North Carolina's Programs, University of North Carolina, Chapel

Hill,

An

North

Carolina, 1992.

This study assessed the impact of court-ordered arbitration for
$15,000.

The

all

cases with damages

researchers did not attempt to quantify impact on overall workloads.
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up

to

Findings: Reducing Court Dockets
rate

by 2/3

in

-

during evaluation period, arbitration program reduced

trial

contested cases eligible for program.

Program may increase costs - The quantitative analysis strongly suggests that arbitration hearings
and awards took the place of out-of-court settlements considerably more often than they took the
place of trials.
Researchers conclude
"it is

-

because of substantial reduction

reasonable to conclude that

it

in trial rate

saved court resources." (Clarke,

Satisfaction: this arbitration reveals high levels

and hastening of disposition
et al, at

of satisfaction, even among

-

78)

losers.

How well a process "gets to the facts" found to be the single most important component of
satisfaction."

Clarke, Stevens, Earnest Valente, and

Robyn Mace, North Carolina Community Mediation

Study, Institute of Government, University of North Carolina, State Justice Institute, 1990-1991.

The study was conducted in Henderson, Iredell, and Durham Counties, North Carolina. The
research design was quasi-experimental. Three program counties were matched with three nonprogram counties. The focus of the study included the organization, types of cases handled,
mediator characteristics, referral and participation, effect on court workload, satisfaction,
compliance, recidivism, and parties relationships.
Findings: Regarding utilization rates, the evaluators considered the proportion of court cases that

are appropriate for mediation and are actually handled by the court.
eligible for mediation, only

low

The

utilization rate.

22% were actually

center with the highest utilization rate

reduced the number of court

Of those

cases actually

The evaluators considered
(34%) also appears to have

sent to mediation.

trials in its jurisdiction

this a

with the matched county having no mediation

program. The researchers conclude: "relatively high utilization rates are essential for mediation

programs to have a substantial effect on the court's workload." (p. 62) Regarding settlement,
59% of the cases that went to mediation hearings and 92% of the hearings resulted in written
agreements.

The

researchers conclude,

"it

appears that mediation centers in virtually

all cities

handle only a relatively small fraction of the court cases that would be potentially amenable to
mediation." (p. 67).
Collins and Ford, Lake County Mandatory Court-Annexed Arbitration Project, Center for
Legal Studies, Center for Legal Studies, Sangamon State University, and the Administrative

Office of the Illinois Courts, 1991.

A pre-

This study

was conducted

arbitration

sample of 487 cases was compared with a sample of cases assigned to mandatory

arbitration, totaling

in

Lake County,

Illinois

using a quasi-experimental design.

663 cases. The study assessed pace of litigation,
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litigant costs,

and participant

satisfaction.

of litigation, the evaluators report that cases in the experimental group
were resolved more quickly than cases in the control group. The appeal
rate for court-annexed arbitration programs has been consistent across jurisdictions with such
programs. The range is from 40% to 60%. Likewise, the proportion of cases going to trial after
arbitration is lower compared to the control group. Regarding cost savings, this study is one in a
group of arbitration studies where no cost savings are demonstrated. Regarding satisfaction, this
study found both attorneys and litigants viewing the process and outcome as fair and satisfactory.
Findings: Regarding pace

assigned to arbitration

Like many other arbitration studies, attorneys indicate satisfaction with the court adjudication

among

process as well as arbitration. Another recurring finding

winners are more

satisfied

than losers, although both are

arbitration

programs

is

that

satisfied.

Winnebago County Court-Annexed Arbitration Pilot Project Evaluation,
Center for Legal Studies, Sangamon State University, Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts,
Collins and Ford,

1988.

This study was conducted in Winnebago County,
used.

The

Illinois

where a quasi-experimental design was

compared all arbitration-eligible cases closed during the year before
was instituted (628 cases) with randomly selected cases assigned to arbitration (420
The issues focused on included pace of litigation, litigant costs, and participant
evaluators

arbitration
cases).

satisfaction.

mean for cases using
was lower than the control group while the median time for both groups was virtually
the same. The appeal rate for cases in the arbitration program is in the 40% to 60% range as
found in most arbitration program studies. The proportion of appealed cases that go to trial is low

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluators found that the
arbitration

here as well as
settle

in

before the

most other arbitration studies and the vast majority of appeals from arbitration
Regarding litigant costs, the evaluators found in Winnebago County that

trial.

arbitration reduces cost if the case settles before arbitration takes place.

Regarding

satisfaction, this study

produced findings

attorneys and litigants view the process and

most other arbitration studies. Both
and satisfactory. As is true in other

similar to

outcome as fair
view the trial adjudication process

studies of arbitration programs, attorneys also

Among litigants,

winners are more satisfied than

losers,

as satisfactory.

another finding consistent with other

studies.

Ford and Wassenberg, DuPage County Mandatory Court-Annexed Arbitration Project,
Center for Legal Studies and the Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts, 1992.
Collins,

This study was conducted in

DuPage County

Illinois

using a quasi-experimental design comparing

a pre-arbitration sample comprised of 507 cases with a sample of cases assigned to arbitration

comprised of 606 cases. The study was designed to compare pace of litigation,
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litigant costs,

and

participant satisfaction.

Findings: Regarding the pace of litigation, the evaluators report that cases that are assigned
arbitration are resolved
falls into

more quickly than the

control group. Regarding litigant costs, this study

the group of arbitration programs that

do not show cost

reductions.

As

pointed out

regarding other arbitration program studies, both attorneys and litigants view the arbitration

process and outcome as

fair

and

satisfactory. Similar to other studies, attorneys are satisfied

with the arbitration process and with

trial

adjudication.

Among litigants,

both

winners tend to be more

satisfied than losers.

Cook, Roehl and Sheppard, Neighborhood Justice Centers Field Test: Final Evaluation
Report, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

1980. (for Atlanta, Kansas City,

L.A.).

was
some use of small matched comparison groups. The focus of this study

This study was conducted in Atlanta, Kansas City, and Los Angeles. The study design
primarily descriptive with

was on program
workload,

organization, types of cases handled, referral and participation, effect

costs, participant, satisfaction,

on court

and compliance.

Finding: Regarding the stability of an agreement over time, the evaluators found that six
later,

a majority had complied with the agreement. Two-thirds

agreement. Eighty percent of the complainants and
satisfied

88%

83% of the

months

the other had kept the

defendants reported they were

with the terms of the agreement. Regarding satisfaction with the overall experience,

of plaintiffs and defendants indicated they were

comparison,
satisfied

felt

73%

with the

satisfied.

In terms of control group

79% of defendants who participated in mediation were
outcome compared with 54% of complainants and 67% of defendants who had
of complainants and

their cases processed in court.

Crime and Justice Foundation, Expanding Juvenile Mediation in Massachusetts Courts, 1992.
Court Juvenile Session in 1991. A total of 84
were filed there that year and 16 of these cases met the criteria for
mediation. The 16 cases that met the criteria were categorized "potential" cases; 18 cases that
were referred to the mediation program were categorized as "actual" cases. The authors cite the
This study

was conducted

in the Haverhill District

juvenile delinquency cases

benefits of mediation in juvenile delinquency cases as follows: (a) assist juveniles to resolve

immediate problem peacefully; (b) teach juveniles communication

skills that will facilitate

peaceful

resolution of future conflicts; (c) help juveniles understand and take responsibility for their
actions.

Findings: Regarding the

number of court appearances, the potential cases averaged 4.4 court
6. The actual cases averaged 2 court appearances.

appearances with a range of from 2 to

Regarding the length of time to complete the process, the potential cases required an average of
17 days to complete court processing with a range of 31 to 259 days. For actual cases, the
73

average length of time from referral to completion of mediation was 18.6 days with a range of

1

to 50 days. Regarding cost savings, the researchers used a series of projections and formulas

which are presented

in the text to estimate the cost

of processing 3,660 cases using mediation for

a year to be $2,464,197 while the cost of processing this same number of cases in court
estimated to be $5,691,995.

The

cost savings derived from these projections for a year

is

is

$3,227,798.
In addition to the description of the research and findings, the authors offer a review of the

a proposed program design, and a discussion of barriers to implementation.

literature,

Davis

R.,

M.

Tichane, and Grayson, Mediation

Prosecution in Felony Arrest Cases:

Center (First Year), V era

was conducted

Institute

and Arbitration

as Alternatives to Criminal

An Evaluation of the Brooklyn Dispute Resolution
New York 1980.

of Justice,

,

NY. The

random assignment
of cases to experimental (160) and control (114) groups. The focus of the study was on training,
organization, types of cases handled, referral and participation, effect on court workload and
This study

in

Brooklyn,

costs, satisfaction, compliance, recidivism,

and

research design included a

parties' relationships.

Findings: Regarding the nature of agreements, the evaluators studied the provisions included in

the mediation agreements, indicating the types of obligations being incurred. Ninety-five percent

involved ending harassment. Thirty-six percent placed behavioral restrictions on one or both
parties.

Thirty-five percent required parties to use structured

methods for handling future

problems. Twenty-four percent included limitations on interactions. This study dealt with serious
criminal offenders. Regarding satisfaction with outcomes, the evaluators found that

complainants and

79%

of defendants

outcome. For the control group,
satisfaction with outcomes.
felt

the mediator

defendants

was

felt their

For complainants,

fair.

story

94%

in

73%

of

the mediation sample indicated satisfaction with the

54% of complainants

and

67%

of defendants indicated

Regarding fairness of mediator, both complainants and defendants

In terms of whether the "story

was

in the

heard," while

44%

was heard" by

of defendants

mediation group and

65% in the

the mediator,

in the control

control group

group

90%

of

felt this

felt their

story

way.

was

heard.

Depner, California Family Court Services Snapshot Study, Judicial Council of California, 1991.
This study was conducted in 75 Branch Courts in California. The research design involved the

use of self-administered questionnaires completed by
sessions in June 1991. Issues addressed

clients

and mediators in 1388 mediation
outcomes, and user

included client characteristics,

reactions.

Findings.

The key

mediated

clients felt the

finding in this study involves satisfaction/dissatisfaction. Fifteen percent of the

mediation session was rushed. They
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felt

pressured to go along and

felt

intimidated to say what they really

felt.

Among those using mediation, 90%

felt

the mediation

process was clear, the mediator had good ideas, and that parties had been listened
3/4

felt

to.

More

than

mediation had helped them see more ways to work together. Two-thirds indicated that

mediation

made them aware of community

resources.

Durgee, Evaluation of a Court Mediation Program, Judicial Council of California/Family Court
Services, Superior Court of Alameda County, California, 1988-1989.
This study was conducted

Alameda County, California. The study design included analysis of
intake forms and mediators reports on 1694 cases. In addition, 209 mailed questionnaires were
completed by parents six months following mediation. The focus of the study involved outcomes
and reactions by men and women.
in

Findings: Regarding settlement rates, the evaluators found
partial

agreement. Only

23%

76%

of the parties reaching

full

or

could not agree on anything. Regarding user satisfaction, several

themes emerged from the study. These include appreciation of the opportunity to expose a point
of view without interruption; the professionalism, control and neutrality displayed by mediators;
the understandability of the process and the outcomes generated in

it;

and the opportunity to

focus on children.

Emery,

et

al.

The

Charlottesville Mediation Project, University of Virginia, 1982-1987.

was conducted

The study design involved a random
assignment of families with custody or visitation disputes to mediation (N = 35) versus adversarial
settlement (N = 36). Telephone interviews were conducted and separate analyses were performed
for men and women concerning satisfaction and outcomes as well as psychological impact of
various dispute resolution experiences. The study focused on client characteristics, outcomes and
reactions of men versus women, and psychological adjustment of adults.
This study

in Charlottesville, Virginia.

Findings: Regarding case processing time or pace of litigation, the evaluators found that

settlements are reached

evaluators found

77%

more quickly

in

cases that use mediation. Regarding settlement rates, the

of the mediated cases reached

full

or partial agreement. Only

23%

could

not agree on anything. Regarding court costs, despite high agreement rates in divorce mediation

programs, the programs appear to have
satisfaction, this study is
is

among

little

impact on the court's overall workload. Regarding

the majority of divorce mediation studies that indicate mediation

consistently found with user satisfaction in the

70%

to

90%

range.

The

satisfaction applies to

both process and outcomes generated.
Estee, Sharon L., Civil Mediation in the Western District
Judicial Council for the U.S.

This

is

for the

Courts

an evaluation of a mediation program that was

Western

District

of Washington:

for the 9th Circuit, Seattle,

A

Brief Evaluation,

Washington, 1987.

initiated in

1979

in the U.S. District

of Washington. Rule 39. 1 allows the court to designate any
75

civil

Court

action

for mediation. Attorneys

settlement conference

mediator.

must meet on a good

fails,

faith effort to negotiate settlement. If this

parties select a mediator. If attorneys can't agree, the court appoints a

The mediation program was enacted

initially

as an emergency measure to alleviate court

congestion.

Cases processed:

A total of 3496 civil

cases were terminated in 1986. 1693 were cases considered

potential for mediation (e.g. contracts, real property, torts, civil rights, etc.), 1789 cases

excluded from consideration

(e.g.

were

student loans, veterans overpayments, prisoner petitions,

Of the 1693, 449 cases (26.5%)
The remaining 1244 cases (73.5%) were processed

bankruptcy, and social security). There were 14 duplicate cases.

were assigned to mediation under Rule

39.

1.

without mediation.

were more likely to be dismissed, settled,
or withdrawn than were cases not assigned to mediation. [74% of mediated vs. 63% of nonmediated cases] The assignment practice of judges affected results - there was a predisposition
for cases most likely to require trial to be designated a Rule 39. 1 case - thus, more Rule 39.1
cases went to trial. Cases mediated took an average of 19 months versus cases not mediated took
an average of 12 months. The simplest, easiest to resolve cases were not sent to mediation.

Findings: Cases assigned to mediation under Rule 39.

1

Perception of Judges: All judges perceived the mediation program under Rule 39. 1 to be very
worthwhile, but they differed

Four

in their use.

different approaches

by judges were

identified:

= all cases for which a trial is requested are
=
Presumptive based on presumption that any case should be

routine; presumptive; selective; responsive. Routine

assigned automatically to mediation.

assigned to mediation barring unique qualities of case or strenuous and reasonable objection by
counsel. Selective

=

pre-established set of criteria

or not in need of mediation. Responsive

do so by both

sides.

Rates of assignment

= judge
-

is

routine

= 50%;

related to rates of disposition through settlement or
rate than any other type

used to eliminate cases unsuited for mediation

assigns a case to mediation only if requested to

of suit.
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trial.

responsive

Torts

-

= 12-14%

(differences not

assigned to mediation at higher

Attorneys' attitudes toward the mediation program were very favorable

89%

felt

Felstiner,

17%

program would be useful given
program should be kept the same or expanded.

be useful or very useful.

W. and

Human Behavior

felt

Williams, Mediation as

-

70%

felt

program would

certain conditions.

Mediators

-

an Alternative to Criminal Prosecution. 2 Law and

223, 1978 (for Dorchester, Massachusetts).

was conducted in Dorchester, Massachusetts as a descriptive study. No control or
comparison group was used. The issues of "interest included training, organization, types of
This study

cases handled, referral and participation, effects on court workload and costs, satisfaction,

compliance, and recidivism."

Findings: Regarding
eligible for

program

participation, the evaluators

found that

19%

to

23%

of those cases

mediation actually participated. Regarding cost savings, the evaluators estimated that

a mediated agreement saved from $1 14 to $165 per case (in terms of reducing court and

78% of disputants whose
were mediated stated that they were glad that they had tried mediation. Seventy percent
stated that they had felt they had an opportunity to air their complaints.

probation workloads). Regarding satisfaction, the evaluators found that
cases

Fix,

& Harter, The Urban Institute, Hard Cases,

Programs

at the Multi-Door Courthouse

Vulnerable People:

An Analysis of Mediation

of the Superior Court of the District of Columbia,

Washington, D.C., June 1992.
This evaluation
District

was conducted

in the

Multi-Door Courthouse of the Superior Court of the

of Columbia. Citizens are provided with the opportunity to make informed choices as to

how they will

reconcile their differences.

The

particular "doors" assessed in this evaluation are

mediation programs for Domestic Relations and Civil

EI

cases (typical

civil

cases without special

complexity). In the evaluation, mediated cases were compared with cases that were not mediated.

Findings: Impact

on the court

-

mediation was powerful means of settling cases short of trial. In

Domestic Relations, percent of parties in mediation who required decision of court to resolve
matter was less than half that for non-mediated cases. In Civil II cases, 7% fewer cases had to go
to trial when cases were mediated. In both Domestic Relations and Civil II cases mediation was
used to resolve successfully emotionally
In Civil II cases, parties

Relations and Civil

II -

were more

difficult cases.

likely to abide

by agreement from mediation. Both Domestic

mediated outcomes were less durable than non-mediated outcomes.

Between 5-9% of respondents in both Domestic Relations and Civil II indicated their cases would
not have been brought or would have been dropped if there was no mediation. This suggests a
substantial increase in court's caseload if mediation were used more broadly. In summary,
mediation did not appear to have a significant effect on reducing the court's caseload.
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Impact on disputants: Mediated cases

Domestic Relations tended to be quite bitter - a far
higher percent of cases here involved children. Parties believed issues were important to them.
Parties to mediated cases were unhappy with outcomes; were less satisfied than unmediated cases.
Non-mediating parties in Domestic Relations were more satisfied with process. Mediation had
highest satisfaction level when parties were bitter, believed the issues to be important, and did not
view their bargaining power as weak.
in

were more satisfied with outcome and process than non-mediated
and went to trial, parties were less satisfied mediating than not.

In Civil II cases, parties
If cases did not settle

In both

cases.

Domestic Relations and Civil II, those thought to be disenfranchised appeared to be more
with mediation. Defendants in Civil II cases preferred litigation.

satisfied

In Civil II cases, parties

more

likely to feel "justice

was done" and

mediation (also less likely of accusing the other of acting in bad
likely to think

In both

other side acted in bad

Domestic Relations and

faith, less likely

that "the full story

faith.)

to think justice

was

told" in

Domestic Relations

-

more

was done.

Civil n, reports indicated that mediation

was more expensive than

not mediating.

In Civil n, mediation settled the case faster.

Goerdt, John A., Small Claims Mediation in Three Urban Courts, National Center for State

Courts (SJI), 1992.
This

is

a study of small claims mediation in

Des Moines, Iowa, Washington,

Oregon. The study included the observation of mediation sessions

DC,

and Portland,

in all three locations,

Washington (mandatory) and 65 cases each in Portland and Des
Moines (voluntary). The study looked at agreement rates, court workload, court costs, and
approximately 40 cases

in

litigant satisfaction.

75% participation, Des Moines had 65%,
Washington D C. Regarding court workload, in Washington
and Des Moines the program saved 500 to 750 hours of judge and courtroom staff time annually.
The cost of the coordinator of the program exceeds the savings.

Findings: Regarding participation rates, Portland had

while participation

was mandatory

Regarding settlement

rates,

in

they were

85%

in

Des Moines, 54%

in Portland,

and

47%

in

Washington.

outcome satisfaction in Washington, Portland and Des Moines was
77% in mediation compared with 64% in adjudicated cases. In terms of procedural satisfaction,
the combined was 79% compared with 76% in adjudication.
Regarding

satisfaction, the
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Hanson, Roger, Florida's Fourth District Court of Appeal Appellate Mediation Project,
National Center for State Courts, 1991.

The design involved random
assignment of 393 cases to settlement conferences and 66 cases to a control group. The study's
This

is

a study of Florida's Fourth District Court of Appeal.

focus involved consideration of settlement rate, timing of settlement, overall case processing time,

and participant

satisfaction.

Findings: Regarding case processing time, the mediated cases

were

faster

with a

1

10 day median

versus 178 days for the control group. In addition, the appeals of settlements were not

much

longer than appeals of non-conferenced settlements. For the 75th percentile, the medians were

187 days (mediated) versus 178 days (control).

Regarding settlement

rates, the

the control group which had

45%

and

31%

experimental group had a settlement rate of 58% compared with

42%. These

are

first

year data. The 2nd year settlement rates are

respectively.

satisfaction, 77.3% favored continuation of conference. Questionnaires were sent to
415 attorneys; 197 attorneys responded. More specifically, 40.1% stated the conference should be
continued without major modifications, 37.2% thought it should be continued with major
modifications, and 22.7% indicated it should be discontinued. The two modifications suggested
most frequently were to screen cases before referral to the settlement conference and to make
participation in the program voluntary. Regarding outcome, the satisfaction expressed does not
depend on winning or losing.

Regarding

Evaluation of the Effects of Court-Annexed Arbitration on
Pace, Cost, and Quality of Dispute Resolution, National Center for State Courts, (SJI), 1988.

Hanson, Roger and Susan

Keilitz,

This study was conducted

in

Fulton County Superior Court in Georgia and the Hillsborough

County Superior Court in New Hampshire. A quasi-experimental design was used comparing 539
arbitration cases to 1 56 pre-arbitration cases and samples of contemporaneous cases in
comparable jurisdictions without arbitration. The evaluators considered pace of litigation,
indigent costs, appeal rates, trial rates, and participant satisfaction.
Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluators report that arbitration cases

move

slightly

more quickly compared with non-arbitration cases. Regarding appeal rate, the results of this
study are similar to most other arbitration program evaluations falling in the range of 40% to
60%. Regarding litigant costs, the evaluators found that arbitration did not result in cost
reduction. Regarding satisfaction, both attorneys and litigants

outcomes as

fair

and

satisfactory.

view the

At the same time, attorneys view

arbitration process

trial

and

adjudication satisfactory

as well.

Jacoubovitch and Moore,

Summary Jury

Trials in the
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Northern District of Ohio:

A Report to

the Federal Judicial Center, Federal Judicial Center, 1982.
This

is

a study conducted in the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Ohio.

examined
study

cases (28) assigned to

was on

Findings:

41%

all

The

The study

SJT between February and October of 1980. The focus of the

attorney views and settlement rates.

settlement experience for these cases

settled after the

SJT but had no

trial;

5%

was

as follows:

30%

settled before the SJT;

settled after requesting a trial, but

had no

trial.

sample of attorneys. The results indicate that
more satisfied with the SJT than were defendants' attorneys. Plaintiff
reported they had a good opportunity to present all of the evidence and legal arguments

Regarding

satisfaction, this study included a small

attorneys for plaintiffs were
attorneys
in favor

of their

case.

No

plaintiff attorneys preferred that their

case be heard by

trial

rather than

SJT. About half of the defense attorneys expressed a preference for forgoing the SJT; most of

them would

try an

SJT

again.

of California, Civil Action of Mediation Act: Results of the Pilot Project,
Judicial Council of California, Administrative Office of the Courts, November, 1996.
Judicial Council

This study was conducted in Los Angeles, San Diego, and El Dorado County Superior Courts as
well as San Diego, Sand Mateo, and

Mono Municipal

created a five year pilot project mandatory in

Courts. The Civil Action Mediation Act
Los Angeles County Court and optional in other

counties. The legislation required the Judicial Council to conduct a survey to determine the
number of cases resolved by ADR under the statute and to estimate resulting savings realized by
the courts and parties. The legislature established benchmarks for the pilot program. The
programs would be considered successful if they resulted in an estimated savings of at least
$250,000 to the county and corresponding savings to the parties. Two forms were used to collect
data: a statement

of agreement or non-agreement form; and an

ADR Information form.

Findings: Regarding savings to the court, the Judicial Council estimates that in

more than

two years

the

benchmark set for the
five year period. The estimated savings result from attorney fees, expert witness fees, and other
costs related to the advancement of court procedures (motions, hearings, conferences, trial). The
estimated savings to the county for two years was more than eleven times the legislature's target
of $250,000. Regarding agreement, the researchers found there was full agreement in 35% of the
cases with no agreement in 65% of the cases for all programs. For San Diego Superior Court,
which was responsible for 20% of all cases, the agreement rate was 41%; in Los Angeles County
Superior Court, which was responsible for 79% of all cases, the agreement rate was 32%.
Regarding pace of litigation, the average time from filing to mediation was 343 days. In San
Diego, the time was 257 days; in Los Angeles, the average time was 385 days. The researchers
also found that the number of days from filing to mediation was longer for successful mediation
(298 days) than for failed mediation (262 days). Regarding satisfaction, 94% of all respondents
estimated savings to the parties has been
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five times the legislative

would use the same ADR procedure again. These findings include 93% for
mediation in the San Diego County Superior Court, 95% for mediation in the Los Angeles
County Superior Court, and 94% for arbitration in the Los Angeles County Superior Court.
stated that they

Kakalik, James

S.,

Terence Dunworth, Laural A.

Hill,

Daniel McCaffrey, Marian Oshiro, Nicholas

Mary E. Vaiana, An Evaluation of Mediation and Early Neutral Evaluation Under
the Civil Justice Reform Act, RAND, The Institute for Civil Justice, 1996.
M.

Pace,

This

is

an evaluation of the implementation, cost and effects of mediation and neutral evaluation

programs for

civil

cases in six federal district courts. This study

assessment of case management principles as developed

of 1990. The Districts studied

York

(Eastern),

in the

was supplemental to the main
Reform Act (CJRA)

in the Civil Justice

ADR supplemental study were California (Southern), New

New York (Southern), Pennsylvania (Eastern), Oklahoma (Western),

and Texas

(Southern).

The research design involved
each of the six

about

districts,

filed

and a comparison group of about

districts

Time

Cost of litigation

by

50 cases

-

in

each

ADR programs in

district.

however,

in

In

most

CA (S) 50% of

mandatory neutral evaluation program.

its

to disposition

-

no strong

statistical

evidence that time to disposition

is

ADR programs.

by

significantly affected

affected

1

5% of cases filed were referred to ADR programs;

cases were referred to

Findings:

selecting approximately 150 cases referred to the

no strong

statistical

evidence that lawyers'

work hours

are significantly

ADR programs.

Costs per case referred to

ADR - costs per case referred range from $130 to $490.

(Depends on

volume of referrals)
Monetary outcomes
evaluation

is

money appears more

-

Settlement as result of

is

held. Settlement is

Perceptions of fairness
cases

change hands when mediation or neutral

ADR
Appears to be correspondence between settlement and when ADR

ADR

ranges from 3 1% to 72%.
session

likely to

involved.

-

no

-

likelihood that case will settle just before or as a result of

more

likely if session is held later in the life

statistically significant differences in lawyers'

of the case.
perception of how

fairly

were managed.

Satisfaction

-

found no

satisfaction with case

statistically significant effects for

management. Findings regarding

inconclusive.
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mediation referral in terms of lawyer

referrals to neutral evaluation are

Multi-State Assessment of Divorce Mediation
National Center for State Courts, SJI, 1988-1990.
Keilitz et

al,

This study

was conducted

in Florida,

Nevada,

and

New Mexico,

Traditional Court Processing,

and North Carolina. The study

design involved a comparison of court-based mediation programs with courts without programs in
four states. In addition, interviews were conducted across sites with 191 mediating and 84

and 93 attorneys. Issues of concern included outcomes, user reactions, time and cost
re-litigation, and compliance.

litigating

factors,

Findings: Regarding case processing time, the evaluators found the pace of litigation

some

for mediated cases in

out that

many things

Regarding settlement

The

courts and slower for mediated cases in others.

affect case processing
rates, the evaluators

was

faster

evaluators point

time which are unrelated to the mediation program.

found

in all

four jurisdictions that a substantial

proportion of cases settled after referral but prior to mediation and after unsuccessful mediation.

Regarding

litigant costs savings, this

study found no savings in attorneys' fees, making this one of

the few divorce mediation studies to find this result. Approximately one third of the attorneys at

each mediation
specific report

site felt

they had spent less time on the case because

went to mediation. Their

of hours spent on each case, however, indicated no difference

mediated and non-mediated cases. Regarding court costs,
increased the

it

at

some of the

in billing for

test sites

mediation

number of post-divorce appearances. The evaluators note that mediation may
need to make periodic adjustments. The evaluators also point

sensitize divorced couples to the

out that child custody
in

all

is

contested in only

2-19% of all

filings.

Regarding participant

satisfaction,

was rated more favorably on most measures of quality and fairness of
The majority of respondents in both settings felt the process was fair. Those in

four states mediation

process.

mediation

felt less

pressure to agree to something, less intimidated, less pressure to reach

agreement. Regarding outcomes, mediation participants were significantly

had control over the decision, yet they were no more

Kelly,

J.,

likely to feel they

more

likely to feel they

had received everything.

Divorce Mediation in California, report prepared for the Fund for Research on Dispute

Resolution, 1994.

This study

was conducted

in California.

The study design involved

collecting data

from more

than 200 divorcing couples. The couples were followed from the inception of the divorce

proceeding to two years following the divorce. Mediated divorces were compared to divorces
processed through traditional court procedures.
Findings: Regarding both the short-and long-term impact of divorce mediation, the researchers

found that positive short-term impacts tend to dissipate over time. Regarding agreements,
mediated agreements contained more comprehensive provisions dealing with child support,
custody, and related matters.

At

divorce reported fewer conflicts

months before the divorce, parents who mediated their
compared with the sample who had their divorce processed by
six
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At the time of the divorce, couples who mediated reported that they were more
satisfied with the process as well as the outcome of the case compared with the sample using
court procedures. The mediated couples also were more in compliance with their agreements and

traditional court.

of cooperation with former spouses compared with those using the court. At
two years following the divorce, the mediation and court samples were not significantly different
in terms of levels of cooperation, amount of conflict, compliance rates, and other related
had a higher

level

measures.

Kelly,

The Divorce Mediation

Project, Northern California Mediation Center, San Francisco

Foundation, Hewlett Foundation, Fund for Research in Dispute Resolution, 1983-1990.

was conducted

Marin County, California. The study design involved a longitudinal
assessment of 105 couples who mediated and 225 couples who used the adversarial system and
had filed for divorce in Marin County. Interviews were conducted at baseline, then mailed
questionnaires were used at four subsequent time points over a three year period. The final
assessment was held two years after the divorce. The focus of the study included client
characteristics, outcomes, user reactions over time comparing men and women, psychological
adjustment, terms of agreements, cost factors, and special relationships.
This study

in

Findings: Regarding settlement rates, the evaluators found in their assessment of voluntary

compliance with the mediation process that
resolved one or

Regarding

more

issues.

litigant cost

59%

reached a written agreement. Another

15%

Twenty-six percent were unable to reach agreement on anything.

swings, the evaluators found that the control group spent

134% more than

was $5,243, while
was $12,234. Regarding satisfaction,
throughout this longitudinal study, users consistently rated mediation more favorably on an
extensive array of satisfaction measures. Only two of eighteen measures did not have more

the group that underwent mediation.

The average

cost for the mediation group

the average cost for the adversarial litigation group

favorable results for the mediation group.

Kobbervig, Wayne, Mediation of Civil Cases in Hennepin County:
State Court Administrator, Minnesota Judicial Center, 1991.
This

is

an evaluation of a mediation pilot project conducted for

Minnesota.

civil

An Evaluation,

Office of the

cases in Hennepin County,

A total of 596 cases were randomly assigned to the experimental group, providing

mediation, arbitration, and judicial process (standard litigation track), while 590 cases were

assigned to a control group, with only arbitration and judicial process used.

designed to study the pace
satisfaction, quality

of litigation, trial rates, effect

of justice, and

on judicial

The evaluation was

time, litigant and attorney

cost.

of litigation or case processing time, the median time to disposition was
shorter for the experimental group compared with the control group. This is attributed to

Findings: Regarding pace

83

arbitration cases, since mediation

there

and judicial process were

identical.

Regarding court workload,

was no difference in the mean number of court appearances for the two groups, but judicial
was required in a lower proportion of cases for the experimental group (53% vs. 60%).

activity

Regarding

the experimental group had higher rates than the control group (8.9 vs. 7.6).

trial rates,

However, mediation and arbitration cases had lower

trial

rates than judicial process cases (7.3 vs.

10.4).

Regarding settlement
mediation settled

vs.

for those that settled
in mediation,

group had higher rates (62% of cases referred to
46% of cases that were not mediated settled). Regarding costs to litigants,
in mediation, 43% believed they saved money. For those that did not settle
rates, the experimental

9% believed they

56% of litigants
20% of litigants

saved money. For those that settled in mediation,

thought attorney time was reduced. For those that did not

settle in

mediation,

thought attorney time was reduced. Regarding participant satisfaction,

litigants in

mediation rated

more favorably than did litigants in the judicial process. On the other hand, attorneys
rated the judicial process more favorably. 75% of both litigants and attorneys viewed mediation as
fair. Litigants felt mediation was more efficient; for attorneys the efficiency rating for mediation
and judicial process was the same. Both efficiency and fairness ratings were higher for cases that

the process

settled in mediation.

Kressel, et

al,

Essex County Custody Mediation Project, Rutgers University,

New Jersey

Administrative Office of the Courts, 1986-1990.

This study

was conducted

in

Essex County,

New Jersey.

The research design involved

conducting post-mediation telephone interviews, auditing court
video recordings for 50 mediations in the pilot court project.

files,

and analyzing audio and

Issues addressed in the study

included client characteristics, outcomes, user reactions, and dynamics of the mediation process.

Findings: Regarding settlement rates,

67%

of the parties reached agreement

in this

custody

mediation. In addition, notification of the mediation to be held produced agreement in

17% of the

more than one-half of the participants in the mediation program felt
that mediation had come too late. They felt it should have been made available earlier. Among
those who reached agreement, 90% were very satisfied. Thirty-three percent of those who failed
to reach agreement were satisfied.
cases.

Lind,

Regarding

satisfaction,

An Evaluation of Court-Annexed Arbitration in a

for Civil Justice (ICJ,

RAND),

United States District Courts

Institute

1990.

This study was conducted in the Middle District of North Carolina. The study design included

drawing samples for an experimental and central group using 350 arbitration eligible cases. The
issues researched included access, cost, pace of litigation, participant satisfaction, and appeal rate.
Findings. Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluator found that non-arbitration cases

84

moved

faster

through the system than those randomly assigned to the arbitration experimental group.
Regarding appeal rate, the results of this study place it with other arbitration programs with a
range of 40% to 60%. At the same time, the proportion of appealed cases going to

trial is

low

here as well as in most arbitration programs. Regarding litigant costs the findings for this study
indicate being in the arbitration track reduces cost if the case settles before the arbitration

Regarding
fair

and

is held.

both attorneys and litigants view the arbitration process and outcome
At the same time, attorneys view the trial adjudication process as
Among litigants, winners are typically happier from the results than losers.

satisfaction,

as

satisfactory.

satisfactory also.

Lowe, Robert and Linda Walker, Assessment of the MA Motor Vehicle Tort Litigation
Evaluation Program, National Center for State Courts (SJI), 1992.
This

is

a study conducted in Suffolk County Superior Court (Boston).

random assignment of 300 experimental and 100

control group cases.

The study design involved
The study was designed to

assess pace of litigation, cost to litigants and court caseload, and participant satisfaction.

Findings: Regarding case processing time, the

program reduced the pace of litigation. The median

time for the experimental group was 314 days while the median time for the control group was

346

from

days,

filing

to disposition. Regarding litigant costs, there

was no

difference

between the

experimental and control groups in attorney hours spent by attorneys.

Regarding participant

satisfaction, the

mean

scores for experimental group participants were

more favorable compared with the control group. Using a five point scale, the
was 0.4 to 0 .7 points higher. For one of the four satisfaction measures,
groups had the same mean score.
consistently

experimental group

Lowe

and

Keilitz,

the

Middlesex Multi-Door Courthouse Evaluation Project - Final Report,

National Center for State Courts, SJI, 1992.

This study

was conducted

in

Cambridge, Massachusetts. The research design was an

experimental design with random selection of more than 2500
Litigants

civil

cases from court dockets.

and attorney interviews were conducted and questionnaires administered. In addition,
were conducted with staff, court personnel, judges, and steering committee members.

interviews

Case

file

analysis

was conducted and observations of case

screening conferences and docket

reviews were conducted. Issues addressed by the evaluators included the effectiveness of the

program and screening and

referral process, cost effectiveness, satisfaction

of users, and speed of

processing.

Findings: Regarding cost savings, the evaluators found significant savings for both litigants and
attorneys.

of 25% more attorney hours were spent on litigated cases compared with
In addition, there were one-third more motions filed and more documents processed

An average

ADR cases.
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per case for litigated cases. Regarding case processing time, the evaluators found that there was
less time to disposition for

Multi-Door cases. Regarding the use of neutrals, the evaluators found
who have specific content area knowledge and experience

that matching cases with neutrals
results in increased satisfaction

and

litigants

had higher

and higher settlement

satisfaction ratings for the

rates.

Regarding

satisfaction,

both attorneys

ADR process compared with the central group

using the standard court process.

MacCoun,

This

is

al. Evaluation of the New Jersey Automobile Arbitration Program,
(Rand Corporation), 1988.

et

Civil Justice

a study of eight general jurisdiction

trial

courts in

New Jersey.

Institute for

The research design was

random sample of over 1000 auto negligence cases filed either
the inception of the mandatory arbitration program. The study focused on pace of

quasi-experimental, comparing a

before or after

litigation, disposition patterns, trial rate, costs,

and participant

satisfaction.

were not scheduled for arbitration moved faster
than those using arbitration. Regarding appeal rate, this study produced results that fell in the
same range as most jurisdictions with arbitration programs, 40% to 60%. Regarding costs, the
evaluators do not report cost reductions for arbitration cases. Regarding satisfaction, the findings
here are similar to other arbitration programs. Both attorneys and litigants view the arbitration
process and the outcome as fair and satisfactory. As is true of other studies, attorneys view
Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, cases that

traditional adjudication as satisfactory also.

Maiman, Richard

J.,

An Evaluation of Selected Mediation Programs in the Massachusetts

Trial Court, Standing Committee on Dispute Resolution of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

Court, Trial Court, SJ1, 1997.

See

p.

36 -37 of text of report for summary of this evaluation.

McEwen, Craig and Richard Maiman, Small Claims Mediation

in

Maine: An Empirical

Assessment, National Science Foundation, 1981.

was conducted in three Maine counties which included Augusta, Brunswick, and
The study used a quasi-experimental design, comparing 400 cases from 6 courts. Three
sites had mediation programs in place, three did not. The issues pursued in this study

This study
Portland.

of the

six

were: agreement

rate, litigant satisfaction,

and compliance.

were more likely to receive part of the
mediated cases were less likely compared

Findings: Regarding agreements and settlements, plaintiffs

claim in mediated cases than in non-mediated cases;

with adjudicated cases to receive

full claims.

participated in

Regarding compliance, the group that received

48%). Regarding satisfaction, 67% of those who
mediation found the overall experience satisfying, compared with 54% of those

mediation had a higher compliance rate

(74%

vs.
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who

outcome of the case, 44% of
those who mediated were satisfied while 24% of those who adjudicated were satisfied with
outcome. Winners were more satisfied with outcomes than losers.
did not participate in mediation. In terms of satisfaction with

McEwen,

of the ADR Pilot Project; Final Report, Maine Superior Court,

Craig, Evaluation

1991.

This

is

a study conducted in the

Maine Superior Court

design involved a random assignment of 170 cases to
addition, 87 cases entered

pace of litigation,

ADR voluntarily.

trial rates,

in

York and Knox Counties. The study

ADR and

156 cases to the control group. In

The study was designed to

assess settlement rates,

court activity, cost (based on discovery), and litigant and lawyer

satisfaction.

Findings: Regarding case processing time, successfully mediated cases had shorter disposition

time compared with the control group; however, for cases that did not

was

The average time

settle,

the disposition time

whole was about 60
days shorter than for the control group. Regarding court workload, the ADR cases produced a
decrease in workload based on both motions and hearings. For hearings, the experimental group
had 35% while the control group had 54%. For motions, the experimental group had 65% with a
mean of 1 .2 while the control group had 74% with a mean of 2.5. Regarding trial rates, the
experimental group had lower trial rates for completed cases. For cases assigned ADR, the rate
was 10%; for cases using ADR voluntarily, the trial rate was 2%. For control group cases, the
rate was 13%. The author notes here that there were varying and hybrid processes used.
Regarding settlement rates, 20% of control group cases were resolved by trial or judicial finding
while 13% of assigned ADR cases were resolved this way and 8% of voluntary ADR cases.
longer.

to disposition for the experimental group as a

For discovery
activity requested, there were 4.7 requests for control group, 3 .1 requests for assigned ADR, and
2.6 requests for voluntary ADR. For cases that settled in ADR, there were 1.1 requests. For non-

Regarding

settled

litigant costs,

the evaluator used discovery activity to detennine

this.

ADR cases, there were 4.4 requests.

Regarding

satisfaction,

both participants and attorneys found mediation to be both

fair

and

satisfactory.

Meierhoefer, Court-Annexed Arbitration in Ten District Courts: Evaluation, Federal Judicial
Center, 1990.

This study

was conducted

in ten federal districts:

Northern California; middle Florida; Western

New Jersey; Eastern New York, middle North Carolina; Western
Oklahoma; Eastern Pennsylvania; and Western Texas. The research design involved randomly
assigning cases to arbitration and to a central group. The same procedure was used in each of the
ten districts. The issues examined included pace of litigation, litigant costs, procedural fairness,

Michigan; Western Missouri;
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and participant

The

satisfaction.

results for this survey are similar to other arbitration studies.

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, results

were reported for only seven of the ten

districts

found that arbitration cases moved more quickly than the
control group. Regarding appeal rates, most jurisdictions with arbitration programs fall within the
studied. Three of the seven

40% to 60%

districts

appeal rate range. Regarding litigant costs, one of the ten federal districts studied

found that arbitration cases had reduced costs

if the

case settles before arbitration

Most

is held.

other arbitration studies found no cost savings or reductions. Regarding participant satisfaction,
the findings for the study are consistent with studies of other arbitration programs.

Both

attorneys and litigants view the arbitration process and outcomes as fair and satisfactory. At the

same time, attorneys

also

viewed

trial

adjudication as satisfactory.

Meierhoefer, Court-Annexed Arbitration in the Middle District of North Carolina, Federal
Judicial Center, 1989.

This study

was conducted

in the

Middle

of North Carolina. The study design involved

District

assigning 195 arbitration eligible cases randomly to an experimental group comprised of 161 cases

and a control group comprised of 34 cases. The study focused on pace of litigation,

trial rate,

appeal rate, satisfaction, and fairness.

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, this study

evaluations where

is in

a group of several arbitration program

non-arbitration or control group cases

moved

faster than those in the

experimental group. Regarding appeal rates, the results of this study

60%, a

finding consistent with

most

arbitration

the proportion of appealed cases going to

before

trial.

Regarding

arbitration program.

almost

all

program

trial is

fair

and

satisfactory.

range of 40% to

Similar to other programs,

found no cost reductions due to the use of the

satisfaction, this study

Both attorneys and

evaluations of arbitration programs.

process and outcome as

evaluations.

in the

low, with the vast majority of cases settling

litigant costs, the evaluator

Regarding participant

fall

produced
litigants

Attorneys also view the

trial

results similar to

view the arbitration
adjudication process as

satisfactory.

Merry, E. and A. Rocheleau, Mediation in Families:
Project, Children's Hearing Project, Cambridge,

A Study of the Children's Hearing

MA 1985.

This study was conducted in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The study was descriptive and focused

on the long-term impact of mediation

hearings.

Findings: Regarding long-term impact of mediation, the researchers found that

more than

Vz

of the

had changed the way they handle conflicts following
participation in the mediation session. When contacted by the researchers after the mediation,
70% of family members reported less arguing and fighting after mediation. Nine months after the
mediation, two-thirds of the participants still reported that arguing and fighting had diminished.
Only about 20% could attribute the improved condition to a specific agreement term. The
family

members (54%)

felt

that they
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researchers also found that

59%

of the disputants reported that they better understood the other

person's point of view following mediation. This finding could help explain the improvement in

long-term relations. Regarding satisfaction,

90%

of the disputants indicated they

felt

the

mediation process was good. The improved understanding of the other person's point of view
offers strong evidence

of the transformative powers of mediation.

Meschievitz, Mediating Medical Malpractice Claims in Wisconsin, Disputes Processing

Research Program Institute for Legal Studies, University of Wisconsin

Law

School, 1991.

This study analyzed data on the
includes 870 claims.
parties
filing,

first 400 claims filed between 1986 and 1988. The database
The study included interviews with selected attorneys, panel members, and

and round table discussions. Issues investigated included settlement

rate, patterns

of claims

and disposition.

low compared with other mediation. For the first
232 cases studied, the rate was 9.5% while for the next 158 claims the rate was 3.7%. Regarding
court workload, the program appeared to deter the filing of meritless claims. For the first 232
cases, 15.9% dropped out.

Findings: Regarding settlement rate, the rate

Regarding

satisfaction, one-third said the

is

program served a constructive purpose, but

in

40%

of

the cases, neither party held that view.

Metzloff, Willett, Rice and Peters,

Summary Juries in

Private Adjudication Center, Dispute Resolution

the North Carolina State Court System,

Committee of the North Carolina Bar

Association, 1991.

a study of all cases assigned to summary jury

(SJT) from 1987 to 1991 (17 cases).
Interviews of participating attorneys and judges were conducted. The study was designed to
This

is

trial

how the SJT was conducted in each case, the utility of SJT, why the SJT has not been
widely used, how to match SJT to cases, cost savings using SJT, and participant satisfaction.
determine

Findings: Regarding settlement,

two weeks of SJT. Regarding

all

but one case settled during SJT; the final case settled within

litigant costs,

attorneys indicated the

SJT saves

costs, particularly

expert witness fees. Regarding satisfaction, attorneys gave generally favorable assessments of
their experience

with SJT. Also, most attorneys indicated that their clients had been satisfied with

the SJT procedure, even if the results had been disappointing.

Olexa and Rozelle, Small Claims Mediation Project in the District Court of Oregon for
Multinomah County, District Court, Civil Division, Multinomah County (SJI).
This study involved evaluating

1

1,124 small claims cases,

study focused on agreement rate, effect

4% of which went to mediation.

of admission of liability, and compliance.
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The

Findings: Regarding participation in the program, Portland

(OR) had a 75%

participation rate.

Pearson and Thoennes, The Delaware Child Support Mediation Project, Center for Policy
Research, National Institute for Dispute Resolution, 1984-1985.
This study was conducted in Wilmington, Delaware. The study design involved telephone
interviews with 50 individuals
levels

who mediated

1983-1984 and analysis of older
support actions of which half involved

child support in

and guideline deviations for 880 cases with child
The study focussed on child support order levels and user

mediation.

reactions.

Findings: Given the focus of this study, the findings to be reported here pertain to satisfaction

with the mediation process. The findings on satisfaction are consistent with most other divorce

mediation programs studied; participants are satisfied with the mediation process.

Pearson and Thoennes, Denver Custody Mediation Project (CMP), Center for Policy Research,
Piton Foundation, 1991. (1979-1991).

was conducted in Denver, Colorado over a twelve year period (1979-1991). The
random assignment of divorcing couples with child custody, and visitation
to mediation (n = 219) and adversarial (n = 89) groups. In addition, three sets of

This study

study design involved a
disputes

telephone interviews were conducted over a three year period of time. The evaluators focused on
a series of issues including client characteristics, outcomes and user reaction over time, time and
cost factors, and compliance and re-litigation.

Findings: Regarding settlement rates, the evaluators found that

agreement. The majority
left

only

20%

who

60%

of the couples reached

did not reach agreement in mediation reached a stipulation.

This

of the cases needing a court decision. Regarding pace of litigation or case

processing time, the evaluators found that successfully mediated cases had time savings. Cases
that mediated successfully

took

8.5 months.

Cases that

litigated

took 10.5 months. Cases that

mediated unsuccessfully and therefore needed both mediation and

Regarding

litigant costs,

litigation

took 14.2 months.

the evaluators found evidence of modest savings in attorneys' fees with

mediation. In the late 1970's and early 1980's, the findings indicated a successfully mediated case
cost an average of $1,630.

Those cases

Cases that were unsuccessful

in

that faced adversarial litigation cost an average

mediation cost an average of $2,010.

of $2,360. Regarding user

77% of those interviewed expressed extreme satisfaction. Those who mediated
were more enthusiastic, but a substantial proportion of those who failed to reach an
agreement in mediation believed it was useful and would recommend it to others.
satisfaction,

successfully

Pearson and Thoennes, Divorce Mediation Research Project (DMRP), Center for Policy
Research, U.S. Department of Health and
This study

was conducted

in

Los Angeles,

Human

Services, 1981-1983.

California, Hartford, Connecticut, Minneapolis,

Minnesota, and Denver, Colorado. The research design included conducting telephone interviews

90

at three

who

time periods over a three year period with 450 divorcing parents

mediation services, 100 individuals
individuals with

who

used

the traditional court system,

no divorce disputes.

Retrospective interviews with 100 mediation clients at each
earlier, in

used court based
and 100 divorcing

site

who had

mediated five years

depth interviews with parents and children, and analysis of 8 1 audio-taped mediation

were conducted. The issues addressed in this study included client characteristics,
outcomes and user reactions over time, mediator techniques, child adjustment patterns, time and
sessions

cost factors, compliance and re-litigation.

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, mediated cases

system than litigated cases. Regarding cost savings,

were no quicker

this

study

is

moving through the
consistent with most divorce
in

mediation studies which indicate evidence of cost savings. Regarding satisfaction, approximately
Vi

of the respondents reported mediation was tension-filled and they

Between

1/3

and 1/4

control bickering.

felt

Seventy to ninety percent
Pearson, Jessica,

was

the process

Between 60-90%
felt

felt

felt

rushed. Fifteen percent indicated mediation failed to

mediation helped them focus on needs of the children.

mediation gave them the opportunity to

An Evaluation

angry and defensive.

of Alternatives

to

air their grievances.

Court Adjudication, Justice System Journal

420, 438 (1982)
This

is

a comprehensive review of early studies that were conducted.

Findings: Court dockets

-

concluded that despite expectations, mediation and arbitration appear

to have negligible effects on civil

Comment by Pearson

-

trial

calendars.

while mediation programs

may

not reduce

"remove from courts certain types of interpersonal cases
consuming forjudges." (Pearson at 438)
Satisfaction: Pre- 1982 studies report high levels

trial

rates overall, they

that are particularly distressing

of disputant

satisfaction

-

may

and time

participants extremely

pleased with the process whether or not they are able to generate agreements. Also, disputants in
arbitration

and mediation were more

satisfied

with case outcomes than were those

who

litigate.

(Pearson at 431, 442)
Roehl, Capowich, and Bruner, Evaluation of New Jersey's
Institute for Social Analysis,

This study

was conducted

Expanded Arbitration Program,

New Jersey Administrative Office of the Courts,

in nine counties in

1991.

New Jersey. The research design involved a

combination of arbitrated and non-arbitrated cases

eligible for arbitration

(1,997 cases) in seven

compared arbitration cases to non-arbitration cases in two
counties without arbitration (557 cases). The evaluators also conducted telephone and mail
surveys with 189 litigants and 402 attorneys. The study focused on pace of litigation, appeal

counties.

In addition, the study

91

rate,

and attorney and

litigant satisfaction.

Findings: Regarding pace of litigation, the evaluators found that non-arbitration cases

Regarding appeal

faster than those involved with arbitration.

to

60%

moved

rate, the findings fall within the

range reported for most other arbitration studies. Regarding

litigant costs, this

40%

study

found no cost reductions for arbitration cases. Regarding satisfaction,
litigants
view the arbitration process and outcomes as fair and satisfactory. The lawyers also indicated
both attorneys and

satisfaction with the traditional adjudication.

Roehl, Hersch and Llaneras, Civil Case Mediation

Quality of Justice
This study

and Value to State

was conducted

in

and Comprehensive Justice Courts:

Burlington County,

New Jersey. The study design included randomly
The study

assigning 397 small claims and special

civil

focused on effect of admitted

court workload, litigant costs and satisfaction, and

liability,

Process,

Courts,, Institute for Social Analysis (SJI).

cases to either mediation or adjudication.

compliance.

program allowed the court to cut the number of judges
and court employees by 2/3. The cost of the program was minimal. Regarding participation, 100%
of the people eligible participated in the program. The authors point out that judges exert

Findings: Regarding court workload, the

pressure.

payments were higher for mediated cases compared with
adjudicated, 25% to 16%. There was virtually no difference in full payments (65% vs. 63%)
Regarding satisfaction, mediation participants had higher rates of satisfaction with the process.
Regarding settlement

Satisfaction with

rates, partial

outcome was the same for adjudication and mediation.

Roehl, Janice, Multi-Door Dispute Resolution Centers: Phase I Intake

Assessment. Executive Summary

Final Draft,

and Referral

American Bar Association Special Committee on

Dispute Resolution, National Institute of Justice, 1986.
This study

was conducted

in

Washington,

DC,

Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Houston, Texas.

The

research design included observations, staff interviews, material reviews, post-process interviews

with participants

1200

in

implementation of the

outcome of intake and
Findings:

The study

cases.

first

The

three Multi-Door Courthouses and assessment of the process and

referral systems.

did not focus

Rosenberg, Joshua D.

issues of interest in the study included the development and

And H.

on the relevant

issues reported for other studies.

Jay Folberg, Alternative Dispute Resolution:

Analysis, Stanford

Law Review,

The authors of this

analysis

An

Empirical

Vol. 46, 1487, July 1994.

were advisors to a task force which commissioned a study of the
92

ADR program in the Northern District of California (Federal District Court). The study period
the ADR process used during this period was Early Neutral Evaluation (ENE).

was four years and
Half the cases

of suits were assigned to ENE. The authors comment, "What began
methods used to resolve family disputes is evolving into what may become
change in civil practice since the adoption of the Federal Rules in 1938 ."

in certain types

as an experiment in the

the most significant

(1488)
Findings: Two-thirds of those assigned to
worth the resources devoted to it.

Half of those assigned to
the

ENE

session.

ENE

than

80%

About half of the cases

was

in

which

ENE

of attorneys assigned to

ENE

were held were resolved more

reported that they would select

one whose case was not automatically assigned to
though this option was available and known.
predictors of a successful

sessions

ENE.

No

The key

it

saved money, with average savings exceeding ten times the cost of

quickly than cases not assigned to

More

ENE were satisfied with the process and believed

ENE

ENE

in

other cases.

asked to have the case assigned, even

ENE outcome were the attitude and

skills

of the neutral

evaluator.

Schultz, Florida 's Alternative Dispute Resolution Project:

An Empirical Analysis,

Florida

Dispute Resolution Center, 1990.

The study involved a
comparison of all mediated cases from the 13 th Circuit (702 cases) and a random sample of other
civil cases (the number of these cases was not reported). The study was designed to assess pace of

This

is

a study conducted in Hillsborough County (Tampa), Florida.

litigation, participant satisfaction, litigant costs, disposition patterns,

and settlement

rates.

Findings: Regarding case processing time, the mediation group had significantly shorter times

using time from referral to mediation. Regarding litigant costs,

reported mediation

was

Regarding participant
both

litigants

72%

of attorneys surveyed

less costly.

satisfaction, litigant satisfaction varied

and attorneys were higher

in

cases that settled

by mediator. Satisfaction rates

more

for

quickly.

Schwartzkoff, R. and T. Morgan, Final Report of the Evaluation of Three Experimental

Community
This study
assessed.

the three

Justice Centres, Sydney

:

Law Foundation

of New South Wales, 1987.

was conducted in Australia. Three community dispute resolution centers were
The focus of the research was a detailed evaluation of the perceptions of disputants

community justice

centers.
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in

Findings: Regarding participant satisfaction with the agreements, the researchers' report indicated
that

65%

were

of the disputants indicated that they were very

partly satisfied with the terms

.

Summer

indicated that they

Shows Early ADR Successful"

Dispute

in

1997.

This article reports on the experience of the
Missouri, a

23%

of the agreement.

Snapp, Kent, "Five Years of Random Testing
Resolution Magazine

satisfied while

CJRA demonstration

US

District

Court for the Western District of

district.

Findings: Strong statistical and practical support for proposition that

ADR brought case terminations at 28% faster rate than traditional

ADR saves time and money.

litigation

need for discovery. The program saved parties more than $16 million from

-

often without the

May

1994 through

December 1996.
Program was designed to prompt earlier settlements. Early assessment meetings were held within
30 days after initial responsive pleadings. When case doesn't settle at first meeting, a second early
assessment meeting

is

scheduled.

After 5 years and 3308 cases:
•
•

73% more control cases than ADR cases went to trial
83% of respondents felt it was somewhat or very helpful

in

moving a dispute toward

resolution
•

94%

•

median savings per case = $10,000; average savings per case = $36,215

Stienstra,

of attorneys said they would volunteer an appropriate case for program

Donna, Molly Johnson, and Patricia Lombard, Settlement Week Program in the

Northern District of West Virginia, Rand.

The

settlement

week program evaluated here has

cases on the court's

civil

existed since 1987.

Under

the program, certain

docket are referred to mediation during designated settlement weeks.

These settlement weeks are held once or twice per year for the purpose of reducing the
backlog. At the time the district

was

selected as a demonstration

program (1991),

and expanded the program. The program used volunteer mediators.

it

Civil cases that

civil

case

formalized

have

completed discovery are assigned to settlement week. The study included ten settlement week
conferences with a total of 692 cases referred to the program.

program was useful in encouraging parties to
settle early. More than half the attorneys involved in the program indicated that all or part of their
case was settled as a result of the program. Forty-four percent indicated that the conference did
not contribute to the settlement of their case. Regarding pace of litigation, 46% of the attorneys

Findings:

The judges interviewed

indicated that the

involved in the program reported that

program had no

effect

on disposition

it

decreased disposition time. Forty-one percent

time.

Nineteen percent of attorneys indicated

94

felt

that,

the

although

program reduced disposition time. Regarding costs, one-half of the
participating attorneys felt the program reduced the overall costs, with a median (estimated)
savings of $10,000. One third of the participating attorneys reported that the program had no
effect on cost, while 1/5 of the attorneys reported that the program increased cost. A majority of
attorneys reported that the program was fair and that they were satisfied with it (89% and 80%
respectively). Seventy-six percent of the participating attorneys reported that the benefits outweighed the cost (74 attorneys responded).
their case did not settle, the

Donna, Molly Johnson, and

Stienstra,

Patricia

Lombard, Evaluation of the ADR Program

in the

Northern District of California, Rand, 1994.
This study examined the

program

ADR demonstration program in the Northern District of California.

offers litigants in certain civil cases, non-binding arbitration, mediation, early neutral

evaluation, magistrate judge settlement conference, and private

ADR programs.

The study was

designed to determine cost, litigation time, and party satisfaction. Approximately
court's civil caseload (filed between 7/93 and 6/96)

attorneys involved in the

the

The

is

referred to

ADR.

15% of the

A random sample of

ADR program were sent questionnaires designed to assess the effect of

ADR program.

Findings: Regarding settlement,

case settled due to the
reported that

65%

ADR program.

of the responding attorneys reported that all or part of their
Regarding time to disposition, 61% of the attorneys

ADR reduced the time to disposition.

Only 24 attorneys reported that

to the disposition time of their case. Regarding cost,

62%

ADR added
ADR

of the attorneys reported that the

program reduced overall costs. The estimated savings was as high as $500,000, with a median
estimate of $25,000 and a mean or average estimate of $43,000. Ratings of the effect of ADR on

Among the attorneys who reported ADR brought about settlement, 91%
reported that ADR reduced costs. Among those attorneys who did not report ADR helped settle
their case, 16% felt the ADR process reduced cost. The method of ADR referral affected this
finding. Seventy-six percent of attorneys who were selected for ADR by a judge reported
savings. Sixty percent of attorneys who were referred automatically to ADR reported savings.
cost varied significantly.

ADR decreased the overall amount of formal discovery and
felt ADR had no effect on this. More than one-half
the attorneys responding reported that the ADR program was moderately or very helpful in
Forty percent of attorneys believed
motions.

The majority of remaining attorneys

moving the

parties to a settlement, clarifying the issues involved in the dispute, encouraging the

parties to look

more

realistically at their positions,

allowing parties an opportunity to

story, and providing a neutral evaluation. Regarding satisfaction,

tell their

more than 80% of attorneys

reported being somewhat or very satisfied with the outcome. Ninety-eight percent thought the

ADR process was somewhat or very fair.

For those whose case settled, 97% reported satisfaction
with the outcomes; for those whose case did not settle, 55% were satisfied with the outcomes.
Eighty-three percent of attorneys felt the benefit of ADR outweighed the costs. Only 17%
reported the benefits were not greater than the costs.

Steelman, David, Superior Court Rule 1 70

Program and Other Alternative Dispute Resolution
95

Prospects for New Hampshire Trial Courts, National Center for State Courts,
Study: Comparison of a
filed

random sample of cases exposed
ADR).

to

May

ADR with a random

1996.

sample of cases

before adoption of Rule 170 (mandatory

Findings:

•Higher court costs (number of events per case) incurred

•Much

in earlier

stages of

•Age of pending cases in pre- ADR sample much higher
•Pre-ADR cases had much higher court costs associated with events
•Similar court costs to schedule and predisposition hearings
in

•Greater costs for jury

•Why -

-

that occurred later

such hearings came sooner

ADR sample cases

•Higher court costs to schedule and hold non-jury

•ADR -

ADR cases

ADR cases

higher disposition rate for

trials for

pre-

trials for

pre-

ADR cases

ADR cases

less costly for litigants - attorneys

asked

in interviews

cases often settle earlier after exposure to

ADR - expensive discovery activities

often averted

•Attorneys pointed out

-

ADR adds additional pre-trial event
felt ADR should be mandatory

•Majority of judges, court staff and attorneys

•Mandatory

ADR in low-volume courts can impose burden on clerks'

staff and neutrals

(attorneys)

•Due

to increased judgeships and

new

courthouse, Superior Court has

available to assure that cases will

be reached for

trial

promptly

more resources
if not

resolved in

ADR
•Court

now

holding early structuring conferences (better caseflow management)

increases pressure for parties to settle in

•Trend toward lower jury verdicts
litigate

•Plaintiffs

-

meant

ADR

that insurance

than have them settled in pre-litigation

more

willing to settle in

-

companies are more willing to

ADR

ADR - may have less success trying cases to juries

•Can use volunteer neutrals to reduce case inventory
•Investment of time by attorneys serving as volunteer ADR neutrals helped to assure
success of Rule 170 program - lawyers' commitment to achieving positive results
•May also contribute to changed perception of trial court process, greater acceptance of
ADR as means to save time and cost and reduce adversarial nature of process
•Consensus among interviewed - no need to pay neutrals - general perception - neutrals
have been
Thoennes,

et al,

effective.

Evaluation of Mandatory Mediation in Indianapolis, Center for Policy

Research, State Justice Institute, 1989-1991.
This study was conducted in Indianapolis, Indiana. The study design involved an assessment of
court information on 352 cases assigned to mediation and 331 non-equivalent cases assigned to

96

non-mediation comparison groups. In addition, telephone interviews were conducted with 124
parents in both groups with blind evaluations by 6 family law experts of 80 divorce agreements

produced by parents

The

mediation.

who

mediated an 80 agreements produced by couples not exposed to

issues addressed included client characteristics, outcomes, terms

of agreement,

and user reaction.
Findings:

occur

in

The evaluators note

only 10 to

visitation cases

20%

that the program had minimal impact because custody disputes
of divorce cases involving minor children. Contested custody and

comprise a small proportion of all domestic relations cases.

Trost and Braver, Mandatory Divorce Mediation in Maricopa County, Conciliation court of the
Superior Court of the State of Arizona of Manicupa County, 1986.

This study
case

files

was conducted

mediation program (n
751).

in

Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona. The study design involved a review of

for the purpose of randomly selecting domestic relations cases filed prior to the

= 745) and

mandatory

cases filed following the initiation of the mediation program (n

The study focused on complaints, court

Findings: Regarding settlement rates, the study

is

hearings, and types of agreements.

reflective

of divorce mediation programs which are

effective in disposing of substantial proportions of contested custody and visitation cases.
settlement rates of such studies

fall

within the

=

50-75%

range. In addition, the evaluators

The

found a high

proportion of stipulations on property and support issues even though these issues were not the
subject

of mediation. Regarding

litigant costs, virtually all

divorce mediation studies reviewed find

evidence of cost savings. Regarding court costs, the evaluator found that there
the number of court hearings with the mediation

was no reduction

in

However, the court hearings for
mediated cases are shorter in duration. Many courts require hearings before and after mediation
which explains the experience in Manicupa County as well as other jurisdictions. Regarding
satisfaction, this and other divorce mediation studies represent a strong area of consensus pertaining
to the mediation process and the outcomes it generates. The range for these studies in 70% to 90%
satisfaction.

Mediation as a process

is

program

in place.

consistently favored over litigation.

Umbreit and Coates, Analysis of Victim Offender Mediation Programs in Four States,,
University of Minnesota, State Justice Institute, 1990-1991.

This study was conducted in the

cities

of Albuquerque,

New Mexico,

Austin, Texas, Minneapolis,

Minnesota, and Oakland, California. The study design was quasi-experimental.

A program group

was compared with (1) a matched non-referral group and (2) a referral but non-participating group.
Issues that were addressed were services offered, type of cases handled, referral and participation,
program costs, satisfaction, and compliance.
Finding: Regarding the mediation rate, this

Albuquerque and Austin. Regarding

is

found to be low

in

two of the four

satisfaction, the findings indicate that

states

with

27% in

victim-offender mediation

procedures are more satisfying to victims than are regular court procedures. In comparing mediation

97

cases in Albuquerque, Austin, Minneapolis and Oakland with a matched sample of non-referred cases,

the researchers found that

procedure compared to

were

satisfied in

were

57%

79%

of the victims

of the victims

mediation group were satisfied with the

in the

who were

satisfied in the

about the same proportion in each group.

non-mediated group. Offenders

A high

proportion of both victims and

with the outcome of the procedures. In Albuquerque and Minneapolis, the
matched samples of cases with mediated restitution agreements and court ordered
restitution and found a much higher proportion paid in the former group (81%) than in the latter
offenders

satisfied

researchers used

Regarding recidivism, the researchers compared matched samples of mediated and non-

(58%).

mediated cases

and

27%

in

18%

Albuquerque, Minneapolis, and Oakland and found that recidivism rates were

respectively.

While

this

would suggest

that victim-offender mediation has

impact on recidivism, the researchers note that there

is

no

some

desired

statistically significant difference in

these

percentages.

Vidmar, Small Claims Court Reconceptualization of Disputes and an Empirical Investigation,
Dormer Canadian Foundation and the University of Western Ontario, 1984.
This

is

a study which involved the evaluation of 200 randomly sampled contested cases assigned to

mediation.

The study focused on agreement

rate, effect

of admission of liability, and compliance.

Findings: Regarding agreements and settlement rates, plaintiffs were

more

likely to receive partial

claim in mediation compared with adjudication. At the same time, mediation participants are less
likely to receive full

payments. Regarding compliance, mediated cases have produced better

compliance.

Walker,
for the

J.,

Divorce Mediation Compared to Adjudication in England

Fund

This study
divorces.

for Research

and

on Dispute Resolution, 1994.

was conducted in England and Wales. The
The study was longitudinal.

study compared mediated and court-processed

found that four years

after

court-processed divorces were just as likely as those couples

who

Findings: Regarding the stability of the divorce agreements, the researchers

the divorce those couples

Wales, Report prepared

who had

had court-processed divorces to take divorced-related conflicts to court. Regarding these findings,
McGillis (1997; see p.B-1) comments: "despite the lack of difference in
the short-term benefits of divorce mediation, of course, could

and

children, since these benefits occurred during the

marital breakup." (McGillis at p. 58).
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still

many long-term outcomes,

have been very valuable to parents

most traumatic and

stressful period

of the
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THE LEGAL PROFESSION AND ADR

ABA Journal PoIP'The Lawyer Turns Peacemaker," ABA Journal

.

August 1996,

vol. 82,

pgs. 55-62.

An American Bar Association (ABA)
the past five years found support
arbitration, including

mandatory

Journal Poll of

among lawyers and

ABA members involved in ADR hearings in
their clients for the use

of mediation and

ADR programs, but found some concern about the qualifications

of arbitrators and mediators. Eighty-five percent of respondents stated that they do not worry
that less-expensive

ADR procedures will reduce their practices'

revenues.

Bethany V. Brands, Thomas M. Johnston, and Jill K. Harker, "Contemporary Studies
Project - The Iowa Mediation Service: An Empirical Study of Iowa Attorneys' Views on
Mandatory Farm Mediation." Iowa Law Review . March 1994, vol. 79, no. 3, pgs. 653-727.
The focus of this Contemporary Studies Project was on the use of mandatory mediation in
resolving disputes between creditors and farmers in the State of Iowa. The initial mediation
program was a response to the farm crisis of the 1980's, which sent the U.S. farm economy into
turmoil. The aim of the Project was to evaluate the effectiveness and desirability of the Iowa
Mediation Service (IMS) by surveying Iowa attorneys that have had contact with the mediation
process. The responses indicate that this program has been a successful tool in resolving farm
disputes.

Don

J.

DeBenedictis,

"ABA

Involvement Grows

in

ADR,

Certification."

ABA Journal

.

April 1993, vol. 79, pg. 114.
Article states that the

ABA has expressed ongoing support for ADR programs.

Delegates in February 1993 created a

new

section devoted to

The House of

ADR. The House

also adopted

ADR standards for programs as well as for lawyers working in the field.
Rhonda McMillion, "Growing Acceptance

for

ADR,"

ABA Journal May
.

1996, vol. 82, pg.

106.

ABA supported efforts by the President and Congress for the utilization of
ADR in the federal government in order to reduce litigation as well as improve overall access.

Article reports that the

Article describes testimony

on extension of Administrative Dispute Resolution Act of 1990,

including savings by federal agencies due to use of ADR.

Michael McWilliams, "Chronic Under-funding Leading to Delays, Reduced Services,
Shutdowns," ABA Journal . July 1993, vol. 7, pg. 8.

J.
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of ADR as one response to the "increased demand and shrinking
resources [which] puts at risk the quality and availability of justice in this country, placing in peril
our most basic constitutional entitlement." [citing a 1992 report of the ABA's Special Committee
on Funding and the Justice System]
Article calls for the use

Resolution 112, Action of the ABA 1997 House of Delegates.
In February 1997, the ABA House of Delegates adopted Resolution

1 12 at its midyear meeting in
San Antonio, Texas. This resolution was submitted by the ABA Section of Dispute Resolution.
Resolution 1 12 states that the "ABA supports legislation and programs that authorize any federal,
state, territorial or tribal court including Courts of Indian Offenses, in its discretion, to utilize
systems of alternative dispute resolution such as early neutral evaluation, mediation, settlement
conferences and voluntary, but not mandatory, arbitration " An attached report to the resolution

ABA's long standing support for ADR and endorses the discretion for all trial judges
ADR as settlement options. The report calls upon the ABA to "take a proactive and
affirmative stance in support of ADR methods, including [court] annexed programs" noting that
reaffirms the

to utilize

they can "decrease time and costs to the judicial system and the parties and increase everyone's
satisfaction with the

H.

outcome and with the judicial process."

THE USE OF ADR IN THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY

1997 Center for Public Resources Corporate Pledge Survey, "Fortune 500 Companies Find
Benefits In Adopting ADR Policy," http//www.cpradr.org/poll_507.htm
Fortune 500 corporations as well as mid-sized companies involved in over 20 different industries
are utilizing a corporate policy statement which encourages the use of ADR to resolve business
disputes. The Center for Public Resources Institute for Dispute Resolution's Corporate Policy
Statement on Alternatives to Litigation (CPR Pledge) requires that signatories agree to explore
resolution through alternative dispute resolution before turning to traditional litigation.

The

CPR

Pledge has been signed by more than 800 corporations as well as 3,200 of their operating
subsidiaries.

These 4,000 operating companies account for more than half of the GNP.

A recent

of the General Counsel of these companies adopting the CPR Corporate Pledge found that
more than half (57 percent) have attempted to use ADR, with many reporting estimated savings

poll

legal costs as a result

of adopting an

in

ADR policy.

Aerospace and Defense Industry Dispute Resolution Commitment and Pledge (unpublished
memorandum from John T. Sant)
In January 1995, the major U.S. aerospace and. defense companies affirmed their commitment to
use ADR in the event a business dispute arises between them. The commitment states, in part,
that "the signatory companies. wish to avoid the great expense, long delays, burdens, animosity,
.

and uncertainties of resolving such disputes
litigation... [T]he signatories

believe that

[in

the aerospace and defense industries] by

most disputes among companies within the industry are
The aerospace and defense ADR

best resolved privately through negotiation or mediation."

commitment

will terminate

December

31, 1998, unless
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renewed by the

signatories.

"American Society of Civil Engineers Policy Statement on ADR," adopted in April 1997.
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) supports dispute avoidance and alternative
dispute resolution techniques in order to solve engineering and construction disputes in a timely,
fair,

and cost effective manner without traditional

litigation.

The

cost of traditional litigation and

the subsequent time delays are often disproportionate to the issues involved.

gain acceptance in the industry and

its

ADR continues to

use continues to grow.

Anthony E. Bat telle. "Dispute Processing on the Boston Central Artery /Tunnel Project,"
The Construction Lawyer November 1995, vol. 15, no. 4 pgs. 13-18.
The Central Artery/Tunnel Project (CA/T Project) adopted a two tier approach consisting of
.

various

ADR techniques.

Within four years, approximately 1,500 claims have been processed with

only a small number of disputes reaching the second

reduce legal expenses, but

it

tier

DRB

review.

ADR not only helps to

also reduces the overall time personnel spend

on resolving disputes

which may arise during a construction project and helps to preserve business relationships among
concerned parties.

William L. Bedman,"From Litigation to ADR: Brown & Root's Experience,"
http://www.adr.org/brownandroot.html; Sally Roberts, "ADR Helps Contain Costs,"
Business Insurance March 10, 1997.
The Houston based engineering and construction firm of Brown & Root implemented a
company-wide ADR program. The program requires that every employee dispute against the
company be diverted to its internal dispute resolution program. Almost 1,000 employees have
utilized some aspect of the company's ADR program. A majority of these claims were handled inhouse with over 75 percent being resolved within an eight week period from the filing of a
complaint. Brown and Root estimates that it saved almost 50 percent on its legal fees in only a
.

four year period.

Stephanie D. Esters,

"ADR Use Doubles In

Commercial General

Liability Claims,

Survey

Finds," National Underwriter. June 17, 1996, vol. 100, issue 25, pg. 31.

A survey by the New York based ISO Data Inc., a subsidiary of the Insurance Services Office,
found an increase in the use of ADR in settling commercial general liability claims.
Gregory T. Higgins and William D. O'Connell, "Mediation, Arbitration Square Off," The
National

Law

Journal . Monday,

March

24, 1997, p. B18.

A 1996 national survey conducted by the litigation services group of the accounting firm Deloitte
& Touche found that in-house corporate counsel view mediation as the preferred method of ADR
over binding arbitration. The reasons for using ADR were similar among both in-house counsel
and law firm litigators. Thirty-two percent of respondents reported that ADR provided perceived
cost savings, while 26 percent reported better overall results. Fortune 1,000 companies have seen

a 28 percent increase in formalized

ADR usage within the past three years.

John Lande, Ph.D."Relationships Drive Support
1997, vol. 15, no.

7.
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for Mediation," Alternatives . July/August

A survey of business lawyers and executives found wide support for mediation.
respondents generally believe that mediation can save time and

money over

Although the

traditional litigation,

these beliefs were not the rationale behind the strong support for mediation. Rather, support for

mediation was based on perceptions about the positive effects of mediation on business
relationships: respondents
relationships.

overwhelmingly believe (80 percent) that mediation preserves business
concerns" was an

A majority of respondents also felt that "sensitivity to businesses'

additional benefit

of mediation.

David B. Lipsky and Ronald L. Seeber (Cornell University), "The Use of ADR

in U.S.

Corporations," http://www.ilr.cornell.edu/depts/ICR/NEW/execsum.html.
A group initiative among Price Waterhouse LLP, Cornell University, and The Foundation for the
Prevention and Early Resolution of Conflict

(PERC) produced

the most comprehensive survey to

date which details the use of alternative dispute resolution in U.S. corporations.
that a majority

of American corporations have used

at least

one or more

The survey found

ADR techniques in the

past three years with 88 percent of the respondents using mediation and 79 percent using
arbitration.

of their

Corporate executives have embraced

legal disputes.

to resolve

complex business

parties to "preserve

ADR with the hope of reducing the overall cost
ADR provided a more satisfactory process

Corporations also reported that

good

disputes, produces

more

"satisfactory settlements,"

and allows both

relationships."

Franklin McCreary, Mediation: a Valuable Tool for Bankers, Bankers Magazine .
July/August 1995, vol. 178, no. 4, pgs. 51-54.
Fifty of the nation's largest publicly traded banks, as reported by the American Banker were
J.

,

polled to determine if any utilized

ADR procedures.

While some had used

ADR in the past,

most

The major perceived benefits of arbitration over traditional
While the same advantages were noted for mediation,
two other important advantages were reported - preserving relationships between parties and
intended to use
litigation

it

in the future.

were cost savings and

privacy.

avoiding legally binding precedents that

E. Patrick

may

McDermott, "Survey: Using

influence similar future disputes.

ADR to Settle Employment Disputes," Dispute

Resolution Journal . January 1995, vol. 50, no.

Of the 92

1 pgs. 8-13.

organizations that responded to a survey of 336 businesses (ranging from Fortune 500

companies to small businesses), 67 percent found that ADR techniques were an attractive method
for resolving disputes in their organization. Respondents identified advantages of ADR, including
the perception of lower overall costs associated with

"employee due process" or "access" that
their disputes to

ADR over traditional litigation,

and the

ADR techniques afforded employees in allowing for

be heard.

Robert L. Robinson, "ADR in the Insurance Industry: One Company's Perspective,"
Arbitration Journal . September 1990, vol. 45, no. 3 pgs. 24-29.
CIGNA Corporation, one of the largest and oldest insurance carriers, has assets exceeding $57.5
billion, conducts business in over 100 countries, and is involved in over 100,000 lawsuits on any
given day that can range from minor and major casualty losses to life and disability insurance
103

claims.

ADR is being used increasingly because

resolving personal injury and property

damage

it

is

more

claims.

cost-effective than litigation in

ADR has proven effective in dealing with a

number of insurance claims of common origin, such as asbestos-related injuries. The
company has tripled the number of cases resolved by ADR in only a three year period.

large

Stipanowich & Leslie King O' Neal "Charting the Course: The 1994
Construction Industry Survey on Dispute Avoidance and Resolution — Part I," The
Construction Lawyer, November 1995, vol. 15, no. 4, pgs. 5-12.
The results of the survey indicate a movement favoring the use of ADR to traditional litigation
with varying levels of exposure to various ADR techniques. Although arbitration is widely used
in the construction industry, mediation is at the forefront of ADR techniques. Architects,
engineers and contractors responding to the DPIC survey viewed the ADR technique of project

Thomas

J.

partnering as the most time/cost efficient

Thomas

ADR method to resolve disputes.

Sitpanowich, "Charting the Course: The 1994 Construction Industry Survey on
Dispute Avoidance and Resolution — Part II," The Construction Lawyer. April 1996, vol.
J.

16, no. 2, pgs. 8-19.

Part

two of the 1994 survey questioned respondents on

construction industry.

Among ADR techniques,

the future of

ADR techniques in the

respondents predicted that mediation would

experience the most significant increase in future use. Also,

all

respondents generally

felt that

the

ADR technique of partnering would become an important resolution mechanism in the future of
construction litigation. Respondents indicated that when various ADR methods were used to
resolve a dispute, ADR was able save time (as measured in days) as well as produce cost savings
to the parties involved.
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Notes

was prepared by the Supreme Judicial Court/Trial Court Standing Committee on
Dispute Resolution. The Committee wishes to express its appreciation to Barbara M. Diamond,
Robert Lowe, and Timothy Linnehan for their assistance in the preparation of the report.
This report

1

2. Alternative
trial,

dispute resolution encompasses a variety of processes for resolving cases without a

such as mediation, case evaluation, conciliation, dispute intervention and arbitration. See

proposed Uniform Rule 2 for definitions of these processes.
3

.

The Massachusetts Office of the Attorney General funds and supervises peer mediation
in more than 27 school systems across the state. The University of Massachusetts

programs

offers a graduate degree in alternative dispute resolution.

Massachusetts, and

it

is

ADR is taught at

reported that

schools in the country. Harvard

Law

ADR is taught at all the law schools in
ABA accredited law

164 of the 174

School's continuing education programs offer training in

ADR to practicing lawyers.
Community Mediation Programs: Developments and Challenges, National

4. Daniel

McGillis,

Institute

of Justice, July 1997,

p. 2, 4.

5 In February, 1996, President Clinton issued
.

to implement the use of

an Executive Order that requires

ADR in civil claims by or against the government.

all

federal agencies

One Massachusetts

Commission Against Discrimination recently implemented a
voluntary program that offers parties the opportunity to seek a resolution of a dispute by means of
arbitration or mediation. MCAD Policy No. 96-1. For another example, a program operated by
the Massachusetts Office of Dispute Resolution for the Department of Environmental Protection
example

is

that the Massachusetts

offers mediation

6.

Many

and helps to reduce backlogs

federal courts

the Civil Justice

programs,

1

in adjudicatory hearings.

have provided for alternative dispute resolution

Reform Act Fifty-one of the 94
.

"Twilight of CJRA

districts

implement

federal districts are operating mediation

3 are running case evaluation programs,

programs, and five other

in the plans to

22

are using court-connected arbitration

operate combination programs. See Elizabeth Plapinger,

Means Unsure Future for ADR,

" National

Law Journal,

September 22, 1997,
p. B25. Rule 16 of the federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires federal trial courts to conduct
pretrial and scheduling conferences. Local Rule 16.4 for the United States District Court for the
District

of Massachusetts requires judicial

officers at every conference to

encourage the resolution

of cases by settlement conferences or alternative dispute resolution, and permits these officers to
refer cases to alternative dispute resolution.

See for example, E. Patrick McDermott, Dispute Resolution Journal, January 1995, vol. 50,
no. 1, p. 8-13; David B. Lipsky and Ronald L. Seeber, The Use of ADR in U.S. Corporations,
7.

Price Waterhouse

LLP, Cornell

University, and

Resolution of Conflict, 1997. See Appendix
the use of

B

The Foundation

for the Prevention

and Early

of this report for summaries of articles describing

ADR by the legal profession, the business community,

jurisdictions.
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and by courts

in

other

8.

See pages 8- 35, for a description of court-connected

ADR programs in the Massachusetts

Trial Court.

9.

The

using,

legal profession in

and delivering

Association, and

Massachusetts

ADR services.

many

is

increasingly supportive of and involved in promoting,

The Massachusetts Bar Association, the Boston Bar

other statewide and local bar associations have active

and many bar association members are involved
in the private

marketplace. See,

e.g.,

in

providing

ADR committees,

ADR services in the courts as well as
ADR Referral Service;

Massachusetts Bar Association

Boston Bar Association 1997 Directory of ADR Services; ABA Journal, "ABA Journal Poll,"
August 1996, pp. 55-62 (showing lawyer support for use of ADR); Resolution 1 12, 1997 ABA
House of Delegates (supporting use of ADR). See also material collected in Appendix A to this
report.

10. See p. 5

1

,

for a

summary of court

l.One of the leading academics

policy initiatives regarding

in the field

of ADR has observed:

provide less binary solutions to legal disputes;
relationships;

often

it

ADR in the Massachusetts courts.

it

"ADR can,

provides for the involvement of more than 'two sides'

be discussed

in

deeper and more thorough ways than traditional

'interests' or 'needs' facts
in traditional litigation

for example,

can preserve, where appropriate, long term
.

.

.

The

merits of a case

litigation

can allow

-

may

e.g.

can be discussed and dealt with, whereas they might never be exposed

with

its

evidentiary and other rule restrictions.

Settlement

is

often easier

and more productive when more issues rather than fewer are available for trade." See Professor
Carrie

J.

Menkel-Meadow, "Judicial Referral
8, 1 1 (December 1994).

to

ADR:

Issues

and Problems Faced by Judges,"

1

FJC Directions

Maiman, An Evaluation of Selected Mediation Programs in the Massachusetts
Committee on Dispute Resolution of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court/Trial Court, 1997, p. 13, 14, 45, 46. See pages 22-25 of this report for summaries of
12Richard

J.

Trial Court, Standing

studies evaluating Massachusetts

ADR programs,

and pages 3 1-39 of this report for key findings

of other studies evaluating the impact of court-connected
13. See p. 5, for

1

a summary of court policy

4. Reinventing Justice:

initiatives

ADR programs.

regarding

ADR in the Massachusetts courts.

2022, The Report of the Chief Justice's Commission on the Future of the

Courts, 1992, p. Ill, 113.

McGovern, "Beyond Efficiency: A Bevy of ADR Justifications," Dispute Resolution
Magazine, American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution, Summer 1997, p. 12-13.
15 Francis E.
.

16. Sander

and Goldberg, "Fitting the Forum to the Fuss:

ADR Procedure,"

A User-friendly Guide to

Selecting

An

10 Negotiation Journal 49 (1994). See also the proposed Uniform Rules on

Dispute Resolution, currently pending before the Supreme Judicial Court, which provide for the
chief justices of the Trial Court departments to set criteria governing
selected for or excluded from

ADR.

(Rule 4(b) and Commentary.)
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which cases should be

17. See

18.
all

pages 25-30, including tables

A and B, for a full description of the results of this survey.

See pages 44-50, for a detailed analysis of research

studies.

See Appendix

B

for

summaries of

the research studies reviewed.

19.

Apart from the need for public funds to ensure that

throughout the Trial Court regardless of their
ensure that

all

court-connected

ADR services are available to all persons
Court has a responsibility to

ability to pay, the Trial

ADR services, including those offered on a fee for services basis

as well as those provided by court employees and volunteers, are of high quality and

See G.L.

consistent, statewide standards.

(SJC/CJAM

Alternatives

c.

21 IB, § 19; Policy Statement on Dispute Resolution

1993). See also The Qualifying Dispute Resolution Practitioners:

Guidelines for Court-Connected Programs, Society for Professionals

August 1997, Recommendations
connected

conform to

ADR programs).

1.1

and

1.2 (courts

The funds made

in

Dispute Resolution,

have a duty to ensure quality of court-

available to the Trial Court for

budget ($85,000) are not adequate to enable the Trial Court to meet

its

ADR in the FY 1998

responsibilities for quality

control.

20. The

Proposed Uniform Rules on Dispute Resolution were submitted to the Supreme

Judicial

Court and to the Chief Justice for Administration and Management by the Standing Committee on
Dispute Resolution in June, 1996. The Supreme Judicial Court published the Proposed Rules for

comment

in

January, 1997. After reviewing the

many comments that were

submitted, the

Standing Committee submitted recommendations for further changes in the Proposed Rules to the

Supreme

Judicial

Court and to the Chief Justice for Administration and Management on October

21. 1997.

of the Supreme Judicial Court, Rule 3:07, Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule

21. Rules
1.4,

Note

5.

22. The data in this section about the

number of cases referred to ADR and settlement rates
is based on information supplied by Trial Court

for

various programs serving the Trial Court

departments, or, in
23. Davis,

some

cases,

by the programs, and

it

has not been independently verified.

A.M. Mediation: An Alternative That Works. Administrative Office of the

District

Court, Salem, Mass. 1983, 1984.
24. Davis, A.

M. Community Mediation

in Massachusetts.

A Decade of Development:

1985. Salem,

MA:

Administrative Office of the District Court.

25. O'Connor,

A D.

Conciliation Handbook:

A

Guide

1975-

1986.

to Conciliation in the

Lawrence

District

Court. 1996.

of the District Court. Middlesex/Norfolk Counties Civil One-Trial
Regular Civil Filings 9/30/96 through 9/30/97. December 4, 1997.

26. Administrative Office

Project.
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27. For additional information about the context of

28. Davis,

A.M.

ADR in the District Court,

see Appendix A.

Preface, 1986.

29Davis, A.M. Preface, 1986.
30. Davis, A.M. Preface, 1986. The proposed Uniform Rules define "a community mediation
program" as "a non-profit, charitable program whose goals are to promote the use of mediation
and related conflict resolution services by volunteers to resolve disputes including those that come
to,

or might otherwise

come

31. See pages 36-37, and

to, the courts."

Appendix

B

for

summaries of Richard

J.

Maiman, An Evaluation of

Selected Mediation Programs in the Massachusetts Trial Court.

MAMPP training standards have been adopted by the association as "aspirational,"

32. The

they do reflect the practice of most programs, in particular the guidelines for the

30 hour

Additional resources will be required to allow

training.

all

programs to

initial

fully

since

minimum

implement

the apprenticeship and continuing education guidelines.
33. The 30-hour training requirement in the Massachusetts Confidentiality statute (C. 233,

was included by

the Legislature after consultation with the District Court Mediation Project about

the average length of training in
34. G.L.

c.

218, §22.

35. G.L.

c.

233, §23C.

community mediation programs.

3 6. Conversation with Annette Hailer by Albie Davis
37. See

§23C)

Appendix

on December

15, 1997.

A for tables showing District Court programs.

38. G.L. C.7, §51.
39. See Brophy,

Meenen, Larivee and Adrian, Review and Evaluation: Suffolk County Superior
p. 13, 15, and Tables 5 and 11.

Court Mediation Project, Crime and Justice Foundation, 1989,
This study is summarized on page G.

John C. Cratsley, Miyoko Sato, Elizabeth Kowal, Draft Conclusions of Suffolk
Mediation Study, December 10, 1997. Unpublished study.
40. Hon.

Under the proposed ADR Uniform Rules pending before the Supreme Judicial Court (see p. 7
above), the Housing Specialists, in handling many landlord/tenant disputes, are classified not as
"mediators" but as neutrals who employ a variety of ADR techniques, including mediation,
conciliation, case evaluation, and dispute intervention. Given that the Housing Specialists have

41.

traditionally

been referred to as "mediators," that term will continue to be used
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until the rules for

court-connected

ADR are adopted.

Over the

Courts have undergone extensive mediation
42. See page 7, above.

43. See Appendix

B

for

years, the

detailed

Specialists in

all

of the Housing

training.

See proposed Uniform Rule

more

Housing

6(a).

summaries of the studies described

in this section.

44. For recommendations concerning early intervention, see Dispute Resolution in the Courts:

A

to Promote Access, Choice and Integrity in Court-connected Dispute Resolution, the
Report of the Supreme Judicial Court/Trial Court Standing Committee on Dispute Resolution,
June 18, 1996, p. 8, 25-26, 63-67.

Plan

45. National Center for State Courts

Litigation

(NCSC), Evaluation of Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Tort

Case Evaluation Program, 1992,

46. See Appendix

B

for a

more

detailed

p.

7.

summary of this

study.

47 Crime and Justice Foundation, Review and Evaluation: Suffolk County Superior Court
Mediation Project, 1989, p. 16.
.

48. Crime and Justice Foundation, p.

1.

49. Crime and Justice Foundation, p. 14.
50. Crime

and Justice Foundation,

p. 20.

51. Crime

and Justice Foundation,

p. 20.

52. Crime

and Justice Foundation,

p. 15.

between Timothy Linnehan and Mary Vaiana of the RAND Corporation staff,
December 1997. The portion of the RAND report pertaining to ADR is summarized in Appendix
5 3 Conversation
.

B. The report

is listed

An Evaluation of Mediation and
Under the Civil Justice Reform Act, RAND, The Institute for Civil

as follows:

Early Neutral Evaluation

Kakalik, James

S., et al.,

Justice, 1996.

54 For a number of thoughtful critiques of the RAND Corporation study, see Dispute Resolution
Magazine, American Bar Association Section on Dispute Resolution, Vol.3, No. 4, Summer
1997. In particular, the article by Craig McEwen and Elizabeth Plapinger suggests that additional
research is needed in order to understand fully the relationship between ADR and the operation of
.

the courts.

55 .0stermeyer and

Keilitz, 1997.
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56.0stermeyer and
57.

McEwen,

58. Stienstra

Keilitz, at 16, 18.

1991, at 205.

& Willging,

1995

at 10.

59. Brazil, 1990, at 323.

60. Brazil, 1990, at 327.

61.

Maiman, 1997; Steelman, 1996; Clark, Volente

& Mace,

1992, Kobbervig, 1991; Estee, 1987;

Pearson, 1982.
62. Collins,

Ford

& Wasserberg,

1992; Barkai

& Kassebaum,

1991, Roehl, Capowich

& Ford, 1991, Lind, 1990; Meierhoefer, 1990, Hansen & Keilitz,
& Grove, 1987; MacCoun, et 1987, Burton & Mclver, 1987-88.

1991; Collins

Donnelly

1988; Clarke,

al,

63. Keilitz, et

Pearson

& Burner,

&

al,

1992; Depner, et

al,

1992, Kressel, et

Thoennes, 1981-83; Pearson, 1981; Merry

64. Goerdt, 1992;
65. Rosenberg

McEwen & Maiman,

& Folberg,

1994;

al,

&

1991; Pearson

& Thoennes,

1984-85;

Rocheleau, 1985.

1981.

Lowe and

Walker, 1992.

66. Hanson, 1991.
67. Meschievitz, 1991.
68. Lowe

& Keilitz,

69. Metzloff et

al,

1992.

1991; Alfini, 1989; Jacoubovitch

70 Ambrocate & Coates, 1992, Cook, Roehll,
David Tichore & Grayson, 1980.

7LOstermeyer

& Keilitz,

1997

&

& Moore,

1982.

Shepard, 1980; Felstiner

& Williams,

1978;

at 4.

72. Kobbervig, 1991 at 3.
73. McEwen, 1991; Schultz, 1991; Snapp, 1997; Fix and Herter, 1992 (civil
74. Kakalik, et

al,

U cases.)

1996 (Rand.)

7 5. Improved case processing time was found in Hawaii (Barkai

& Kasselbaum,

1991),

DuPage

Ford and Wasserberg, 1992), Lake County II. (Collins and Ford, 1992),
North Carolina (Clarke, Donnelly and Grove, 1987) and three of seven federal district courts
County,

II.

(Collins,

,
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(Meierhoefer, 1990).

& Wyer,

76. Emery
in

some, slower

in

1987; Pearson, 1981; Fix

& Harter,

1992; Keilitz, et

al,

1992-94

states faster

some.

77. Lowe

& Keilitz,

78. Lowe

& Walker,

1992; Ruehl, 1992.
1992; Rosenberg, Folberg, and Barrett, 1992.

79. Hanson, 1991.

80. Collins

and Ford, 1991. Another exception

is arbitration,

where settlement

rates are not

investigated but appeal rates are sometimes included in studies.

81Bridenback, 1979
-

8%

of medical malpractice cases went to

mediation

vs.

82. Pearson

Emery

63%

litigation;

1987,

-

77%;

83. Goerdt, 1992; Roehl, et
84. Jacoubovich

& Moore,

8 5 Hanson, 1991
.

86. Cook, Roehl,

87. Pearson,

later;

1996.

60%; Kressel

Kelly, 1983-90,

1982; Metcalf,

et al,

-59%; Fix

1992, Vidmar, 1981;

al,

9.5% and 5.7%

& Shepard,

1982

-

al,

-

et al,

-

& Harter,

53%

1992,

McEwen & Maiman,

80%

med. Vs.

1991, Alfini, 1989.

-

Fix

6%

of those

& Harter,

respectively.

1980; Umbreit

who

vs.

six

parties

54%

1992.

of those

who went

to court had problems

1992.

months before the divorce and

at

were reported

the divorce, making the procedure less stressful for the

and children involved.

89.0stermeyer

90McEwen,

& Keilitz,

1997

at 31-32.

1991.

McEwen, 1991

-
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